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SOLID-STATE N. ~1. R. STUDIES OF PLATINUM ANu TIN COHPOUNDS 
by 
PATRICK WILLIAM REAMS 
ABSTRACT 
Hi~h-resolution solid-state N.M.R. studies of dilute spins 
are now possible using cross-polarisation and r1AS techniques. 
A systematic evaluation has been undertaken to determine their 
applicability to spin-~ metal nuclei, in ~articular 195Pt and 
119
sn. In addition, an extensive 13c and 31P solid-state N.M.R. 
study has been carried out on a selection of Pt(II) complexes, 
supplying information on isotropic (scalar) coupling constants 
and shielding anisotropy. The majority of 119sn and 195Pt 
spectra exhibit a multitude of s9inning sidebands due to the 
large shielding anisotropy present. The tin systems under 
study have been of type R3SnX (where R = Alkyl, phenyl and 
X= F, OH, Cl); some are shown to be polymeric in the solid-
state with penta-coordinate tin present. Where possible, 
correlations with X-ray crystallographic data and solution-state 
N.M.R. studies are given. The interactions present in Pt(IV) 
compounds containing directly bonded quadrupolar nuclei have 
been studied and imply motional activity present in the solid-
state. A more comprehensive study of these effects is given 
for two tin systems (Ph3SnCl and (NH 4) 2sncl6), whereby observed 
splittings can be accounted.for by a combination of 119sn-Cl 
dipolar and scalar coupling~ The inter~lay of tensor propert-
ies between spin-~ nuclei, namely (i) dipolar coupling, (ii) 
indirect (scalar) coupling and (iii) shielding anisotropy is 
. 195 31 119 19 . 
explored in sol1d-state Pt- P and Sn- F systems. The 
theory for such tensorial interplay is giv~n for an AX 2 system. 
v 
SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
These lists contain the symbols and abbreviations most 
frequently used in this work. Some specialized notations are 
defined in the relevant chapter. 
Symbols 
"' I. 
J 
A A 
Static magnetic field (components, B , B , B ) 
X y X 
rf magnetic, associated with v1 (components (Blx'Bly'Blz) 
]..10 hI -3 Dipolar coupling constant <4TI.y 1y 2 ( 1 2TI)r ) 
Nuclear receptivity relative to that of carbon-13 
Wigner rotation matrix 
Hamiltonian operator {in energy units), subscripts 
indicate the nature of the operator. 
~ucle~r sp~n operator for nucleus; {components 
I. , I. , I. ) ]X JY JZ 
Ij+' Ij- 'Raising' and 'lowering' spin operators for nucleus; 
I. 
J 
n 
JAX 
A 
Nuclear spin quantum number associated with I. 
J 
Nuclear spin-spin coupling constant through n bonds 
(in Hz) between nuclei A and X, 
" eigenvalue of I. (Nuclear spin component quantum No.) JZ 
total magnetic qu~ntum No. for a spin system 
(eigenvalue of ~.I. ) J JZ 
equilibrium macroscopic magnetization of a spin system 
in the pres~nce of B0 
moment of spectrum (M2 =second moment-, etc.) 
Total number of nuclei of a given type in the sample 
(i) Signal Height 
(ii) Nuclear spin quantum number/type of nucleus. 
Spin-lattice relaxation time 
Spin-Spin relaxation time 
Spin-lattice relaxation time in the rotating:· frame 
Cross-relaxation time between I and S spins· 
Spin temperature of nucleus X. 
Nuclear spin wave functions (eigenfunction of Iz) for 
spin +~/-~ states respectively 
YX magnetogyric ratio of nucleus X 
o Chemical shielding anisotropy Co=o 33-criso) 
ox Chemical shift of nucleus of ele~ent X, in ppm 
vi 
~VHH homogeneous proton line width. 
~ Static linewidth 
~v Full width (in Hz) of a resonance line at half-height 
6.o Sh..:i_Alninrr anisotrony ( ~cr=cr-7 -cr .L) 
no Asymmetry in shieldin~ 
~o permeability of a vacuum 
carrier frequency of radiation 
Larmor precession frequency of nucleus j (in Hz) 
(i) frequency of local field 
cr. 
J 
cr .. 
JJ 
(ii) Larmor frequency (general) 
quadrupole resonance frequency 
Rotation speed (Hz) 
spherical tensor component in PAS 
shielding constant of nucleus j 
principal component of shielding tensor 
• •• I,· '• • '· 
correlation time 
2 X nuclear quadrupole coupling constant (=e q Q/h) 
w (general) As for v terms but in rae s-l 
ABBREVIATIONS 
acac 
AI 
COD 
CP 
efg 
en 
FID 
FT 
HPD 
HAS 
NtJI..R 
NQR 
NQS 
PAS 
PCTFE 
ppm 
rf 
S/N 
SSB 
SP 
TMS 
acetyl acetonato 
absolute intensity mode 
1,5-cyclooctadiene 
cross-polarisation 
electric field gradient 
ethylenediamine 
Free Induction Decay 
Fourier transform 
High-power decoupling 
Magic-Angle spinning 
Nuclear magnetic resonance 
Nuclear quadrupole resonance 
Non-quaternary suppression 
Principal Axis system 
Poly(chlorotrifluoroethylene) 
parts per million 
radiofrequency 
Signal to Noise ratio 
Spinning sideband 
Single pulse only 
Tetramethylsilane 
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1 
CP~~PTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
Solution-state N.M.R. has long established itself as 
one of the most nowerful and informative analytical tools for 
1 the elucidation of structure and dynamics in chemistry. 
The advent of superconducting magnets along with powerful 
. 2 
computer hardware and software is forever increasing the 
hiqn resolution canabilities of N.M.R., with even the scar-
cest of nuclei becoming accessible. 3 However, the use of 
N.M.R. is not limited to the solution-state. Low resolution 
N.M.R. of the solid-state has been achievable =or a consider-
able number of years, albeit applied to the abundant nuclei 
. 1 19 31 (&.e. H, F and P). The major problem encountered when 
studying solids is the broadening factor caused by interactions 
usually average~ by rapid motional fluctuations in solutions. 
In order to obtain sharp N .. ~1:. R. lines for solids, where the 
motions are more constra~ned, this kind of averaging must be 
brought about artificially by specific line-narrowing tech-
niques. The successful application of magic-angle spinning4 
(UAS) and high-power decoupling5 (HPD) has led to. the avail-
ability of "high-resolution" solid-state· N .r-1. R. The other 
major advance is cross-polarization (CP) , which increases the 
sensitivity for dilute spin systems and can considerably reduce 
the recycle time between oulses. 2 Schaefer and Stejskal6 
were the first to report on utilizin~ the combination of 
CP/HPD/~J!AS to obtain hiqh-resolution solid-state N .~. R. spectra 
of a dilute spin system (13c) . Although the above suite of 
techniques has been used to obtain high-resolution solid-state 
s~ectra for a decade, it has mainly been anulied to 13c, ' 29si 
2 
and 31P nuclei. 7 However, the potential of solid-state 
N.M.R. to probe the structures of inorgartic and organometallic 
systems via metal spin-~ nuclei is vast. To date, there has 
b 1 t . bl' t. f h .. h 1 t. 119s een on y wo prev1ous pu 1ca 1ons o 1g reso u 10n n 
and 195Pt N .~L R. , 8 which is surprising given the wealth of 
information available from solid-state studies. As well as 
being invaluable for compounds which are insoluble, or whose 
chemical structures are altered by dissolution, solid-state 
spectra have the advantage over those in solution in that 
they yield information on the anisotropy of N .~.!. R. oarameters 
(particularly the shielding tensor) . Correlations with 
single-crystal X-ray data are useful, but in cases of com-
pounds which are amorphous or otherwise unsuitable for x-ray 
work, solid-state N.M.R. can still prbvide structural and 
even some crystallographic information. It is the above 
advantages of studying spin-~ metal nuclei (aloncz with the 
more abundant 13c and 31P nuclei) that form the basis for 
this work. 
3 
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CHAPTER TWO 
THEORY 
4 
5 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter contains a brief resume of general theory 
which is applicable to solution and solid-state NMR. The 
main differences between the two forms of NMR are covered, 
with particular attention paid to the broadening mechanisms 
in solid·-state NMR. The main interactions for spin-~ nuclei 
are dealt with by use of Hamiltonian expressions, derived 
using spherical tensor calculus. The theory initially 
covers both axial and non-axial shielding AX systems and is 
then extended for the AX2 system. Crystallographic effects 
and factors governing linewidths are also discussed. 
2.2 General Theory 
The basic theory of N~R has been outlined in many books 
and reviews. All nuclei with odd atomic mass or odd atomic 
number possess spin angular momentum (SAM) . The magnitude 
of the nuclear SA1-1(P) is given by 
!.: 
P=h[I(I+l)] 2 
where I is the nuclear spin quantum number. Nuclei •11ith 
I~ 1 possess electric quadrupole moments as a result of a 
non-spherical distribution of charge. These nuclei can 
interact with electric field gradients in the environments 
causing efficient relaxation. 1 
The nuclear magnetic moment g, arising from the motion 
(spinning) of a charged particle is usually expressed in 
terms of the magnetogyric ratio, y, such that 
g = y p 
6 
The values of nuclear magnetic dipole momentsr and magneto-
gyric ratios for selected nuclei (relevant to this work) · 
are given in Table 2.1. 
TABLE 2.1 Nfffi PROPER~IES OF SELECTED NUCLEI(a) 
ISOI'OPE SPIN NATURAL MAGNETIC ~1AGNEI'OGYRIC QUADRUPOLE RElATIVE (c) 
ABUNDANCE Ma.t1ENT RATIO .Ma,lENT RECEPI'IVITY 
% (~/~n) y/l07radT-ls-l lo~8Q;m2 DP 
3~ 
35Cl (d) 
39K(d) 
79Br(d) 
112 99.985 
1/2 1.108 
1 99.63 
1/.2 100 
312 100 
1/2 100 
312 75.53 
3/2 93.1 
312 50.54 
(a) Reference 2 . 
4.837 
1.217 
0.571 
4.553 
2.863 
1.960 
1.061 
0.505 
2.718 
-1.812 
1.043 
(b) 
(c) 
' eh; Nuclear magneton, l-In = 4rr~ 
P.elati.ve receptivity (to ~) = 
(d) .r.1ost abundant isotope selected. 
2.3 Solid-State NMR 
26.752 
6. 728 
1.934 
25.181 
7.080 
10.841 
2.624 
1.250 
6.723 
-10.021 
5.768 
0.10 
-0.10 
4.9xlo12 
0.37 
(J:vf-p = mass of a proton) 
3 
Yx NXIX(Ix+l) 
3 
Yp ~Ip(~+l) 
1.000 
-4 1. 76xl0 
l.OOxl0-3 
0.834 
9.27xl0-2 
0.0665 
3.56xl0-3 
4. 75xl0-4 
4.01xl0-2 
4.51xl0-3 
3.39xl0-3 
There are a number of contributions to NMR spectra, 
including Zeeman, dipolar, electron shielding, scalar coup-
ling and quadrupole interactions whose relative importance 
depends on the nucleus under study. The critical feature 
7 
of the latter four interactions is that they are aniso-
tropic (i.e. orientation dependent) and thereby produce 
major differences between the appearance of solid and 
·solution-state N~..R spectra. The cause of this primary 
difference between these interactions affecting solids and 
those in solution is the motional averaging of orientation 
dependence in isotropically tumbling molecules of the 
solution-state. In solids, where such motion is generally 
inhibited, anisotropic interactions are at most incompletely 
~ 
averaged, and the width of the lines tends to be much greater 
(several kHz) . Furthermore, sensitivity in these spectra 
is severely reduced by such large linewidths and by the long 
spin-lattice relaxation times. 
The most co~mon and often dominant interaction present 
in solids is the magnetic dipole-dipole coupling. This 
interaction involves the direct coupling of magnetic moments 
through their magnetic fields. Nuclear electric quadrupole 
coupling, for nuclei r;;.l, involves the coupling of the 
electric quadrupole moment, arising from an ellipsoidal 
charge distribution, with the electric field gradient com-
ponent of local electromagnetic fields. Two forms of 
spectroscopy are available for observing a quadrupole nucleus, 
NMR or NQR, depending on the relative magnitude of the Zeeman 
and quadrupolar energy terms. Magnetic shielding, which 
produces chemical shifts, is caused by the screening of the 
nucleus from the applied B0 by surrounding electrons. The 
resonance frequency of a nucleus in a non-cubic site of a 
molecule depends on the orientation of the molecule relative 
8 
to B
0
. In general, it is found that three incependent 
numbers are required to specify the magnitude in three 
molecule-fixed directions, although relative to the labor-
atory frame three more numbers are required to specify the 
orientation. Scalar or 'J' coupling is indirect and is 
transmitted via the electrons in the system. As with the 
dipolar coupling, J coupling also contains an anisotropic 
term causing orientation dependence. 
In solutions,the anisotropic interactions are averaged 
by rapid, molecular tumbling (although in solution-state NMR 
of quadrupolar nuclei averaging may not be enough to com-
pletely reduce broadening) 2 which leaves only isotropic con-
tributions (i.e. chemical shift and J coupling constant). 
However, in solids no such averaging takes place and for 
powdered samples all possible orientations are equally pro-
bable giving a large spread of frequencies (see Table 2.2). 
TABLE 2. 2 APPROXIMATE SIZE OF Nr4R INTERACTIONS FOR 
SOLIDS AND LIQUIDS (in Hz) 
Solids Liguids 
Zeeman 106 - 109 106 - 109 
Dipolar 0 - 5xl04 0 
Chemical shift 0 - 106 0 - 106 
J coupling 0 - 4xl04 0 - 4xlo4 
Quadrupolar 0 - 109 0 (~) 
(a) In principle, but linewidth can be as large as 
tens of kHz. 2 
9 
2.4 The nuclear Spin Hamiltonian 
The nuclear spin Hamiltonian consists of a number of 
terms that represent the interactions of a nucleus with a 
magnetic moment. For a spin-~ nucleus the general 
Hamilton (HT) can be expressed in the following way: (in 
angular frequency terms) . 
ltT = 
TERr-i DESCRIPTION OF I~TERACTION 
"' 
nz Zeeman interaction with the magnetic field. 
"' 
+ ltRF Interaction with Radio-frequency magnetic fields. 
" 
+ lts Magnetic shielding of nucleus by surrounding electrons. 
"' 
+ ltD Direct dipole-dipole interactions with other nuclei. 
" + J{J Indirect spin-spin coupling to other nuclei. 
" + ltQ Quadrupolar interaction with electric field 
gradients. 
"' " The first two terms, Hz and ltRF' may be called external 
Hamiltonians because they depend, apart from specific nuclear 
properties (y~), on external parameters, (Bz' B1 (t), B2 (t) etc.) 
which can be experimentally controlled. The remaining terms 
supply information of chemical interest and are independent 
of experimental conditions and can thus be called internal 
Hamiltonians. 
Each of the Hamiltonian terms, given in Table 2.2, re-
presents a Cartesian tensor linking two vectors (eqn. 2.1). 
-1" I.R.Y = (I ,I ,I ) R R y ( 2 .1) "h R = 
- ~ - X y Z xy xz X 
R R y yy yz y 
R R y 
zy zz z 
where I and Y are row and column vectors respectively and ~ 
is a 2nd rank Cartesian tensor (3x3 matrix). 
10 
The product written in full is -
I R y + I R y + . . . . . I R y + I R y (2.2) X XX X x xy y y yz z z zz z 
or L la.RasYs (a,S x,y,z) (2.3) = 
a,B 
2.4.1 External Hamiltonian 
A 
The external Hamiltonian (Hext) is the sum of 
the Zeeman and Radio-frequency terms (eqn. 2.4) 
A A A 
1\ext ..... Hz + RRF (2.4) 
where h-li{ = I.Z.B ( 2. 5) z - !!! -0 
where Bo = (B ,B ,B ) and ~ j_l {2.6 = -·y !!! X y Z 
(yi is the magnetogyric ratio for the ith nucleus) 
with the unit matrix & { 2. 7) 
The z direction in the laboratory frame is chosen to be 
parallel to the static applied field {B 0 ), i.e. B0 = {O,O,B 2 ). 
Therefore, it can be shown by matrix multiplication that only 
the term I B is non-zero. z z 
-lA 
I:ience, h Hz = \ j - 4y I B J z z ( 2. 8) 
The radio-frequency Hamiltonian (HRF) may be expressed 
similarly as 
{2.9) 
{ 2 .10) 
The rf field is usually applied perpendicular to the static 
field and is chosen to be parallel to the x axis. Therefore, 
eqn. (2.9) becomes -
11 
( 2 .11) 
In the type of NMR experiment carried out in this work the 
rf Hamiltonian does not directly affect the NMR spectrum and 
so will not be considered further. 
2.4.2 The Internal Hamiltonians 
The internal Hamiltonians all have a common 
structure and can be given by eqn. (2.12) 
(2.12) 
where kA is a scalar constant, I is a vector representing a 
nuclear spin, ~A is the tensor of the interaction and YA is 
another vector property, which can be another nuclear spin 
vector (A=J,D) or the external magnetic field (A=S). The 
values for k, ~ and Y for each interaction (A) are listed 
in Table 2. . The quadrupolar term HQ has been excluded 
as only spin-~ nuclei are directly studied in this work. 
TABLE 2.3 
HA..""1ILTONIAN TE~1 
-1" k ~A yA Units of B 1'1 RA A 
-1" None "h Hs y g B 
ll i ~r- 3 -o 
-1"' k 
"h HD <T-> y y . ~ I None 
_7f 
h-li{ 
J 27T ~ Ik Hz 
Equation ( 2. 12) may be expressed as a .sunr: (c.f.eqn. 2. 3) 
(2.13) 
where TA is the dyadic product of the vectors I and YA Sa a s· 
All ~A are tensors of rank two, orientation 
dependent and can be represented by a (3x3) matrix of nine 
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components. All the tensors are molecular properties 
and are therefore best described in a molecule-fixed axis 
system. An axis system can be chosen for each, such that 
the ~A tensors become diagonalized. This coordinate system 
is called the principal axes system (PAS) - in principle diff-
A 
erent for all ~ - and is fixed in the molecular frame. 
The diagonalization of ~A reduces the relevant tensor to 
three diagonal components (eqn. 2.14). 
[;: R R R 0 0 xy xz 'Diagonalization' XX F = R Ryz 0 RYY 0 yy (choice of appropriate 
R R 
coordinate system) 0 0 Rzz zx zy zz 
where Rxx' Ryy and Rzz are the diagonal elements in the PAS 
and are called the principal components (may also be defined 
as R11 , R22 and R33 respectively). 
The following conventions may be used to label 
the axes: 
IR -R I zz iso ) I Rxx-R. I 
- 1SO 
4 
> I Ry .. -R. I 
..- ... 1SO (2.15) 
or (2.16} 
The former convention, chosen by Haeberlen, 4 will be used 
in this work. It is often convenient to use three alter-
native parameters instead of R~~ one of which is the iso-
tropic value of R given by 
(2.17} 
The other two, the anisotropy (o) and the asymmetry (n), 
are defined by 
(2.18} 
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Ryy - R RYI - R XX XX 
n = = 1 0 
Rzz - 3 Tr~ 
( 2 . 19) 
The asymmetry (n) has a value between 0 and 1. If n=O, 
the tensor R is axially symmetric, where Rxx=Ryy=R..L and 
Rzz = R//• Using the new parameters Riso' o and n, the 
EA tensor can be expressed as 
~(PAS) = = R. 1 + 0 
lSO~ 
2.4.3 Rotations of the Internal Hamiltonians 
( 2. 20} 
1 
A tensor is defined by its transformation pro-
perties under changes of a coordinate system. ~Jhen dealing 
with NMR interactions these changes are rotations. The 
dyadic product T~a (eqn.2.13) is derived from the vectors 
A Ia and YS' and so is expressed in the laboratory frame; there-
fore RA must also be expressed in this frame of reference. 
aS 
This is carried out by a transformation of ~ by rotation of 
PAS Frame into the Laboratory frame. 
by using direction cosines, e.g. Rjk = 
This can be achieved 
(2.21) 
where RaS are tensor components in axes x,y,z 
and Rjk are tensor components in axes x .. ,y .. ,~ .. 
However, it is more convenient to express the 
tensors in a spherical basis, when rotations are involved. 6 
The Cartesian tensor of second rank (~) is in a reducible 
form and the nine components R 0 (a,s=x,y,z) can be readily 
. a~-' 
reduced to form a scalar (R(o)) 
Tr~) ~ = Rl (2.22) 
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which has one component, an antisymmetric tensor (R(l)) 
* * 
= (~- ~ )/2, (where R is the transpose of ~) 
(2.23) 
having three components and a symmetric tensor R{ 2 ) which 
has five components. 
(2.24) 
This leads to a sum of three irreducible tensors: 
(2.25) 
The components of the three quantities R(o), R{l) and R{ 2 ) 
transform in the same way as the spherical harmonics of order 
zero, one and two respectively. R(Z) (l=O,l and 2) can 
therefore be expressed as spherical tensors of the type R l, rn 
where lis the rank and m(=-l,-l+l, ... , l) is the corn-
6 ponent. The equivalent of eqn.(2.13) can be expressed 
in irreducible spherical tensor terms 6 as 
(2.26) 
where the R~ derive from the RA 0 and TA from the T~ 0 • ~.- , -rn · et , l...l l m U.IJ 
The three NMR tensors ~A (A=D,J,S) can contain,in principle, 
the three constituents R(o), R(l) and R(~). However, only 
the isotropic and traceless symmetric parts are readily 
measurable by spectroscopic techniques. 4 [Note: the 
Dipolar tensor, ~' is traceless and symmetric by its very 
nature]. The anti-symmetric constituents (R(l)) may· 
A 
usually therefore be ignored,and so all ~ may be treated as 
symmetric tensors. For a symmetric 2nd rank Cartesian tensor 
A RA RetS' only lrn with l =0,2 will be non-zero. The general 
Hamiltonian can therefore be re-defined as 
= kA[(-l)ORA TA + f (-l)rnRA TA] 
oo oo rn=-2 2,-rn 2m (2.27) 
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The components of the irreducible spherical tensor operators 
Rzm in their respective PASs are denoted by Pz mand their 
values are given in Table 2.4. 
TABLE 2. 4 RELATIONS BETWEEN SPHERICAL TENSOR Cm-'lPONENTS 
:plm AND THE CARTESIAN TENSOR COMPONENTS Raa IN 
THE PRINCIPAL AXES SYSTEM4--------------------
l m 
0 0 p = 1;3 Tr ~ = R 
.00 
2 0 p 20 = /312 {R,., ... _l/3 Tr R) = f'J 0 I.JlJ 2 
2 1 p 2±1. = 0 
2 2 :p2±2. = {R -R ) YY XX = 
1 0 
- n 2 
The spherical tensor components may be expressed in the 
laboratory frame by the use of Wigner rotation matrices 
A :X A D ~ {a ,B ,y } • 
m ,m 
= I~D ~ 
m m m 
A 
Pzm .. {2.28} 
where aA, BA, yA are the Euler angles by which the Ath 
PAS may be aligned with the laboratory frame {see Figure 2.8}. 
FIGURE 2.8 Orientation of the principal axis system {X,J~~ 
with respect to the laboratory frame {B1 is taken 
to be in plane perpendicular to B0 }, where a, B 
andy are the Euler Angles. 7 
z 
y 
[N.B. - Some authors use (~, e, ~) instead of a,B,y] 
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The value of P00 is a scalar constant (Table 2.4) and there-
fore transforms in the same way as a spherical harmonic of 
0 (i.e., a sphere), thus D(o) is a constant (unity). There-
o,o 
fore, the only Wigner rotation matrices required are of the 
type D(~) which are given in Table 2.5. 
mm 
The elements of the dyadic product T~a = 
form a reducible representation which can be reduced to form 
irreducible corrcponents in spherical coordinates T~m· The 
constituents of T~m for the J, D and S interactions are 
given in Table 2.6. 
The spin vector ! has 3 components in spherical 
coordinates, Im (m=l,0,-1) and can be related to the vector 
in Cartesian coordinates in the follm'ling way. 6 
Il 
I I I.± I 
1 ii ) , = , = ff (IX ± I = I 0 y 0 z (2.29) 
I 
-1 
As, I± = I ±ii. X y (2.30) 
therefore I _l and I 1 +l = 72I+ -1 = + ni (2.31) 
The equations (2.26) - (2.31) and Tables.2.3- 2.6 can now 
be used to determine the values for each internal Hamiltonian 
in terms of scalar constants. 
TABLE 2. 5 WIGNER ROTATION MATRIX D(~) (a,(3,y) (2 ) m rn D ~ = f(S) exp [i(rna+rn~y)] 
rn rn ·-
f ( s) m=2 rn=1 rn=O rn=-1 
rn~=2 ~(1+cosS) 2 ~(1+cosS)sinS /~sin2 S ~(1-cosS)sinS 
rn~=1 --~(1+cosS)sinS cos 2 S-~(1-cos(3) /~sin2S 2 ~(1+cos(3.)-cos S 
rn~=O VIsin2 S -/Isin2S 2 ~(3cos S-1) /Isin2S 
rn~=-1 -~ (1-cos S) sinS ~(1+cosS)-cos 2 S -/1sin2S /Isin2S 
rn~=-2 ~ (1-cosS) 2 -~{1-cosS)sinS /l 2 asin S -~{1+cosS)sinS 
-~- -- ---- ----
--
TABLE 2.6 REDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS OF DYADIC PRODUCTS T~rn 
INTERACTION (A) Too 
s j IoBo 
T20 
/i.Ij j3 0 
T2±1 
l~j 
J2 ±1BO 
rn=-2 
~ (1-cosS) 2 
~(1-cosS)sinS 
/Isin2 S 
~(1+cosS)sinS 
k (1+cos(3) 2 
- - --- ----
T2±2 
0 
D} 
J 
I~Ik :]_ . . Fc(3IJik j k vu o o-!·.! ) <L . . j2(I~ 1 I~+I~I~1 ) . k I~1I±1 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1-' 
-..J 
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2.5 Chemical Shielding 
The chemical shift arises from the electronic shielding 
of the nucleus by the surrounding electrons. Since this 
shielding is a three-dimensional quantity, it can be repres-
ented by a 2nd rank tensor g. In solutions, molecular 
tumbling averages the shielding to a single isotropic con-
sant, a. . 
l.SO 
However, in solids the chemical shift will be 
anisotropic in any non-cubic environment due to the orient-
ation dependence in the magnetic field. The complete three-
dimensional shielding of the nucleus may be ~etermined, giving 
in principle much more information regarding structure and 
bonding than can be obtained in solution. 
The general equation for shielding Hamiltonian may be 
derived from eqri. (2.12) and Table 2.1. 
where I= (I ,I ,I ) and B
0 
= (0, 0, B } (x,y,z refer to 
- X y Z Z 
Lab. frame}. Hence, 
-1 " .... 
'h H = y[a I B 
s XZ X Z 
The first two terms in 
negigibly small second 
ing is then given by 
ya I B 
zz z z 
.... 
" + a I B + a I B ] yz y z zz z z 
parenthesis are non-secular and 
order shifts. 
= w a I Q zz z 
4,5 The chemical 
(2.33) 
cause 
shield-
(2.34} 
where azz (the zz shielding component in the laboratory frame} 
is the observed shielding constant. 
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The shielding tensor o may be diagonalized in its PAS 
to reduce the number of constituents to three principal com-
0 
(2.35) 
0 0 
where o 11 , o 22 and o 33 are the shielding components in the 
~X, ¥¥, ZZ directions of the PAS respectively. The shield-
ing anisotropy o is given by 
0 = 0 33 - 0 iso 
where oiso = 1/3 (oll + 0 22 + 0 33) • The asymmetry n may 
be expressed as 
0 22 - 0 11 
n = 0 
The use of spherical tensor calculus can yield an expression 
for o (Lab. frame) in terms of the above two PAS parameters. 
zz 
From eqn. (2.27) the shielding Hamiltonian may be expressed as 
2 
= k8 [(-1) 0 R8 T5 + l. (-l)m Rs T5 1 (2.3G) 
oo oo m=-2 2,-m 2m 
where RS2 is given by ,-m 
R 2,-m 
= L D . 
m ... m ... ,-m ·P2m~ 
Hence from Table 2.2. 
R = p f3 
2 ,-m o,-mJ 2 (2.37) 
It therefore follows from equations (2.36) and (2.37) that 
the complete shielding Hamiltonian may be expressed as 
20 
L m 
0 0 
+ (-1) 0 {D (2 ) j1 o + (D (2 ) +D( 2L ) k 11 o} T20 0,0 2 2,0 -2,0 2 2 0 
+ (-l)+l{O ~ o + (D( 2 ) + D_( 22 ),-l>~ o } T 2 o-1 2 2,-1 n · 2,1 +1 
+ (-l)-l{D( 2)/_l ~ + (D( 2 ) + D( 2 ) )k n ~},., 2 0,1 2 u 2,1 -2,1 2 ., u ·2,-1 -1 
(2.38) 
There: are no terms l=2, m=±2, because the T2 ,± 2 in-
volved are zero. Equation (2.38) may be truncated by con-
sicering only the m=O terms as they are the secular terms 
giving rise to 1st order effects (involving I , see Table 2.4). 
0 
h -lf.s=ks [a. ijB +o~23 U:i) (3cos2S-1H !l_ (A sin2B) (e2iy+e -2iy j }AijB ] ~so o' o 2 8 3 o o 
A' 2 
= y[a. IJB +o{·~(cos S-1) + 
~so z o 
1l 2. "'. 
-4 .sin~ (2cos2y)}IJB] z z 
-1"' " . 2 2 n 1t =w IJ{a. +o[~(3cos S-1) +·.!12-_._sin Scos2y]}. s o z ~so . (2.39) 
From equation (2.34) it can be seen that a can be given by 
zz 
( 2 • 40) 
Equation (2.34) may be combined with the Zeer.tan Hamiltonian 
term (eqn. 2.8). Thus, for a single spin only 
n-1R = -w (1-a >I 
z,s 0 zz z (2.41) 
The total Zeeman and chemical shielding Hamiltonian for one 
spin species present is 
[1 ~{'(3 2Q 1) 1l ' 2Q 2 }].A .. = -w -a. -u ~ cos~- + -2 s~n ~cosy Iz .. o ~so 
(2.42) 
For a single crystal, in a fixed orientation to the 
magnetic field, a single sharp line will be observed for each 
magnetically unique orientation of the nucleus to the field 
direction, and the position of these lines will alter as the 
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orientation of the crystal is changed. For a powdered 
sample all orientations are equally probable and a broad 
line will result, the shape of which will depend on the 
principal elements of the shielding tensor. 
The two common types of powder pattern are shown in 
Figure 2.9. The general case (A).has all three principal 
elements with different values giving rise to a non-axially 
sy~~etric shielding pattern. A second common situation is 
an axially symmetric environment where two of the principal 
elements are averaged to a single value (or are equal) and 
are perpendicular to the axis of sym..llletrY-· and therefore de-
signated cr1. The remaining component is aligned in the 
direction of the axis of symmetry and called crq. 
FIGURE 2.9 
(A) (B) 
(J 
Schematic representation of theoretical powder line 
shapes for the chemical shift tensor. (A) Asymmetric tensor 
(n~O) , (B) Axially symmetric tensor (n=O) . 
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The asymmetry' n is always positive and can have 
values 0+1; for t~e axially symmetric case, n=O. The. sign 
of the anisotropy o is given by the relationship between 
a// and al where a//>a~ for a positive sense of anisotropy, 
The isotropic averages are given by 
aiso = 113(a11 + a 22 + a 33 ) for non-axial symmetry 
The shielding tensor components a 11 , a 22 , a 33 and the trace 
a. have values expressed in ppm relative to a reference 1SO 
standard and is given by 
6 
a . . = -10 (v .. - v f) JJ JJ re (ppm) (2.43) 
vref 
•...rhere a. . is the tensor component (or a . ) v f , and v . . are JJ 1SO' re · JJ 
the absolute frequency of the reference standard and tensor 
component respectively. The isotropic, absolute frequency 
is given by 
viso = ~~~ Bo(l-aiso) 
=:: vo(l-aiso) 
(In Hz) 
For solutions and solids the isotropic chemical shift 
o. /ppm is ~sually quoted, whereby, 1SO o =-a. iso 1so 
(2.44) 
(2.45) 
The principal values of the shielding tensor may be 
obtained from the spectra of simple polycrystalline systems 
(as indicated in Figure 2.9). However, it is in general not 
possible to relate these values to the molecular axis system 
without single crystal N~m data. The use of multiple-pulse 
techniques for line narrowing of powder spectra by removal 
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of dipolar interactions provides a direct way of measuring 
shift anisotropy patterns and parameters, although only the 
very abundant spin-~ nuclei (e.g. 1H, 19F, 31P) are suitable 
candidates for this technique. 4 ' 5 
2.6 Dipolar Coupling 
The dipolar coupling between the magnetic moments of 
two spin-~ nuclei is entirely analogous to the classical 
dipolar coupling between two bar magnets. The classical 
interaction E beb1een two magnetic moments l.ll and ,H. 2 is 
given by 
(2.46) 
where r 12 is the radius vector from l.ll to l.l 2 and r is the 
distance between the moments~ The quantum mechanical ver-
sion of eqn.(2.46) is obtained by substituting 
(2.47) 
which yields the dipolar interaction Hamiltonian 
(2.48) 
"' "' "' By expanding the various scalar products ! 1 -!2 , !1 -~12 
and ! 2 -E12 , eqn.(2.48) may be rewritten in matrix form as 
1'1-lii 
. D 
3 I 5 2·_ -2 5 - ~ r (r ,..,.3y ) /r 
5 5 
-3xz/r -3yz/r 
5 
-3xz/r. 
;....3yz/r5 
(r2-3z\t 
(2.49) 
A 
T 
~X 
A 
I2y 
" I2z 
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which can be expressed in an ~bbreviated form 
( 2. 50) 
where Q is the dipolar coupling tensor. If the.orientation 
of the x,y,z axes with respect to r in the laboratory frame 
is chosen, as shown in Figure 2.10, then ~ is clearly not 
diagonal. However, a coordinate system may be chosen so 
that the direction of internuclear axis is also the z axis, 
thereby diagonalising the symmetric ~ tensor. 
FIGURE 2.10 Orientation of dipolar vector in laboratory frame 
z 
If .!: points along the z axis then x=y=xz=xy=zx=O and. 
r=z. Therefore, equation 2.49 becomes 
-lA 11 t£ 0 
- 1!o._ . A .A A 
-(47f yl Y2tl.} [Ilx'Ily'Ilz] l/r3 
A 0 0 I2x 
0 1; 3 r 0 
A 
I2y (2.51) 
-2/r3 A 0 0 I2z 
which can be abbreviated as 
(2.52) 
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1 0 0 
where D 
llo Y1Y21"1. (in Hz) and 1 which = (-) p = 0 0 
47r r3 (27r) 
0 0 -2 
is the dipolar tensor in the principal axis frame. The 
anisotropy of ~ is o = -2, and the asymmetry, n = 0. 
Equation (2.52) may be expressed in the laboratory frame by 
the use of spherical tensors. 
1" D o D D f m D D 
h- HD = k [(-l) Roo Too+ m~-2 (-l) R2,-mT2m1 (2.53) 
where R~, -m= D0 , -rn J3 l2 o (as n=O) , and R~0 = 113 Tr ~ = o 
Therefore, 11H0 = k J312 o [ I (-l)rn T( 2 ) D J (2.54) m=-2 m 0,-m . 
Using Tables 2.3 and 2.4, equation (2 •. 54) is given in this 
expanded form as 
1'i -lHD= k 0 / 3 I 2_ o [< -1) 0;\ ( 3I~I~-.!_j • .!_k) ~ (3cos 2-B~l) 
,( l.)l 1 (Ij Ik TjTk) /318 . 2f3 ' + - l2 +l 0 + -o-+l V J s1n exp-1a 
+ (-1)-l ~ (Ij Ik + r
0
jrk_
1
) ~vlfla si~2B expia 12 -1 0 
+ (-1) 2 (Ij Ik ) /31a sin2 B exp-2ia 
+1 +1 
+ (-1) - 2 (I~ 1r~1 ) fila sin2 B exp2ia J (2.55) 
By substituting 0 = -2 and equations (229~31) the dipolar 
Harr.iltonian may be expressed in terms of a dipolar alphabet. 3 
. k 
scalar product .!_J . .!_ is 
(2.56) 
From equations (2.29)~(2.31) the 
(2.57) 
The 1st terms (A+B) are then given by 
A+B 
A 
B 
By simple 
remaining 
c = 
D = 
E = 
F = 
. k 2 
= -IJI (3cos S-1) 
z z 
= 
1/4(Ijik + Ijik) (3cos 2S-l) 
+ - - + 
substitution of -1 I+l = j2 I+ a:1.d 
terms·are 
3 (Ijik + Ijik) cosS sinS 
-2 exp + z z + 
3 (Ijik + Ijik) cosS sinS exp 2 - z z -
3 (Ijik) 2 -4 
+ + sin S exp ( -2ia) 
3 (I~I~) sin2 S ( 2ia) 
-4 exp 
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(2.58) 
(2.59) 
I 1 I 
-1 .- +72 the 
(-ia) (2.60 
(ia) ( 2. 61 
(2.62) 
(2.63) 
Note, the Euler angles a and S, used in equations (2.58 - (2.63), 
are equivalent respectively to the polar angles ~ and e of 
the internuclear vector £12 in the laboratory frame
4 (Figure 
2. 10) . 
Each of the terms A+F of the dipolar Hamiltonian affects 
the component nuclear spin quantum number mi in a particular 
way via the shift operators. A causes no change, B alters 
both the nuclear states by ±1 simultaneously. The mixing of 
the basis states by ft0 is shown below in a matrix represent-
ation (Table 2.7). 
TABLE 2 .. 7- SPIN STP..TE /aa> /as> /sa> ISS> 
<a a/ A c c E 
<as/ !) A B c 
<Sa/ D B A c 
<SSI F D D A 
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The C, D, E and F terms are all off-diagonal, having 
non-zero integrals between non-degenerate basis states. 
By considering the dipolar Hamiltonian as a 1st order per-
turbation of the Zeeman interaction, then by 1st order per-
turbation theory, the C, D, E and F terms are of negligible 
importance. For a homonuclear two-spin system B couples de-
generate basis states (aS and Sa) causing ~lip-flop' tran-
sitions. In order to make the B term diagonal, /aS> and 
/Sa> can be combined into two new functions ~ (/aS>+/Sa>) 
1 
and ?2 (/aS>-/Sa>). However, for heteronuclear systems term 
B can be neglected. The theory applicable to this work 
concerns heteronuclear interactions, i.e. isolated spin 
systems of the AX type. For two heteronuclear spins the 
dipolar Hamiltonian may be truncated to include the 'A' term 
only, equation (2.56) becomes 
-lA = (~} YA~X h (3cos 2S-l) h HD 4n r Iz Iz 
A X 
(2.64) 
Dipolar powder patterns were first observed for a 
homonuclear two spin system by Pake. 9 Although the splitting 
observed is different; a heteronuclear powder pattern has 
exactly the same shape. 7 In considering theoretical powder 
patterns summing over all interacting spins is necessary. 
However, since analytical solutions to many-bonded quantum 
mechanical problems are virtually impossible, and the inter-
nuclear interactions are considered to decrease greatly with 
distance, isolated spin pairs may be treated as a reasonable 
approximation. 
If heteronuclear dipolar coupling is consi&ered in the 
absence of chemical shielding anisotropy, the total Hamiltonian 
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including Zeeman, dipolar and chemical shift terms becomes 
(observing the A nucleus only) 
h-li( 2 A A 
= -v ( l-a ) I - D(3cos B-1) rz rz (2.65) T o zz ZA A X 
where D= (l:!..o..) 
YAYX fl (in Hz) and the term reduces ~ 2'1T a 4'1T zz rAX 
to 0 iso since 0 = n = 0 in the absence of any shielding 
anisotropy. This Hamiltonian gives rise to four energy 
levels due to the possible A and X spin states. 
E ( 1) -~ (1-o. ) ~D 2 a. a. = = \) - (3cos B-1) 0 l.SO 
a.B E ( 2) -~ (l-oiso) + ~D 2 = = \) (3cos B-1) 0 
Ba. E (3) ~ (1-oi ) ~D 2 = = \) + (3cos S-1) 0 so 
BB E ( 4) ~ ( l-a iso) ~D 2 = = \) - (3cos B-1) 0 
(2.66) 
Due to the selection rule 6m±=±/~ 1 transitions are allm'led 
betT.Neen these four energy levels, E(4)-E(2) and E ( 3) - E ( 1) , 
which can be designated "minus" and ''plus 1' respectively in 
accord with the X spin state which remains constant during 
the 'A' transitions. 
v- = E(4) - E(2) = v 0 (1-oiso) - ~D(3cos 2 S-l) 
V+ = E(3) - E(l) = v (l-a .. 0 ) + ~D(3cos 2 B-l) 0 l.S 
(2.67) 
Since v 0 (1-o. ) = v. , shifts frorn the isotropic value l.SO l.SO 
equal 6. v = v± -v 
· iso This then produces two equations which 
determine the intra dipolar lineshape for a two (AX) spin 
system (Figure 2.11). 
= -~D (3cos 2 B-1) 
= +1D (3cos 2 B-1) 
(2.63) 
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FIGTJRE 2. 11 Schematic dioolar powder pattern for A spins 
of an AX system (Pake Doublet) - no shielning 
anisotropy present 
ez._ 
D 
_o 
\ 
\ 
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' 
' 
' 
\), 
~so 
1 a=54. 74° 
0 
---
-D 
The separation between the divergences is the dipolar 
coupling constant D, and.is a measure of the dipolar inter-
action strength. If this separation D can be measured from 
a ;'Pake doublet 11 in a static spectrum, then the internuclear 
distance r may be calculated. 9 As shown in Figure 2.11, 
the isotropic resonance v; appears when the two nuclei in 
~so 
question are orientated at 54.74° to the static field B0 , 
this is the so-called "magic-angle·'. 
A heteronuclear AX spin pair with shielding anisot~opy 
present will give rise to a powder pattern of similar shape 
although the divergences and shoulders will appear at differ-
ent frequencies. As with the dipolar-only case, there are 
two allowed transitions when the axially symmetric shielding 
term (n=O) is included: 
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\) = \) 
0 
a; 2 2 [1-cr. - 2(3cos ~-1)] + ~D(3cos S-1) 
l.SO 
& 2 2 [1-cr. -t2(3cos S-1)] - ~D(3cos S-1) 
l.SO 
(2.69) 
The two equations for v± can be expressed in terms of shifts 
from \!iso (eqn.2.70). The combination of dipolar and shield-
ing terms assumes that the axis of symmetry is coincident with 
the internuclear vector thus making S the same for both axis 
systems. 
2 
= (D-v0o)~(3cos S-1) 
2 
= -(D+v0o)~(3cos S-1) 
FIGURE 2.12 Heteronuclear dipolar doublet with axially 
symmetric shielding tensor 
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( 2. 70) 
If v
0
o is positive, then for axial symmetry {n=O), cr..y >cr.l 1 
since o =2/3 (cr// -cr l) , therefore t::. v + has negative anisotropy 
and t::.v has positive anisotropy. As can be seen in Figure 
-2.12 the b.v+ subspectrum is "squeezed" while that of t::.v_ is 
hstretched", relative to the lineshapes in Figure 2.11, 
caused by the effects of shielding anisotropy. 
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A combination of shielding and dipolar anisotropic 
interactions has been observed in the 31P NMR of BaFPo3
10 
where axial symmetry is assumed. In such a case the shield-
ing ·term may be separated .from any spin-spin coupling terms 
by the use of 2nd moment analysis, 2 ' 3 ' 8 For a powder 
spectrum with chemical shielding and dipolar interactions 
present, the rigid lattice second moment is.given by10 
where the term ~v 2 represents the direct and indirect 
0 
dipolar contributions; the intramolecular contribution, 
following Vandwhart et aZ, can be expressed as 
where D is the effective dipolar coupling constant {see on) . 
The shielding contribution is given by 
Therefore the only term dependent on the magnetic field is 
~v0 2 , thus by~lotting ~v 2 against v 0 2 (from a multifield study) 
a linear graph may be obtained giving rise to (cr//-cr~). 
The shielding anisotropy has also been studied for solid 
nitrogen using 15N NMR. 11 ·rn this case homonuclear dipolar 
interactionsare present and the observed powder pattern con-
sists of a Pake doublet superimposed on the chemical shift. 
As with the above case a multi-field study was used to obtain 
the shielding anisotropy except using lineshape simulation 
analysis. With increasing field the shape of the subspectra 
change with one widening and the other contracting, eventually 
reversing its sense with increasing applied field. 
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2.7 Indirect spin-spin coupling (J coupling) 
In addition to the direct magnetic interaction between 
two nuclear spins in a molecule, the nuclei can have an 
effective mutual interaction cis a result of the coupling 
between the nuclear magnetic moments and the bonding elect-
rons. Such a coupling is indirect, unlike dipolar coupling, 
and is often called J coupling. The theory governing the 
relationship between J coupling and molecular electron dist-
12 
ribution was derived by Ramsey, and can be divided into 
four mechanisms 13 - (i) nuclear moments interacting with the 
electronic orbital motion, {ii) a dipole interaction between 
the magnetic moment of the nucleus and the electron spin 
angular momentQm, {iii) interactions between the electron 
s~ins and nuclear spins in the s-orbital, as the electronic 
wavefunction has a finite value at the nucleus. {This is 
known as t~e Fermi contact term) and (iv) the Fermi contact -
spin dipolar cross term whereby the nucleus interacts with 
the electron distribution by one mechanism, and the electrons 
to the second nucleus by the other. 
As with the shielding and dipolar terms, the J coupling 
interaction is an anisotropic tensor quantity <q> and the 
Hamiltonian can be given by 
{2.71) 
The tensor ~ is not necessarily symmetric and in general has 
nine co~ponents. However, symmetry can reduce this number. 
h f 1 . h ' 13 th F ' t . From t e our coup 1ng mec an1sms, e errn1 con act 1s 
purely isotropic and therefore only contributes to the scalar, 
isotropic value of~· The cross-contribution term is traceless 
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and syrnrretric and so therefore does not contribute to the iso-
tropic value. The orbital and spin dipolar terms are non 
symmetric and contribute to all ~ components. 
The isotropic value of ~ is given by (in the PAS) 
J = 113(J11 + J 22 + J 33 ) for non-axial symmetry (2.72) 
J = 113(J// + 2Jl) for axial symmetry 
d th . t ~ d t . by4 an e an1so ropy uJ an asyrnrne ry nJ are g1ven 
nJ = (J22-J11)/oJ for non-axial 
synunetry 
(Note, alternative definition of asymmetry parameter 
14,15 
nJ=(J22-Jll)/J33 > 
(2.73) 
2 2 
oJ = 3(J ...... ,....-J.l.) = 3L'1J, nJ=O for axial symmetry (2.74) 
(L'1J is most commonly used to describe the ~ anisotropy and 
will be used onwards in this work) . 
In dealing with AXn (1st order) spin systems, the anti-
symmetric terms of ~ play only a small role in the determin-
ation of the A spectrum. 17 Therefore, ~may be considered 
to consist of a scalar and a symmetric 2nd rank tensor. The 
Hamiltonian expression for the J coupling can be deduced from 
equations (2.26.)-(2.28) and Table 2.2, which gives the 
following: 
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Z. m 
0 0 
+ (-l)o{4oD6~) + (D~~b +D_2,0)~no}T2,0 2 0 
<-1>+1{~on6~~ 1 + (D 2 ,_1 + D_ 2 ,_ 1 >~no}T2; 1 2 +1 
(2.75) 
For a two spin system it can be assumed that J coupling 
is dominated by electrons which directly take part in the 
chemical bond between two coupled nuclei. If these elect-
rons reside in an electron-pair sigma single bond 1 the J-tensor 
should possess axial symmetry along the internuclear axis, 
The general expression for the J-coupling 
Hamiltonian (eqn. (2.75)) can be recast in the following way 
for an axially symmetric (nJ=O) AX spin system by substituting 
values from Tables 2.3 and 2.4: 
1'1-ljJ = 21T [J !~!k 
+ oJ4{~(3cos 2S-l) ~ [3r5r~ 
(~sin28exp(-ia) ~ [r1 1r~ + r5r~1 1> 
(-~sin2Sexp(ia) ~ [I~ 1r~ + r5r~1 1> 
+ ( 4sin2Sexp ( -2ia) [r11 I~1 ]) 
+ <A8sin2Sexp(2ia) [rj 1rk ] }] - .-1 
As can be seen from equation (2.76) the J coupling 
Hamiltonian consists of an isotropic scalar part and an 
(2.76) 
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anisotropic part dependent on orientation. The latter part 
is identical in form to the dipolar coupling term and may be 
expressed similarly in terms of a J coupling alphabet: 
(2.77) 
where terms A+F are the same as for the dipolar case (see 
eqns. 2.58-2.63) except divided by a factor of -2 (which comes 
from the anisotropy of Q) . For a heteronuclear AX spin 
system, terms B, C, D, E and F give a negligible contribution 
and may be ignored leaving the following expression for RJ; 
1" . k 0 . 2 . k ~- RJ = 2n[J I~Iz + J;2 (3cos 8-1) I~Iz] (2.78) 
In solutions, only the scalar contribution is observed 
2 . 1 14 
since the isotropic average of cos S .. 1s -3 . 1] This scalar 
coupling plays a very important role in high resolution 
solution-state NMR experiments for molecular structure deter-
mination. On the other hand, in solids,multiplets arising 
from the spin-spin interaction are almost always masked. by 
competing interactions, most potably the dipole--dipole inter-
action. The few reported cases involving solid-state J 
coupling have included 203Tl and 205Tl Nr1R studies of Thallium 
and Thallic oxide in which the reported iinewidth is a a:. 
lOX that of the theoretical dipolar width, found to be due 
. 18 
to homonuclear J coupling. The large linewidths found 
for the NHR spectrum of metallic silver were accounted for 
by the J interaction of the nuclei via conduction electrons. 19 
Vanderhert et al have studied the 19F and 31P NM.R spectra 
of BaFP03 which show the presence of shielding anisotropy,and 
31 19 . 10 direct and indirect coupling between the P and F nucle1. 
19 The F NMR study of KBiF6 by Fukushira showed that the 
observed spectral pattern was due to the J coupling of the 
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209 fluorines to the quadrupolar Bi nucleus, the dipolar 
interactions being reduced by the hindered rotation of the 
'F . 20 BJ. 6 1ons. A more recent example has dealt with 
125Te 
21 Nr:~~ studies of polycrystalline CdTe, HgTe and PbTe. 
The solid-state spectra show the structure accountable to 
direct and indirect coupling. The two contributions were 
sepaiated by the use of theoretical lineshapes and values 
forD, J, J~ and J// are given. These experiments have 
tended to be successful because of the use of relatively 
heavy nuclei, as one of a pair or both. J-coupling is 
found to play a major role in the NMR of heavy isotopes due 
to greater electron density18 producing large contributions 
from the nuclear-electron spin terms (direct magnetic moment 
12 interaction and Fermi contact terms). This is found to 
be most notable in the latter 125Te N~m experiment21 where 
the dipolar coupling constant was found to be small due to 
small magnetogyric ratios, yet the J values were relatively 
large. 
Further data on indirect coupling in the solid-state is 
available from magic-angle spinning experiments by which the 
' ~ d 1 • . d t 14122 shield1ng ana ipo ar interact1ons are average ou . 
However, this method has the disadvantage of also reducing the 
anisotropic contribution of the indirect spin-spin coupling. 
The exception to this is when the total static band width is 
greater than the experimental spinning speed (see Chapter Six) . 
As J-coupling is a probe of molecular structure, knowledge of 
J coupling tensors will undoubtedly lead to better correl-
ations between NMR and structure than J. has done pre-
J.SO 
viously. 
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The full Hamiltonian for a heteronuclear, axially 
symmetric, AX spin system (for the A spin only) can now 
be derived as follows: (in Hz) 
from eqn. (2. 42) h-1« z, s· = -v [1-cr. 0 1SO 
from eqn. ( 2 . 6 4) 2 A A = -D(3cos B-l)I I 
z., z 
.t1. X 
from eqn. (2. 78) 
Combining all three equations gives 
( 2. 80) 
-1" 2 A 2 A A h H = -v [1-cr. -o(3cos S-l)/2]I + [J-D~(3cos B-l)]I I 
T o 1S0 ZA ZA Zx 
(2.81) 
(2.82) 
where it is assumed that the symmetry axis of shielding is 
along the internuclear vector, D~ = o-6 J/3 where ~J=J// -J...L' 
J// being parallel to the symmetry axis and Jl perpendicular 
to the axis. As can be seen from equation (2.82), the 
anisotropy in ~ cannot be distinguished from g experimentally 
unless the internuclear distance (rAX) is known. 
2.8 Non-axially sywmetric AX system 
In molecular systems where there are non-axially 
symmetric ~ and g tensors present, complexities can arise 
in obtaining -the total Hamiltonians.. If the non-secular 
terms are ignored from equation (2.75), by substituting ·values 
from Tables 2.3 and 2.4, the J Hamiltonian for a hetero-
nuclear AX system is now given by 
(2.83) 
The asymmetric shielding and axially symmetric dipolar 
terms are given by equations (2.42) and (2.64) 
2 A A 
= -D(3cos 8-l)I I 
ZA ZX 
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The total Hamiltonian for non-axial symn1etry is given by 
the sum of the above three equations. However the three 
terms cannot be combined as. each of the tensors involved 
4 has its own unique principal axis system. Thus, much 
simplification can only occur on assumption of the coincid-
ence of frames. 
If the asymmetry in ~ is considered to be small enough 
to assume axial sy~metry (as is the case for most two spin 
sigma-bonded systems15 ) then ~ and Q tensors can be assumed 
to have coincident frames. The AX spectrum then depends 
upon the mutual orientation of the shielding and dipolar 
tensors (see Figure 2.13) 
FIGURE 2.13 Orientation of the dipolar vector in the 
PAS of g 
z 
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An analysis has been made by Zilm and Grant for a non-
axially symmetric AX system in which one of the shielding 
axes is not along the dipole vector23 although certain con-
ditions are enforced concerning the angle e. · 
Some assumptions can be made from knowledge of the 
molecular symmetry as to the designation of the principal 
shielding axes. For example, the o2h molecular symmetry 
of ethylene is sufficient to assign the shielding axes 
parallel to the three c2 rotation axes.
24 In a more 
general case, if both spins are containec in a reflection 
plane then symmetry arguments require one of the shielding 
23 tensor components to be perpendicular to the plane. 
Since the dipolar vector is contained in this plane then 
it is also perpendicular to the component of g. 
is the component, and e is the angle between the dipolar 
vector and v 33 , i.e. 90°, (see Figure 2.13) then the following 
equations of Zilrn and Grant hole: 
T3 
± 
v33± 
+ ~D (2.84) = 
± ± ~D ± vll + v22 + + 
Tl = + ~ a- (2.35) 2 
± 
+ 
± + ~D ± vll v22 
T2 ~ ± (2.86) = - a 2 
+ 
where Tii- are the shoulders and divergences of the two sub-
+ 
spectra, v . . - are the principal shielding tensor components 
~~ 
(on a resonance scale) and are defined by 
(2.87) 
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+ + 2 + /. 4Cv 11-v 22 - -~D ±v - ~D(l~3sin"¢) 11 . •} . 
+ + 2 ~ 
v 22 - ~D(l-3cos ¢))] (2.88) 
(It should be noted that the designation of T+ and T is 
24 the same as that used by Zilm and Grant, although this is 
the reverse of the convention introduced previously, i.e., 
+;_ the designation of according to the sign of the X (un-
observed) nucleus) . 
If 'l is assumed to be axially symmetric (nJ=O) , .J,/'=J 11 , 
J~=J22=J33 and ~J=J;/'-J~. 
be recast as follows: 25 
Equations (2.84-2.86) can now 
+ T - = 3 v33 
J. 
± ( lj2) ± ~D 
= v 33 ± (J+D~)/2 
where D ~ =D-t::.J I 3 
J J ± + 
. 11/2 + 22; Tl = [vll + v22 - .... . 2 
[vB± en!:~ + = J + -1- Cl.-]/2 
± 
"' + 
T2 = [VB ± J + (D/2) -a-]/2 
(2.89) 
-
+ 
+ (D/2)+a-]/2 
(2.90) 
(2.91) 
± 
where vB = v 22 + v 11 , a may be simplified from equation 
(2.88) by temporarily excluding J .. 
11 
a± = [(v 11+v 22 +~D) 2 - 4(v11v 22-~o2±~v11D(l-3sin2 ¢) 
+1 . 2 ~ ~ 2v22D(l-3cos ¢))] 
2 2 - - 2 2 
= [vll +v22 +2vllv22 + Dvll + Dv22+\D -4vllv22+2D 
~2v11D(l-3sin2 ¢) ~ ~v~ 2oti-j66s 2 ~)]\ 
= [(v22-vlll2 + 9/4D2 ~ D(vll+v22) + 2D(v22-vli) 
- 2 ~ + 2D{-3cos t<v 22-v 11}}] 
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(2.92) 
Equation (2.92) can be expanded to include the indirect spin-
spin coupling term as the anisotropic secular parts of q and 
~ cannot be separated experimentally. Thus, only the effect-
ive dipolar coupling constant D~ is observed and eqn. 2.92 
becomes: 
± 2 9 I 4 (D1 2 2 L (l = [VA + ± 3D~vA{2cos ~-1)]~ (2.93) 
At the limit, ~ 0 ± ~ay be expressed = Q I (l as 
± 2 9f4(D~)2 !: (l = [VA + ± 3vA D~] 2 (2.94) 
+ 
The values of a- given by the square roots of the above 
equation are positive by definition. According to the 
25 is always preserved. The shielding tensor components are 
From equations {2.89) to (2.92) the relevant NMR para-
meters may be derived from the T .. +/-extrema as follows: 25 
11 
D .. T + - - - + + (2.95) = - T -J = (T 1 + T 2 ) - (T 1 + T2 ) + 2J 3 3 
(Tl - (T + T +) (2.96) = + T2 ) + + 1 2 
T + 
- T + + (2.97) = (l 1 2 
Tl - T 2 = (l (2.98) 
2v33 = T + 3 + T3 {2.99) 
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These results can now be substituted to give the remaining 
parameters 
(a+)2 + (a-)2 2VA 2 + ~(D_.)2 (2 .100) = 
(a.+)2 
-
(a-)2 
= 6vA D ... (2cos 2 <t>-l) (2 .101) 
Zilm and Grant23 have obtained the above NMR parameters 
for matrix isolated nuclear species in A2 , AB and AX spin 
systems. An alternative to the use of matrix isolation 
is slow MAS experiments whereby 
obtained from spinning sideband 
the extrema T .. +/- can be 
].]. 
. 27 28 
analysJ.s. ' The tensor-
ial interplay for an AX system has been analysed in such a 
way from the 13c CP/MAS spectrum of [Me 2Ph2PJ+r-.
25 
2.9 The AX2 Spin System 
2.9~1 Axially Symmetric System 
The theory described in Section 2.7 and 2.8 may 
be extended for an AX2 system although further assQ~ptions 
are required. As noted previously the Hamiltonian for an 
AX system is given by 
-lA 2 A 2 A A 
h HT = -v [1-cr. -o(3cos S-l)/2]I +[J-D ... (3cos S-l)]I I 
0 l.SO ZA ZA ZX 
This equation may be used for an AX2 system given the 
following assumptions:· ( i) the molecular system is linear 
and therefore contains only a single dipolar vector, (2) any 
asymmetry in ~ is negligible and J// is parallel to the 
internuclear axis, and (3) the shielding tensor is axially 
symmetric with the axis of symmetry along the internuclear 
axis. 
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The energy of the 'A' transition in an AX 2 spin 
system depends upon the sum of the spin components of the 
two equivalent X nuclei (~mx). Since mr=±~, this sum can 
take the values 1, 0, -1. The eight eigeDstates may be 
given as follows: 
TABLE 2. 6 ENERGIES OF AN AXIALLY SYMMETRIC AX2 SPIN SYSTE~1 
SPrn STATE l.~nx 
a.aa. +1 E(l) = -~v (1-cr ) 
0 zz 
+ ~ [J-D" (3cos2S-·l)] 
oo.S 0 E(2) = -~v (1-cr ) 
. 0 zz 
a Sa 0 E(3) = -~v (1-cr ) 0 zz 
aSS -1 E (4) = -~v (1-cr ) 0 zz -~[J-D"(3cos2S-l)] 
Seta +1 E(S) = ~v ( 1- a -~ [J....o" ( 3cos2S-l) ] 0 zz 
SetS 0 E (6) = ~ \) 0 (1-cr ) zz 
SSct 0 E(7) = ~ \). (1-cr ) 0 zz 
sss -1 E(8) = ~ \) 0 (1-cr ) zz + ~[J-D"(3cos2S-l)] 
(2 .102) 
According to the selection rule ~mi = ±1, four transitions 
are allowed between the eight energy levels which are de-
signated "minus" and "plus" depending on the constant spin-
state during the A transitions. 
v+ = E(S)-E(l) = v 0 [1-cris 0 -o(3cos
2
s-l)/2] - (J-D"(3cos 2S-l)] 
v
0 
= E(6)-E(2) = E(7)-E(3) = v0 [1-cris 0 -o(3cos
2
s-l)/2] 
v = E(8)-E(4) = v0 [1-criso-o(3cos
2
s-l)/2 + [J-D"(3cos 2S-l)] 
(2 .103) 
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Hence, there are only three transitions with the Nr.ffi. tran-
sition due to the zero total X spin state having twice the 
intensity of the v+/- transitions, giving rise to the 
characteristic 'triplet' pattern. The transition fre-
quencies can now be expressed relative to the isotropic 
shift v. J.SO 
ll\J+ 2 [J-D ... (3cos 2 8-l)] = -~v0 o (3cos 8-1) - (2.104) 
L'1vo 2 
·- -~v o(3cos 8-1) (2.105) 0 . 
2 [J-D ... (3cos 2 8-l)] ll\J = -~\) o(3cos 8-1) + ( 2 .106) 0 
Equations (2.104) and (2.106) can be rearranged to give 
L'1v+ = (D .. - ~v0o) (3cos 28-l) - J 
L'1v = -(D ... + ~v0 o) (3cos 2 8-l) +J 
(2.107) 
From these equations it can be seen that the AX2 spin 
system behaves rather like an uncoupled 'A' plus an (AX)eff 
with D(eff) and J(eff) equal to twice the proper values of 
D and J between A and one of the X spins . 
. Figure 2.14 shows the three subspectra arising 
from the three spin-states of the X nuclei. The study of 
an AX2 system has advantages over the AX system in that the 
middle subspectrum gives information concerning only the 
shielding tensor characteristics. However, overlaps of 
the subspectra plus broadening due to magnetic susceptibility 
22 26 
effects ' complicate matters unless matrix isolation 
t h . . , 24 ec nJ.ques are usea. 
FIGURE 2.14 
1' 
I ' ' I 
(Jl.. 
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2D'-hJ 2D'-hJ 
---- --- - - -- - ---- - -t 
v 0 
0 
~v o 
0 
-hJ -J 
0 
6:v 
-v o 
0 
. 
Nt-1R solid-state powder pattern for the A spins of an AX 2 
system influenced by axially symmetric shielding anisotropy 
by direct and indirect spin-spin coupling. The dashed line 
represents the subspectrum due to the -1 spin state of the 
X nuclei, the solid lines representing the subspectra due to 
the 0 and +1 spin states. The isotropic positions (S=54.7°) 
of the subspectra are indicated by vertical arrows. o ,rf and 
J are positive and v
0
o>>D' & J so that. it is the shielding 
tensor characteristics which influence the shape of the 
spectrum. 
2.9.2 Non-Axially Symmetric AX2 System 
For an AX2 system with a non-axially symmetric 
shielding tensor and an axially symmetric ~ tensor, the 
equations of Zilm and Grant23 can be extended to give a similar 
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analysis to t:1at s!:lown :L'1 Section 2.8. The shielding term remains 
the same, and the spin-spin coupling terms change due to 
the consideration of the total spin component numbers of 
the X nuclei (af. eqn. 2.102). The equations for the powder 
pattern extrema T .. +/-
~~ 
are thus as follows: 
± 
Tl = [vB + D"' 
± + 2J]/2 + a. { 2 .108) 
± [ v B - D"' ± + 2J]/2 T2 = + - a. {2.109) 
+ + {D"' +J) T - = \)33 .... 3 {2.110) 
where, 
a.±= [vA2 + 9{D"') 2 ~ 6vA D"'{2cos 2 ~-l)] {2.111) 
D"' = D - {J/.,..-J.J..)/3 
and ~ is the angle between v11 and the internuclear axis. 
As was previously assumed for the non-axial AX case, these 
equations will only hold if one of the shielding. tensor com-
ponents is perpendicular to the internuclear vector, such 
that 8=90° (see Figure 2.13). However, the only clear reason 
to make this assumption is if the molecule possesses certain 
appropriate symmetry elements (e.g. reflection plane) and 
further, that the molecular symmetry is not destroyed by 
crystalline packing effects. 
From the above equations the relevant NMR para-
meters may be deduced: 
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2D~ + - 2J = (Tl - + + + 4J (2.112) = T - T - +T 2 ) - ( T 1 +T 2 ) 3 3 
2v = (Tl + T2 ) + (T + + T +) (2.113) 
B 1 2 
+ T + - T + (2.114) a = 1 2 
a = Tl - T (2.115) 2 
(a+)2 + (a-)2 = 2vA2 + 18(D~) 2 (2.116) 
(a+)2 + (a-)2 = 12vAD~ (2cos 2cp-l) (2.117) 
2v33 = T + 3 + T3 (2.118) 
Thus, the shielding tensor parameters along with J, D and 
cp may be determined. However, there is ambiguity concerning 
the assignment of the 'plus' and 'minus' subspectra. At 
the limit 4>=0°, equation (2.111) becomes: 
( 2 .119) 
A positive value is always taken for the square root in the 
+ + 
definition of a:· Thus, a- becomes 3D±vA when 3D~>IvAI and 
If the shielding tensor components 
implies that vA is negative. With the above definitions, 
+ + + - - - . the order T1 >T2 >T 3 >and T1 >T 2 >T 3 is maintained providing 
v 11-v 33 >3D~. At the limit 4>=90°, the order also holds if 
v22-v33> 3D~. 
+ 
The total width of the subspectra !:J.T- is given 
by !:J.T± - T ± - T ± 
- 1 3 ( 2 .120) 
At the limit ct>=0°, the difference in subspectral width, 
- + !:J.T - !:J.T , is equal to 3D~-vA when 3D~>IvAI and equal to 
At the limit ct>=90°, this difference, 
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With the exception of the last limit, inspection of the two 
subspectra can reveal which is "minus" and which "plus". 
However, it should be noted that from equation (2.112) D~ 
and J can be calculated to be positive or negative depending 
on the assignment of the "plus" and "minus" spectra. In 
some cases the ambiguity can be solved by knowledge of D and 
the size of 6J. 
The rapid MAS spectrum of an AX2 system will 
give rise to an isotropic averaged spectrum containing a 
triplet. If the spinning speed is considerably less than 
the total static lineT.Nidth then three spinning sideband mani-
folds will be observed . The middle manifold can be analysed 
. 27 28 by sideband analysJ.s ' to determine the shielding tensor 
components for the 'A' nucleus, whilst the outer sideband 
manifolds can be analysed to give D~ and ~- The isotropic 
scalar coupling constant is, of course, available from the 
centre peaks. An example of such a spectrum is given in 
Chapter Six. 
2.10 High Resolution Solid-State NMR 
The characteristically broad lines of solid-state 
NMR may be considerably narrowed by two techniques: magic-
angle spinning (MAS) and high-power decoupling (HPD). MAS 
involves the rapid rotation of a solid sample about an axis 
making an angle 54.7° with the static applied field Bo. 14 
(see Chapter Three) . This technique can be used to average 
the shielding anisotropy and in principle to eliminate di-
polar interactions and anisotropic indirect coupling. This 
is true providing the spinning speed exceeds the size of the 
49 
interaction (or the combined effects from the interplay of 
two or more interactions) • However, in some cases the size 
of dipolar interactions well exceeds the attainable spinning 
29 
speed. High-power decoupling has solved this problem for 
. 30 heteronuclear dipolar coupling involving protons. Elim-
ination of homonuclear dipolar broadening in the solid-state 
is clearly not possible by such a technique. The use of 
4 5 
multiple-pulse sequences, ' overcomes this problem, and 
manipulates the proton spins in such a way as to give a zero 
average of the 1H- 1H dipolar interactions. 
In NMR studies of the solution-state, 'high-resolution' 
may _be defined as where the dispersion of chemical shifts 
and the magnitude of indirect (J) spin-spin coupling constants 
are considerably larger than the natural width of the re-
sonances. For solid samples, the linewidths that are nor-
mally attainable with available techniques (~~s, HPD) usually 
obscure the small J couplings that are so useful in solution-
state N~~, hence, the usual criterion for high resolution in 
the solid-state is the ability to distinguish resonances with 
reasonably different chemical shifts. 
2 .11 ~iagnetic Equivalence in Solid-state NMR 
In high resolution NMR of liquids two nuclei are 
magnetically equivalent when they have identical chemical 
shifts and they couple equally to every other nucleus in 
3 the molecule, e.g. CH 2cF2 (see Figure 2.8) 
FIGURE 2. 8 
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Although Fl and F2 are chem-
ically equivalent (i.e. they 
have the same chemical shift) 
they are magnetically non-
equivalent as J . ~Jt 
c1.-s rans 
Taking scalar coupling into account, equivalence of 
nuclei in liquids is defined with respect to molecular 
symmetry alone. In crystals, nuclei are called 'magnetically 
equivalent', if they are related by translation and/or in-
version elements of the space group. On the other hand, nuclei 
are called 'crystallographically equivalent' if they are re-
4 lated by one of the symmetry elements of the space group. 
The difference between these two terms experimentally is that 
the shielding tensor elements of magnetically equivalent 
nuclei are identical, whereas nuclei which are crystallo-
graphically equivalent can have different shielding t·ensor 
parameters in the laboratory frame (though the principal values 
will be identical) . 
If there are Nm magnetically non-equivalent but crys-
tallographically equivalent sites for a spin-~ nucleus in a 
static single crystal, the NMR spectrum will consist of Nm 
sharp lines. (Although in some special orientations of the 
crystal with respect to Bo some of the lines will coalesce). 
This is because each of these sites, although related by 
some symmetry operation, (e.g. rotation, reflection) is 
orientated differently in the static field, giving rise to 
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different shielding magnitudes and overall different tensor 
components in the laboratory frame. However, it is impossible 
a priori to know which of the lines arises from which crys-
tallographically equivalent site. 4 
The use of magic-angle spinning (at a rate greater tha? 
the difference between the shielding extremities) causes all 
crystallographically equivalent molecules to appear at the 
same average orientation to Bo. Therefore, the single-
crystal case with Nm sites, there would only be a single peak 
present in the spectrum, with a relative intensity of Nm, 
occuring at the isotropic chemical shift. 
A powder sample with Nm sites would in principle give 
rise to a l'ine for each different orientation present. The 
impossible resolution of these lines leads to the observation 
of the characteristic shielding powder pattern described 
earlier. The MAS spectrum of such a powder would show a 
single peak at the isotropic chemical shift. Hence the NMR 
of powders, with only equivalent crystallographic sites pre-
sent, cannot distinguish between the magnetically non-equivalent 
sites. However, if a powder sample contained Nn crystallo-
graphically non-equivalent sites, then the static bandshape 
would contain an overlap of Nn shielding patterns, whereas the 
averaging MAS technique would produce, in principle, a spectrum 
containing Nn lines. 
Crystallographically non-equivalent sites can arise from 
two possibilities, either (i) intermotecutar effects , where 
there are independent molecules in the unit cell not related 
by any symmetry elements of the space group, or (ii) intra-
motecutar effects· where the site symmetry is lower than the 
molecular symmetry. Consider a molecule containing two 
spin-~ nuclei of the same species in chemically equivalent 
positions; then if a MAS spectrum of the nucleus in question 
exhibited two peaks, it would be impossible to assign these 
resonances to inter or intramolecular effects. 
2.12 Factors Affecting Resolution in CP/MAS NMR 
In principle, the CP/MAS technique used to obtain high-
resolution solid-state NMR spectra should give rise to 
solution-type linewidths. However, the linewidths observed 
in solids tend to be roughly 10 to 100 times those observed 
in the liquid phase. 11 The reasons for this lack of resol-
ution are the residual interactions (i.e. those not averaged 
by MAS), motional and relaxation effects. A summary of 
the more important sources of broadening i~ given below, 
although the external (instrumental} factors will be discussed 
in Chapter Three. 
(i) Chemical Shift Effects 
The chemical shift distribution reflects a funda-
mental difference between the solid and solution states. 
In solids there can be a distribution of chemical shifts 
arising from small variations in environment or lattice 
defects which would normally be removed in solution by dynamic 
averaging by the molecules. This distribution can generate 
a linewidth which would be proportional to Bo. (In theory, 
a high enough Bo would resolve such splittings since a truly 
continuous distribution is unlikely) . 
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(ii) Intermo·lecular J-Coupling 
In the solid-state molecules are fixed in a partie-
ular orientation by the close packed system, this then allm11s 
the possibility of static intermolecular scalar coupling, 
implying some electronic overlap between molecules. In the 
solution-state, random molecular motion would remove this 
effect. Such a distribution of J couplings would be inde-
pendent of the Bo field strength. 
(iii) Antisymmetric Tensor Interactions 
In the theory section outlining the various 
Hamiltonian interactions, the ~ tensor was considered to be 
symmetric as the effect of the antisymmetric components of 
J th N t h ld b 11 4,17 th . ~ on e .r-lR spec rum s ou e sma • However, e1.r 
effects should be borne in mind for spectra with narrow lines 
17 
when J~v0oAB' as MAS does not remove them. 
(iv) Quadrupolar Effects 
Magic-angle spinning does not remove dipolar 
broadening if one of the interacting spins is not quantized 
along the magnetic field. Such a situation can arise if one 
spin belongs to a quadrupolar nucleus subjected to both quad-
rupole and Zeeman interactions whereby.v0 ::::_vL. Such an effect 
31 
can cause broadening for mobile,S¥stems and also asymmetric 
splitting in rigid systems. 32 A combination of J coupling and 
dipolar coupling of a spin-~ nucleus to a quadrup~lar nucleus 
has also been observed, where the influence of each interaction 
depends upon the strength of the a:pplied field. 33 The quad-
rupole dipole effects are found to significantly diminish.at 
higher applied fields. 
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(v) Random Molecular Motion 
Many of the interactions responsible for line-
broadening in solid-state NMR can be removed by molecular 
motions. However, such a blessing can sometimes be seen 
as a bane if extra narrowing is attempted by magic-angle 
s·pinning. Molecular motions, which reduce the inherent 
linewidth, can be divided into two classes: (i) fast re-
stricted motion and (ii) moderate isotropic motion. In 
the first case magic-angle spinning can reduce the residual 
linewidth further as the time-average Hamiltonian for the 
22 
anisotropic interactions averages to zero. The second 
class of motion achieves narrowing similarly to liquids 
whereby all degrees of freedom··. are mobilised. In such a 
case, ~~S is only effective if the rotation rate is greater 
. 22 34 . 
than the internal motion (correlation frequency) , ' wh1ch 
in ·some cases is impossible. 
(vi) Relaxation Effects in Hobile Systems 
Molecular motion in solics can cause broadening 
by providing relaxation pathways for the transverse magnet-
ization of the observed nucleus. One mechanism is motional 
modulation of the dipolar coupling. This can arise when 
molecular motion occurs at the frequency corresponding to the 
proton decoupling field. The amount of broadening can be 
26 
considerable, especially for some organic polymers. 
The second mechanism arises from a loss of phase 
coherence in the transverse magnetization of the observed 
nucleus, because of random motional modulation of the reson-
ance frequency via shielding anisotropy. 26 This type of 
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broadening is proportional to the anisotropy and the strength 
of the applied field. In cases of slow motion, broadening 
can be reduced by rapid MAs. 26 , 35 
(vii) Anisotropic Bulk Magnetic Susceptibility 
(Rigid Systems) 
In general bulk magnetic susceptibility broadening 
(BMS) occurs because of non-uniform shielding effects caused 
by samples of irregular shapes. The linebroadening from a 
single particle o~ arbitrary shape or arbitrary configuration 
of irregularly shaped particles will be removec by MAs. 26 
However, this condition will only be true for isotropic BMS. 
If the BMS of a polycrystalline solid is anisotropic this 
produces a dispersion of chemical shifts attributable to 
dipolar fields. These dipolar fields arise from orient-
ation dependent dipoles with their strength depending on the 
orientation of the susceptibility tensor with respect to Bo. 
This effect is not completely spun out by MAS and is thought 
b . . f. f . t . 1 1 26 to e s1gn1 1cant or an1so rop1c mo ecu es. 
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2.13 Spinning Sidebands 
2.13.1 Rotational Echoes 
It is a recognized phenomenon that powder 
patterns associated with anisotropic shielding break up, 
at spinning speeds much below the static powder linewidth, 
into sharp s~inning sidebands. These sidebands appear as 
satellites about each peak, with separations between the 
main peaks and sidebands equal to the rotation frequency 
Sidebands of significant intensity cover a fre-
quency range comparable to the static linewidth ~' and 
accordin~ly there will be c a. ~/vr of them. Rapid sample 
magic~angle rotation may be considered as a modulation of 
the spin interactions manifesting itself in the form of side-
bands. 27 Maricq and Waugh have developed the concent of 
'Rotational echoes' to explain this phenomenon. 
As a rotation period proceeds, the magnetization 
vectors get out of phase with each other, and the net trans-
verse magnetization decays to zero. However, after one com-
plete revolution these ma~netization vectors return to their 
original phases, reinforcing each other (assuming they were 
in phase at the end of a 90° pulse) . The resultins re-
focussed magnetization is called a rotational echo. As 
the rotation continues, the above process is repeated pro-
ducing atrain of rotational echoes. 36 Fourier transform-
ation of the echo train transforms the modulation in the 
-1 tim~ domain, at the rotor period vr , into sidebands in 
the frequency domain, with S?littings equal to vr. 
The SDinning sideband intensities in the FT 
spectrum de~end on the size of t~e shielding anisotropy and 
asymmetry relative to the spinning s~eed. For 6cr>>v 
r 
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the decay of the individual echoes is pronounced, and an 
extensive spinninq sideband pattern is produced in. the fre-
quency spectrum. In the case of 6cr<<vr ,the decay of 
individual echoes is much less pronounceG, and little side-
band intensity, if any, is observed in the FT S!'ectrum. 
The loss of sensitivity at low spinning speeds 
arises from the fact that rotational echoes become more 
widely spaced in time, and fewer of them are available for 
construction of the envelope. v!hen vr>>6, the echoes merge 
into a continuous decay, corres!'onding to the collapse of 
the sideband pattern into a single line. The number of 
spinning sidebands increases when the field strength, B0 , 
is increased and decreases as the sa~9le rotation speed 
increases. Hence, the most reliable way to eliminate 
siGebands is by a manipulation of the two parruaeters B0 ana 
v . 
r 
The concepts of modulation and rotational echoes 
have been aDplied above exclusively only to the shielding 
anisotrOI>Y· However, these ideas equally a~ply to the 
other spin anisotropic interactions that. can be modulateo 
by simple rotation, i.e. heterogeneous dipole-di::>ole inter-
actions and nuclear electric quadrupol~ interactions. 
2.13.2 Soinning Sideband Analysis 
It is interesting to note that as vr is made 
s~all, the envelope of siGebands approaches its static powder 
pattern whose maximum intensity typically lies quite far 
from the isotropic ~LarmDr frequency. Thus, location of 
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the isotropic centreband by inspection of the sideband is 
often difficult. However, if the e:~periment is repeated 
using a different spinning speed (vr .. }, the Nth sideband 
will shift by N(v ~-v}, the true centreband is the one 
r r 
which remains at the same absolute frequency. Alternatively, 
another method is possible, without any additional experi-
ments, by using the first moments of the spectra. The lth 
moment is given by 27 
z 
N+ 
Nz~l ~ ~ Mz = vr I 
-N=N 
where N = No. of the sideband, ~ = Amplitude o= the Nth 
sideband and vr is the spinning speed in Hz. 
moment is therefore,· 
The first 
N+ 
Ml = \) r l. - NAN/ }: AN = 0 about v. 
N=~ N 1SO 
It follmvs that 
N+ 
}: = ~.N = 0. 
-N=N 
Thus, a straightfor,vard summation of sideband intensities 
leads to the correct isotropic shift. However, unless the 
signal to noise is good, there may be some ambiguity in the 
result from this simple procedure. 
r1aricq and vlaugh27 have shown that the second 
and third moments of N.M.R. spectra are related to the chem-
ical shift properties and can, in principle, be used to ex-
tract the chemical shift anisotrO?Y from the sideband inten-
sities. The second and third moments can be calculated from 
a spinning sidebane pattern by the use of the above general 
equation (r1z) • Their relation to the shielding anisotropy 
27 ~arameters is given by: 
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Thence, o reay be solved from the followinq cubic equation 
The principal shielding components may be then deduced: 
cr33 = cr. + 0 lSO 
cr22 = cr. - ~o(l-n) . lSO 
crll = cr. lSO - ~o(l+n> 
where 'l cr22-crll = 0 
The above method of ~~aricq and Waugh requires 
accurate measurements of all sideband intensities, w~ich 
may not always be possible. In scree instances sidebands 
may overlap with those of another. In other cases poor 
signal to noise can create ambiguity over the intensities 
of sidebands, especially those from the outer wings of the 
envelope, which nevertheless have a profound influence on 
M2 and (particularly) M3 . 
Herzfield and Berger28 have derived 9eneral in-
tegral and series expressions for the intensities of side-
bands observed in MAS spectra of inhomogeneously broadened 
I=~ systems. The results have been used to construct a 
graphical method for the extraction of the princ~pal values 
of chemical shift tensors. A series of contour olots is 
given for each ratio of INji0 , where IN is the intensity of 
the ~th sideband (N=±l+±S) and I 0 is the intensity of the 
isotropic centreband. By calculating the INji0 ratios from 
the spectrum and tracing around the corresponding contour 
lines, a necessary intersection point may be obtained which 
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is used to extract the values of ~ and p, as displayed on 
the x and y axes respectively. These quantities are re-
lated to the chemical shielding parameters by the follm-1ing: 
\) 
0 (a 33 -a 11) ~ = \) 
r 
all + a33- 2a22 
p = .( ) 
a33 - all 
Of course the advantage in using the graphical 
method of Herzfield and Berger28 is that only a few selected 
sideband intensities are required (contrary to the ~aricq and 
Waugh method27 ) but in such cases the information in the other 
sidebands is not used. 
Thus, the technique was found to give inconsistent 
results, mainly due to the ambiguity of the .real intersection 
point of the graphical contours. Henc.e, the Maricq and 
Waugh method has been favoured for sideband analysis in this 
work. 
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EXPERIHENTAL 
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3.1 Introduction 
This chapter is concerned with descriptions of techniques 
utilized to obtain high resolution solid-state N.M.R. To 
date, there is no reported work describing the timing proced-
. 119 195 
ures appl1cable for CP/MAS Sn and Pt spectra. The 
methods by which such spectra are obtained are discussed in 
detail, incorporating descriptions of cross-polarisation, 
high-power decoupling and magic-angle spinning techniques. 
3.2 The Spectrometers 
3.2.1 The CXP200 Spectrometer 
All multinuclear solution and solid-state spectra 
in this work (excluding 13c solid-state N.M.R., vide infra) 
were obtained using aBruker CXP200 spectrometer, operating at 
4. 7T ( 1H=200~lliz) . Solid-state experiments were performed 
using broad-band MAS probes incorporating the Andrew Beams 
type of rotor (see on) . Two probes were utilized for nuclei 
directly studied in this work: a 11 Silicon 11 CP/MAS probe 
operational at oa. 30-60MHz and a 11 phosphorus 11 CP/MAS probe 
(60-90MHz) - so-called because of their optimized performances 
at the N.M.R. frequencies of the 29si and 31P nuclei res-
pectively. ·Both probes could be used for single-pulse ex-
citation, high-power decoupling and CP experiments. In 
general, solution-state experiments were performed using a 
high-resolution broad-band probe. However, to avoid un-
necessary time delays, satisfactory results could be obtained 
from the solid-state probes by employing via~s of solution 
(in place of the rotor) . 
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3.2.2 Home-built 13c Spectrometers 
The 13c solid-state spectra in this work were 
acquired using two· home-built sn.ectrometers based at UEA. 
High-field studies were performed using a high-power double 
resonance spectrometer (the 'UEA 200') which included an 
Oxford Instruments superconducting magnet operating at 4.7T 
1 13 ( H=200MHz, C=50.29MHz). The spectrometer operation is 
largely under computer control using a suite of automated 
written software running on a Nicolet 1180 computer. Solid-
state studies were conducted using a commercial Bruker 13c 
CP/~S probe employing the Andrew-Beams type of rotors. 
Low-field 13 C spectra were obtained from the 
'Nic 90" St?ectrometer operating at 2.11T (1H=90.0MHz, 
13 C=22.6MHz). The MAS system used cylindrical glass rotors 
(8xl2mm) driven by a gas turbine. More detailed and compre-
hensive descriptions of the CXP200 spectrometer and home-
built 13c systems can be found in previous works. 1 ' 2 ' 3 
3.2.3 Shimming 
The inhomogeneity of the magnetic field was kept 
minimal by the correct adjustment to the shim gradients. 
The shimming of the magnet was achieved by the observation 
of the proton FID from a cross-linked "silicone gun", con-
taining mobile protons. The spectra were obtained under 
conditions of MAS and singl~ulse excitation. The magnet 
was considered well-shimmed when linewidths of 20-30Hz were 
obtained. 
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3.2.4 Detection 
All N.M.R. experiments were performed with the 
2 
use of quadrative detection. Quadrature phase routing was 
used to eliminate quadrature images in single-pulse experi-
ments. The spin temperature inversion sequence t,Vas used to 
eliminate any such artifacts present in FIDS from cross-
polarization. 
3.2.5 Acquisition Conditions 
The spectra presented in this work were obtained 
at the spectrometer operating frequencies quoted in Table 3.1 
for the various nuclei. For individual spectra of the 
same nucleus, the carrier frequency is not necessarily 
constant, with the variation denoted by the offset, 01. 
Other variable conditions quoted for each spectrum are as 
follows: 
NT = No. of transients 
sw = Spectral Width (kHz) 
AQ = Acquisition time (ms) 
DO = Recycle delay (s) 
D2 = Contact time (ms) 
D3 = Decoupler time (ms) 
SF = Spectrometer operating 
01 = Frequency offset (kHz) 
SS = Spinning Speed (Hz} 
* 
frequency 
DR =.Digitization Resolution (Hz/pt.} 
(MHz) 
* This is calculated after cosmetic improvements to the FID. 
1 The actual experimental DR = AQ 
AQ = Memory Size (pts) where 2 x SW 
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3.3 Chemical Shift Heasurements 
The chemical shift, o, for nucleus i, is reported on 
a dimensionless scale and defined as 4 
6 °R-cri 
x 10 = l-cr 
R 
6 ( crR - a . ) x 10 
. 1 
where R refers to a reference standard, and o is measured 
in ppm. Ideall~ it would be desirable to reference all 
isotropic chemical shifts with respect to that of the bare 
nucleus. An absolute frequency has been. used on several 
occasions for platinum, but this relies on a homogeneous 
applied field as well as standard experimental conditions. 
Tetramethyl silane is the accepted reference standard for 
1H and 13c N.M.R., and in analogy with this,tetramethyl 
stannane is used for 119 sn N.M.R. All 31P N.M.R. data in 
this work are referenced to the widely used standard, 85% 
H3Po4;n2o. For 
195Pt N.M.R. there is no universally accepted 
reference, although by far the most commonly used is the anion 
2-PtC16 . The advantages of using the sodium salt, Na2Ptcl6 
are that it is readily available and is stable in solution over 
relatively long periods of time. 5 However, it does have 
disadvantages ; the signal is not very sharp and indeed as 
shown by Ismail et al 6 is the composite of various Pt35c13 Cl 
isotopmrers. Furthermore, the ~.ft is reported to have 
7 
a large temperature dependence. Although the CXP "probe" 
or 11 ambient 11 temperature can be considered to be fairly 
constant, temperatures will vary from instrument to instrument 
and should be borne in mind for any future investigations. 
The errors involved in chemical shift analysis can be 
indicated by the reproducibility of spectral data. 
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TABLE 3.1 Experimental conditions.of observed nuclei 
Nucleus Spectrometer Reference Exptl. Linewidthsa 
13c 
23Na 
3lp 
119Sn 
195Pt 
Operat~ng 
Freq. 
50.29 
52.94 
81.01 
74.63 
43.02 
of 
References (Hz) 
Adamantane b 10 
3M NaClc 50 
85% H3Po4 
c 20 
SnMe 4 
c 100 
Na2Ptcl6/n 2oc,d 100 
(a) Linewidths are defined as the total width of the line 
at half-height (obtained using high power decoupling) . 
(b) 13c solid-state spectra were initially calibrated to 
Adamantane (13c CP/MAS) by the replacement method and 
then referenced to TMS using a +37.7 p.p.m. conversion 
factor. 
(c) Glass ampoules used, ( Note, MAS eliminates the need to 
correct for bulk magnetic susceptibility differences;hawever 
the references were run without MAS. 1 tnus, shifts 
between solid samples may be more accurate than those 
with respect to the reference~ 
(d) Saturated solution. 
(e) The chemical shift obtained from the CXP spectrometer 
was calculated using: 
v - VR 6 & = x 10 p.p.m. S.F. 
where v is the absolute frequency of the sample, v 
is the absolute frequency of the reference and S.F. is ~he 
absolute spectrometer operating frequency. So therefore, 
the value of S.F. was set as close as possible to the 
reference frequency vR. 
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195 l'd h' f d b For Pt so 1 -state spectra t 1s was oun to e within 
±2 p.p.m., as measured at different times (excluding experi-
mental resolution effects) . This error limit was also found 
119 31 to be the case for Sn N.M.R., although for P N.M.R. 
results a limit of less than ±0.5 p.p.m. could be expected. 
The experimental conditions of the reference standards used 
for nuclei studied in this work are given in Table 3.1 
(N.B. For spectra containing several spinning sidebands, centre-
bands are indicated by arrows on the figures) . 
3.4 Magic-Angle Spinning (MAS) 
Rapid sample rotation about an axis inclined at an angle 
to the direction of the applied magnetic field (Figure 3.1) 
will affect the anisotropic N.M.R. interactions containing the 
term (3cos 28-1}. 8 For these orientation-dependent terms the 
average value <3cos 28-l> must be considered. It can besha~ that9 
<3cos 28-l> = ~ (3cos 2S-l) (3cos 2x-l) 
Thus, under rapid rotation (all values of x allowed),the 
powder spectrum is scaled by factor ~(3cos 2 S-l). If the angle 
of rotation is chosen such that (3cos 2S-l)=O, i.e. 13=54.7° 
(the "magic-angle"), the reduction factor is zero and.averaging 
of the anisotropic interactions may be accomplished. 
Since the major nuclei studied in this work were usually 
contained in an environment with a large shielding anisotropy, 
the accuracy of setting the magic-angle played a crucial role 
in obtaining high resolution spectra. The effect on the line-
width of mis-setting the angle e between the rotation axis and 
Bo is given by10 
B 
-0 
1t 
I 
I • 
" 
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vector r rotating about axis s 
FIGURE 3.1 Macroscopic samole rotation at an angle B to 
the magnetic field Bo 
~v~ (mis-set) ~ 0.5 (3cos 2 e-l)~v~ (static) 
where~v~(static) is the static linewidth. For example, if 
the angle was mi~-set by 1°, and the static linewidth was 
20kHz, (which would correspond to being 465 p.p.m. at 43MHz) 
then the linewidth would increase by ca. 500Hz.· 
79 The observation of spinning sidebands in the Br N.M.R. 
( t 50 14MH ) f 1 . d KB ~ f 1 d' t ll a • z o so ~ r was usea or ang e a JUstmen s. 
The extensive sideband manifold that is seen when the axis is 
very near the magic angle arises from the spinning modulation 
f 3 1 d 1 3 t 't' o -2 ++ - 2 an 2++2 ransl lons. Such first order quadru-
polar interactions exist because of imperfections in crystal 
lattice11 (i.e· a non-cubic environment resulting in the pre-
sence of an electric field gradient) . For sufficiently 
accurate setting of the magic angle (that is, to obtain mini-
mum linewidths) as much as half a rotor of KBr is required; 
this of course decreases the sensitivity for the observation 
of the N.M.R. signal of interest. Fine adjustments of the 
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angle were made by a slight alteration of the S!)inning speed 
while observing the 79Br free-induction decay (FID) . When 
the optimlirn speed is obtained, small sharp spikes appear 
superimposed on the regular cosine decay of the FID. An 
alternative approach consisted of adding a small quantity 
of brushite (CaHPo 4 .2H20) to the rotor. By observing 
the 31P CP N.M.R. signal, the proximity to the magic-angle 
can be clearly seen by an increase in the time domain of the 
FID. This method was found to be most beneficial in ob-
taining high resolution 119 sn spectra. 
The Bruker CP/MAS probes incorporate an Andrew type 
12 
stator ,. which drives an Andrew/Beams fluked rotor (composed 
of delrin; inner volume ~0.4cm3 ) by· gas outlets. However, 
this HAS system was found to be prone to angular instability 
whereby the rotor may wander, wobble, precess or nutate 
significantly from its correct orientatio~. The uniform 
packing of the solid sample in the rotor was found to play 
a major role in producing·rotational stability. Furthermore, 
insufficient spinning speeds (i.e. <2kHz) were found to have 
a broadening effect reflecting a lower stability ·at low 
rotation rates. 
in proportion to 
13 dependence ) . 
(Theory suggests that lines should narrow ) 
-2 
wr , although experiment shows only a linear 
In addition, it was found that changing the 
sample or spinning speed resulted in a change of the average 
angle for an Andrew-Beams rotor. 
3.5 High Power Decounling 
The large size of the nuclear moment of a proton and the 
generally high abundance in organometallic samples leads to_ 
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"flip-flop•• transitions of protons with anti-parallel 
14 
moments. This spin diffusion process is uniquely easy 
for coupled nuclei with the same precession frequency (see 
Figure 3 . 2) . 
Figure 3.2 
+ )Jl 
-
lll 
z 
FIGURE 3.2 Spin-Diffusion for Dipolar Coupled Protons 
The rotating component of the spin (xy plane) which is 
in the higher energy state (JJ 2-), precessing at a frequency 
v
0
, acts like a resonant rf field at the site of JJ 1+, which 
is also precessing at v 0 • 
The exchange of spin energy limits the lifetime of the 
spin state leading to uncertainty broadening of the proton 
resonance. The homogeneous proton linewidth (~vHH) is 
approximately equal to the flip-flo~ rate, which can be as 
large as 50kHz for some solids. 15 
Heteronuclear proton dipolar coupling has the same .kind 
of angular dependence as shielding anisotropy and therefore 
should be averaged to zero if v >>D (heteronuclear dioolar r -
coupling constant) . However, proton spin diffusion limits 
the lifetime of a nuclear moment coupled to a proton to 
~vHH- 1s, which disrupts the coherent averaging of the dipolar 
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coupling by MAS. Therefore, unless vr>>L\vHH' 1H-X dipolar 
coupling will surviveunder ~1AS conditions. 15 
Elimination of linebroadening effects due to dipolar 
interactions with protons can be obtained by high-power 1H 
decoupling (HPD) 16 . This is completely analogous to the 
low power 1H decoupling used routinely in solution-state 
N.M.R. to remove the effects of heteronuclear indirect (J) 
coupling with protons. The important difference from de-
coupling in liquids is based on the fact that dipolar coup-
lings of up to tens of kHz must be overcome which requires 
very high power for the decoupling field (ca. lOOW}. The 
process can be viewed as stimulating rapid transitions of 1H 
spin states, so that the average 1H dipolar effect on the 
observed nucleus vanishes. 
In the cross-polarisation sequence (vide infra), proton 
decoupling is attained by spin-locking the proton moments. 17 
This process ·is most easily visualized in the :r;otating frame 
The application of a 90° 
0 pulse followed by a 90 phase change of the B1H field results 
in the spin-locking of the protons in this state, Packets of 
proton moments execute a precession around BIH'and the Z 
components oscillate at a frequency v 1H. The observed nuclei 
will now experience a field from a coherently averaged Z 
component of the proton moment,· 
decoupling. 
i.e. <~ H>=O, resulting in 
z 
If v 1H>>L\vHH' proton spin diffusion will not affect the 
decoupling. 16 To meet such a requirement decoupling fields 
of >40kHz must be used. The maximum decoupling field strength 
that could be applied was limited by the ability of the probe 
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circuit to sustain the power levels, without arcing, rather 
than by the performance of the rf amplifier. In practice, 
decoupling fields of 40-60kHz could be used on the CXP200 
spectrometer, corresponding to proton 90° pulse lengths of 
4-6iJ.S. For most samples analysed, a 50kHz decoupling field 
strength was used (proton pulse length SiJ.s, measured for a 
sample of silicone gum} . 
The effect of off-resonance proton decoupling on the 
119
sn N.M.R. linewidth of Ph3SnMe has been investigated under 
CP/MAS conditions (see Figure 3.3}. In the case when the 
decoupling field strength (v 1H} and the local field in a 
static sample resulting from proton-proton dipolar inter-
actions. (vL} are in the regime where v 1H>>vL' then the line-
broadening due to off-resonance proton decoupling irradiation 
(~vORPI} is given by10 
where ~vH is the frequency offset from proton resonance. 
Figure 3.3a illustrates that the relationship between the 
irradiation frequency and the linewidth is approximately 
quadratic, for the sample and acquisition conditions consid-
ered. 
3.6 Cross-Polarization 
High-power decoupling can be utilized in solid-state 
N.M.R. in conjunction with cross-polarization (CP}, in which 
abundant, I spin magnetization is transferred to less abundant 
S nuclear spins on a millisecond time scale. 16 This is 
accomplished by preparing the I spin system in a stateof low 
spin temperature as performed by a spin-locking pulse. The 
(a) 
5o._ ______ r-------~------~--~-
-2o -10 0 
Proton irradiation 
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(b) 
10 
-
-5.0 
-10.0 
-15.0 
-20.0 
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(b) 
0.79 
119sn CP/.MAS 
Ph3SnHe 
(NT=8) 
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Figure 3.3 
25.0 
Graph illustrating the variation 
of 119 Sn linewidth (Ph3Sn.l\1e) with 
proton irradiation frequency (02) 
Stacked plot showing variation of 
119sn signal with 02 
(plotted in absolute intensity mode) 
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less abundant S spins are then set in thermal contact with 
the I spins by applying a RF field under the Hartmann-Hahn 
condition17 : 
Under this condition, the I and S soins have Z components 
of their respective magnetic moments oscillating at the same 
frequency, and thereby experience a resonant perturbation. 
Thus, the two types of spins can cross-relax by energy con-
serving spin flips, with the cross-relaxation time TIS 
dependent on the strength of the I-S dipolar coupling. This 
exchange of energy brings about a decrease in spin temperature 
and a consequent generation of S magnetization along B1C. 
A S-spin FID follows the termination of the S~spin contact 
pulse, and is stored on a computer. During the acquisition 
time, the I spins are continually decoupled by the spin-
locking field (see Figure 3.4). The CP sequence may then be 
repeated by waiting a period of aa. 5 T1I. This time may 
18 be reduced by the use of a "flip-back" pulse sequence. 
If the Tlp of the I-spin is long compared to the CP time plus 
the acquisition time of the S-spin FID, then a substantial 
fraction of I-spin polarization remains at the end of each 
observation period. A 90° pulse (reversed in phase with 
-x 
respect to the initial preparation pulse 90°x) can be applied 
at the end of the spin-loc.king pulse. The I-spin magnetization 
remaining at the end of t 3 is flipped back along the static 
field, B0 . A small time-delay is then required for a full 
recovery of Moi along B0 before the process is r~peated. 
(In this work, this was found to be ~TlH' although the delay 
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significantly depends on the rate of spin-locked 1H magnet-
ization, i.e. In any case, the use of flip-back 
will never decrease the S/N ratio,compared with the single 
contact experiment. 
The S-spin magnetization established in the rotating 
frame after a single CP contact with Hartmann-Hahn matching, 
compared with that observable in the applied static field B0 
ft 5 i . l (YI/ys).l6 a er ~ xTIS' s approx1mate y 
Flin-back 
spin tenperature 
/ 
inversion 
? r.-
9~ lock( ) 900 90° spln- y 
-x -K 
y 
II~ Recycle Delay 9r_x l Repeat 
Delay 
Blc-. ---'1·~ ~c '---4----V 
Acquisition 
:-1 
t(sec) 
Delays: Dl D2 DB D3 DO 
FIGURE 3.4 Single-contact cross-polarization .(illustrated 
between carbon and hydrogen) RF pulse sequence 
incorporating flip-back and spin-temperature 
inversion, showing the time scales for parts of 
the sequence 
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9~fUO y f-. Deco~ling WI indow 
BlH ___ , I -
-;,.--Repeat 
, CP 
BlC_l·····~-t---
FIGURE 3.5 Non-auaternary suopression20 
This CP pulse sequence incorporates a "window" (of ca. 
40~s duration) in the proton decoupling before acquisition 
of the carbon FID commences. As a result, the spectrum 
retains only peaks due to quaternary carbons, by virtue of 
protonated carbons having strong (C,H) dipolar interactions, 
giving rise to a. rapid decay of transverse magnetization. 
Quaternary carbons by the same token give relatively long T2 
relaxation. Methyl carbons also appear due to motion pro-
ducing narrow lines. 
------------~---~-~--~-~ 
A further gain in sensitivity (relative to the single 
pulse experiment) may be obtained by repeating the contact and 
observation period of the S-spins before re-establishing the 
I-spin polarization (if Tlp is long enough) . This method of 
multiple-contacts was generally not used because it required 
BlH to be on for excessive lengths of time. Assignment of 
13c spectra may be assisted considerably by using a simple 
20 pulse sequence, non-quaternary suppression (see Figure 3.5). 
In general this sequence will discriminate against S-spins with 
relatively short I-S distances. 
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The presence of artifacts in the FID, arising from the 
long rf pulse in the observed channel, can cause severe base-
line problems 1 or even give rise to spurious peaks in the CP 
spectrum. Suppression of such unwanted signals can be ob-
tained by spin temperature inversion. 19 If the phase of the 
90° pulse on the protons is shifted by 180° during every other 
spin-lock sequence, then M0 H.will be St)in-locked alternately 
parallel and anti-parallel to BlH' making the corresponding 
proton spin temperature (TH) positive and negative respect-
ively (cf. usual situation of spins aligned with B0 ) • Then· 
the S-spin temperature, which follows TH' is also reversed 
every CP sequence; i.e. S-spin magnetization grows alternately 
parallel or antiparallel to BlC in the S rotating frame. This 
13 0 
shifts the phase of the C FID by 180 every CP sequence, even 
though the S-spin RF field retains the same phase. By alter-
nately adding and subtracting the S-spin FID, RF transients 
are subtracted out, while the S-spin FIDS are coherently added. 
In this work, cross-polarization was successfully applied 
to protonated systems containing the less abundant nuclei of 
13c, 31p, 119sn and 195Pt, utilizing flip-back (FB) and spin-
temperature inversion (STI) techniques (see Figure 3.4). An 
important advantage of cross-polarization is that it allows one 
recycle times of the order H instead of s to use of T1 Tl ' as 
in practice T S is generally much longer H However, 1 than T1 . 
it has been found (see Chapter Five) that proton-containing 
platinum IV compo~nds 7 with directly bonded quadrupolar nuclei 
(e.g. Cl or N) attached, offer no such advantage. 
The use of CP to obtain 13c and 31P spectra·is well docu-
mented, as are the tuning techniques that apply. However, 
195 119 this is not the case for Pt and Sn CP/MAS N .~1.R. The 
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major problem with studying such nuclei is the large shield-
ing anisotropy present. Clearly a symmetrical molecule with 
119 
an abundance of protons is desired. For Sn CP/~ffiS N.M.R., 
the tuning compound chosen was Ph3SnMe. A recycle delay time 
of 30s and a contact time of lms was found to be optimum, 
producing a single peak of reasonable S/N after a single scan.-
Figure 3.6a illustrates the variation of signal intensity 
against the contact time. The resultant graph (Figure 3.7a) 
shows the rapidity of both the decay of 1a spin-locked magnet-
ization and the cross-polarization rate. 
The application of CP to 195Pt MAS N.M.R. was found to 
be succes-sful using K2 [Pt (OH) 6 ] . At first sight, this com-
pound would appear to possess the necessary criteria to be 
suitable for tuning. However, the spectrum exhibits spinning 
sidebands, necessitating at least ten scans before any signal 
can be observed. The lack of a "single scan" compound drast-
ically increases the duration of the Hartmann-Hahn matching 
procedure. The optimum contact time was found to be in the 
order of l-2ms as shown by Figure 3.8. The conditions used 
for K2 [Pt(OH) 6 ] in ·tuning the CXP spectrometer for 
195Pt CP/MAS 
NMR were a recycle delay of 25' and a contact time of lms. 
Although the slow decay of the 1H magnetization (see Figure 3.7b) 
suggests more advantageous conditions could be applied, tech-
nical problems were often encountered (e.g. arcing) in using 
_long contact times or multiple-contact pulse sequences. 
The tun~ng procedures for a particular nucleus could be 
significantly reduced in time by noting the power outputs of 
the low frequency (RF) and high-power decoupling amplifiers 
when the Hartmann-Hahn condition was met . The criticalness 
. . 
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FIGURE 3.7 Graphical Illustrations of CP Signal Intensity 
with Contact Time 
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of the matching of the power levels is exemplified in 
Figure 3. 6 (b) . It can be seen from this that a signal 
is still observed even with a substantial mismatch. However, 
the sensitivity of the signal intensity to the match tends 
to becrucial within 2rnV.of the low-frequency RF output, which 
corresponds to only a slight alteration in the RF gain control. 
3.7 Sample Origins 
The following samples were obtained from Johnson-Matthey 
Research Centre and used without further purification: 
Pt(IV) comoounds 
K2 [PtC16 ] 
K2 [Pt(OH) 6 ] 
Na2 [Ptcl6 ] • 6H 20 
{Pt(en) 3]cl4 .2H2o (en=ethylenediamine) 
cis [PtC1 4 (NH 3 ) 2 ] 
trans[Ptcl 4 (NH 3 ) 2 ] 
Pt(II) compounds 
cis [Pt!"le2 (PEt3 ) 2 J 
cis[PtMe
2
(PPh
3
)
2
] 
ciS[PtPh (PPh) ] 2 . 3 2 
C~S[Pt(£-C3 H5 ) 2 (PPh3 ) 2 ] 
[PtCl (COD)] 
2 
ciS[PtCl (nBu P) ] 
. 2 3 2 
trans[Ptcl2 (nBu3P) 2 ] 
tranS[PtC1 2 (PEt3 ) 2 ] 
ciS[PtC12 (PPh 3) 2 ] 
tranS[PtC12 (PPh3 ) 2 ] 
[Pt (CBDCA) (NH3 ) 2 ] 
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The sample of cis-[PtCl(SnC13 ) (PPh 3) 2 ] was prepared at 
Johnson-Matthey Research Centre during an industrial training 
period using a synthesis devised by Baird. 21 
The phosphaalkene, [(Ph3P) 2Pt(mesP=CPh2)] was prepared 
and characterized by J.F. Nixon of Sussex University. 
The following Tin compounds were received from P.Granger 
(Universite de Rouen): 
Ph3SnCl 
Ph3SnMe 
n Ph3SnBu 
Ph3SnEt 
Me 3SnF I 
Other tin samples used in this work were supplied by 
the below-mentioned chemical companies: 
Me 3SnOH ) ) ALFA INORGANICS 
Ph3SnOH ) 
(NH 4 ) 2sncl6 ) ) 
(NH 4 ) 2SnF 6 ) PILKINGTON BROTHERS LTD. ) 
(nBu) 3SnF ) 
The sample of nBu2sncl2 was kindly supplied by S. Matlin 
of City University. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
CARBON-13 AND PHOSPHORUS-31 CP/MAS NMR 
OF ORGANOPLATINUM COMPLEXES 
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4.1 Introduction 
4 .1.1 Carbon-13 Solid-State NMR 
Since the development of cross-polarization and 
magic-angle spinning, first combined experimentally by 
Schaefer and Stejskal, 1 high-resolution solid-state 13c NMR 
is rapidly becoming a routine and powerful analytical tool. 
The range of materials studied is vast and has been well 
documented by recent reviews. 2-a Along with proton NMR, 
13c is the most common nucleus studied by solution and solid-
state NMR spectroscopy due to its favourable properties. 
However, the potential of 13c solid-state NMR 
to probe organometallic complexes has yet to receive much 
attention. So far, a large amount of NMR studies concerning 
this type. of compound has involved 31P CP/MAS NMR (see below). 
However, valuable information can come from the investigation 
of ~ 3c solid-state spectra of attached organic ligands. This 
was first made evident by Maricq, Waugh and co-workers by the 
13c NMR study of two chromium (0) complexes. 9 In other work, 
Waddington and Jennings10 have investigated the reaction of 
Zeise 1 s dimer with compounds which all contain cyclopropane 
rings using 13c CP/MAS NMR (see on). 
This chapter is mainly concerned with the study 
of organo-Pt(II) complexes in which 13c NMR has provided extra 
structural information regarding the geometry of the organic 
sites unobtainable from 31P or 195Pt NMR. The large number 
of carbon sites present in some compounds can lead to complexity 
in the spectra, although this can be reduced by the non-
quaternary suppression technique (NQS - see Chapter Three) at 
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the expense of some loss of sensitivity. However, even 
with NQS, aromatic carbons may still appear broad due to 
motional modulation of the resonance frequency via the 
anisotropic chemical shift. 7 It is therefore non-aromatic 
carbons which tend to produce the most structural information 
through chemical shifts and 13c-31P;195Pt scalar couplings. 
4.1.2 Phosphorus-31 Solid-State NMR 
Due to the attractive properties of the phosphorus-31 
nucleus, (Natural abundance = 100%, spin-~, DC = 377} 31P 
solid-state NMR is becoming widely used to study a vast area 
11 
of chemistry, biochemistry and medicinal problems. 
are few phosphorus environments in a molecule generally, 
There 
rendering solid-state spectra easily interpretable. The 
chemical shift range is c.· a. 250 ppm. on the high frequency 
side to c a. 450 ppm. on the low frequency side of H3Po4 , a 
total range of 700 ppm. 3 In addition to crystallographic and 
geometric information, anisotropic shielding tensor data is 
available for most phosphorus compounds. If the shielding 
anisotropy of the 31P nucleus is considerably greater than 
the spinning rate, as tends to be the case at high fields, the 
ani~otropy will not be averaged by MAR. giving rise to signifi-
cantly intense .sidebands. A substantial amount of information 
regarding chemical shielding parameters has been obtained for 
13-15 
solid calcium phosphates. However, there have been no 
reports of shielding tensor data obtained for phosphorus-
containing transition metal complexes. 
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31P CP/MAS spectra have been obtained for a 
variety of triphenylphosphine transition metal complexes. 18 
The large chemical shift and large scalar couplings together 
with a sensitivity to electronic, steric and geometric 
arrangements makes it an ideal probe of the molecular and 
electronic structure of transition metal complexes. The 
compounds studied have included phosphine complexes containing 
Rhodium, Copper, Gold, Nickel, Palladium and Platinum. 16- 20 
As well as large solid-state scalar couplings being reported; 
dipolar coupling to the quadrupolar copper nucleus has also 
16 been observed. Fyfe and co-workers have investigated a 
number of 31P spectra of phosphorus-containing platinum(II) 
complexes, 18- 20 and report on phosphorus-platinum coupling 
constants as well as non-equivalences only present in the 
solid-state. 
The scope of this chapter will consider a 31P 
NMR study_of a series of square planar platinum(II} complexes 
including a discu.~sion of shielding tensor parameters of which 
there has been no previous study for transition-metal complexes. 
A comparison between 31P solution and solid-state results is 
also given. The possible change in structure on going fro~ 
solid to solution-state is outlined by a study of a phospha-
31 31 . 
alkene where · P CP/MAS bridges the data from P solut1on-
state NMR and X-ray crystallographic data. 
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4.2 Indirect (Scalar) and Direct (Dipolar) Coupling 
Platinum has four isotopes, one of which has a spin-~ 
nucleus (195Pt) with a natural abundance of 33.8%; the other 
three isotopes have zero spin (I=O) nuclei. 
NMR spectra of organoplatinum complexes .should, in theory, 
exhibit "platinum satellites". These satellites are caused 
L 31 195p by a spin-~ nucleus (e.g. P} coupling to the nucleus 
producing a doublet of separation J 31 ~ 195 . In addition, P Pt 
there will be a central peak arising from 31P nuclei adjacent 
to the other 66.2% of platinum nuclei with zero spin, i.e., 
no coupling takes place producing a single phosphorus reson-
ance. The ratio of the lines in this characteristic pseudo 
triplet is therefore 1:3.9:1. The scalar coupling of 
Carbon-13 and Phosphorus-31 to Platinum-195 in the solution-
21 22 
state has been well documented by several authors. ' In 
the solid-state, to date., there has only been a single report 
of 13c-195Pt 'J' coupling11 and four cases of 31P-195Pt 
18~20 
coupling.· In some cases, platinum satellites which 
would normally show up in solution-state spectra can be con-
cealed under broad peaks or spinning side bands present in 
the spectrum. The magnitude of 'J' <195Pt, 31P) is known 
to be very sensitive to the nature of the trans ligand in 
. 21 
square planar platinum(II) complexes, and thus can provide 
a useful probe of the geometry of possible isomers present. 
Although not as widely studied the 31P, 195 13c, as Pt case, 
31 1' P coup ~ng can be of similar use, with trans- 2J 13c, 3lp 
across a platinum nucleus being around an order of magnitude 
th h . 2 13 31 1 . t 21 greater an t e c~s- J C, P coup ~ng cons ant. 
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Dipolar coupling will also be present between 
spin-~ species present in these phosphorus-containing organo-
platinum complexes. Calculations based on known magneto-
gyric ratios and internuclear distances indicate that 31P, 
195 13 195 Pt and C, Pt dipolar couplings are less than 1 kHz. 
. 31 31 . For cis-(bisphosphine)platinum(II) complexes, P- P d1-
polar couplings are around 0.5 kHz and a a. 2kHz for the 
13c, 31P interaction. Therefore, spinning the solid samples 
at a a. 3kHz at the magic-angle effectively eliminates all 
these dipolar interactions unless there is interplay with 
larger interactions such as shielding anisotropy. 
4.3 Solid-State 13c NMR Characterization of the Anti-
Tumour Drug: Platinum(II) Diammine 1,1-Cyclobutane-
·. Dicarboxylate 
Platinum-containing compounds are of considerable 
importance to the Johnson-Matthey Research Centre, and 
current interest centres in their potential as anti-tumour 
drugs. In the pharmaceutical area, full characterization is 
vital and is required by the DHSS for licences for clinical 
trials. 
In the preparation of Platinum(II)Dia~qdne 1,1-Cyclobutane-
dicarboxylate ([Pt (CBDCA) (NH 3 ) 2 1) :·an insoluble impurity was 
found to be associated with it. Elemental analysis of the 
impurity was consistent with the formulation [Pt(CBDCA) (NH3 > 2 ln 
but due to its extreme insolubility further characterization 
proved difficult. The analysis and insolubility of this com-
pound does, however, suggest the presence of a polymeric form 
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Solid-state 13c NMR data has a high 
potential for characterizing such compounds; information on 
crystal structure, solid-state conformation and polymorphism, 
for example, is available. 
A 13c CP/MAS NMR spectrum has been previously obtained 
11 
at low field (Bo = 2.1T) of pure [Pt(CBDCA) (NH 3 ) 2 l and 
exhibits five peaks (see Table 4.1). This compound contains 
a cyclobutane ring and two carboxyl groups as shown below 
(Figure 4 .1) . 
C3 
TABLE 4.1 13c CHEMICAL SHIFT DATA FOR PLATINUM (II) . DIAMMINE 
1,1-CYCLOBUTANECARBOXYLATE AND ASSOCIATED IMPURITY 
Solid Shift 
(Bo = 2.1T) 
013C/ppma,d 
182.1 
56.6 
35.7 
28.4 
16.8 
Solution Shift 
13 b o C/Ppm~ . 
182.8 
57.0 
} 31.9 
16.8 
a, Relative to TMS. 
Solid Shift 
(Bo = 4.7T) 
· · 0 13C/ppma, c 
180.1 
53.9 
29.4 
14.2 
Peak No. 
(Fig.4.3) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
b, Relative to TMS, converted from dioxan reference using 
0=67.4 ppm. for dioxan on TMS scale (Ref.23). 
c, Chemical shifts of impurity [Pt(CBDCA) (NH 3) 2 ]n 
d, Reference 11. 
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The two carboxyl groups are crystallographically equivalent 
and give rise to a single peak at 182.1 ppm. which compares 
well with the solution-state value. 
13 . 
The solid-state C 
resonances of the Cl and C3 atoms (56.6 and 16.8 ppm.) also 
agree well with their solution-state values, however, C2 and 
C4 are crystallographically non-equivalent as shown by the 
two peaks at 35.7 and 28.4 ppm. 
A full X-ray crystallographic analysis has been carried 
out on the pure compound23 and shows that Pt(NH3 ) 2 (CBDCA) is 
a square planar complex with the dicarboxylate chelate ring 
in the boat conformation and a planar cyclobutane ring (see 
Figure 4.2). 
Figure 4.2 X-RAY CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF PLATINUM DI&~~INE 
1,1-CYCLOBUTANE DICARBOXYLATE23· · 
The molecule has all four cyclobutane atoms and the 
platinum atom placed on a mirror plane with the cyclobutane 
ring planar. The six-membered ring adopts a boat conformation 
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with the Cl and Pt atoms prow and stern out of the plane of 
the other four. This plane is at right angles to that of 
the cyclobutane ring. Thus, there is clearly an inequivalence 
of C2 and C4 shown by one of the carbon atoms approaching the 
position above the metal, while the other is on the outside 
of the molecule (see Figure 4.2). The distances from the 
platinum atom were calculated using the X-ray coordinates 
supplied by Neidle et az. 23 
The 13c CP/MAS spectrum of the impurity [Pt(NH3 ~(~)]n' 
(Figure 4.3), shows a very similar pattern to that of the 
pure compound. In fact the spectrum is almost identical 
apart from the presence of a single resonance at 29.4 ppm. 
instead of two peaks. The slight, low frequency shift of 
13 2-3 ppm. is present in all peaks compared to C NMR data of 
the pure, solid compound and is thus attributable to chemical 
shift measurement inaccuracies. The 13c spectral data 
obtained for this unknown product is consistent with the pre-
sence of l,l.cyclobutanedicarboxylate with C2 and C4 carbons 
being equivalent as. observed·on the NMR timescale. 
In solution, ring-flipping of the six-membered chelate 
ring takes place and causes the C2 and C4 atoms to be no longer 
'seen' at a definite distance from the platinum atom. In 
the solid-state, such rapid conformational movement is very 
unlikely, and so the presence of a single resonance for C2 
and C4 carbons can only mean a change in structure. The 
high insolubility and stability of the compound implies that 
the structure must be polymeric. 24 
FIGURE 4.3 13c CP/HAS spectrum of [Pt(CBDCA) (~H 3 ) 2 Jn 
l. 2 
No. o/ppm ~. 
1 180.1 
2 53.9 
3 29.4 
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NT = 50,00 
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SS = 3kHz 
1.0 
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Figure 4o4 SUGGESTED STRUCTURE OF POLYMERIC FORM 
OF [Pt(CBDCA) (NH 3 ) 2 ] 
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The structure of the polymer [Pt(CBDCA) (NH 3 ) 2 ln is thought 
to be units of the monomer [Pt(CBDCA) (NH3 ) 2 Jn with a platinum-
oxygen bond 'broken'·so that the platinum atom can attach 
itself to another [Pt(NH3 ) 2 (CBDCA)] unit, (see Figure 4.4). 
The C2 and C4 carbons are thus rendered equivalent in the 
polymer lattice due to the relatively long distance away from 
the platinum atom, and also the lack of restraint on the 
cyclobutane ring caused by the amorphous nature of the com-
pound. This amorphous property also makes any X-ray crystal-
lographic studies impossible. 
4.4 Dichloro(l,S-Cyclooctadiene)Platinum(II), [Ptcl2 (COD)] 
Dichloro(l,S-cyclooctadiene)platinum(II) has been used 
frequently for the synthesis of various platinum complexes by 
ligand substitution reactions. The central platinum atom is 
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bonded to two chlorine atoms and also the. two olefin bonds 
of the cyclooctadiene ring (see Figure 4.5). 
Figure 4.5 DICHLORO(l,5-CYCLOOCTADI£NE)PLATINUM(II) 
The 13c CP/MAS spectrum, obtained at 22.633 MHz, shows 
two broad, featureless peaks due to the two different types 
of carbon present (see Figure 4.6); the most intense peak 
at 32.9 ppm. being due to the aliphatic carbons and the broad 
resonance at 103.8 ppm_ due to the four olefin carbons. The 
latter peak also gives rise to spinning side bands (with one 
side band concealed under the aliphatic peak) due to some 
anisotropy present. The 13c solution-state spectrum (see 
Figure 4.7) gives the same information with, of course, much 
greater resolution. Taking into account solid-state line-
widths, the chemical shifts are the same in both spectra 
showing there to be no major structural change on going from 
solution to solid-state. Platinum satellites are present 
in the solution-state spectrum, (peaks 2 & 4ldue to coupling 
between the olefin carbons and the platinum nucleus (J Fl53Hz); 
c,Pt 
this would be concealed in the solid-state spectrum due to the 
broad linewidth. 
l .. 
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FIGURE 4.6 13 C CP /~1AS ST)ectrum of [PtC::l 2 ) COD)] 
(low-field, solid-state) 
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The 13c solution-state NMR spectrum has also been 
obtained for the free ligand, 1,5-cyclooctadiene. 25 Two 
resonances were recorded for the aliphatic and olefin carbons 
appearing at 28.2 ppm. and 128.5 ppm. respectively. The low 
frequency shift of c a. 25 ppm. shows the shielding effect of 
the olefin carbon bonds complexing to the platinum. A 
report concerning this effect has also been made by Waddington 
and Jennings, 10 using 13c CP/MAS NMR, in which the solid and 
solution-state 13c NMR were obtained for dichloro{norbornadiene)-
platinum{II). The olefinic resonance appears at 78 ppm. which 
is a low frequency shift of 63 ppm. on coordination to platinum, 
since the olefinic resonance for uncomplexed norbornadiene 
is at 141 ppm. The solid-state 13c spectrum·exhibits only 
broad bands for each type of carbon and no fine structure is 
seen. 
The broadness of the peaks in the 22.63 MHz, 13c CP/MAS 
spectrum of [PtC12 {COD)] does suggest some splittings due to 
crystallographic inequivalences could be concealed. Any 
dipolar interaction with the chlorine atoms present would be 
very small due to the interatomic distances involved. 
A high field 13c spectrum obtained; operating at 50.29 MHz, 
reveals some interesting fine structure related to the crystal 
structure (see Figure 4.8}. Each of the broad peaks has been 
split into four, with peak 7 having a relative intensity of 
two. There appear to be two explanations for these results. 
Firstly, there could be four crystallographically independent 
molecules per unit cell, or secondly, asymmetry induced in the 
solid-state, rendering each of the aliphatic and olefin carbons 
within each molecule inequivalent. The latter explanation is 
I~ 
•13 
FIGUHE 4.8 . .C CP/MAS spectrur.l.of Solid. [Ptel2 (CQD)] 
(High-field, SF = 50.29~Hz) 
Conditions as for Fig. 4.6 
Peak No. a/ppm 
1 102.8 
2 102.0 
3 99.1 
4 95.3 
5 32.2 
6 29.8 
7 26.4 
SSB 
12 ~ 3 
4 
DELRIN 
6 
5 
SSB 
7 
., 
1-' 
0 
1-' 
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most likely as there would certainly be some distortion in 
the cyclooctadiene ring caused by the bonding to the platinum; 
this effect would be motionally averaged in the solution state. 
The X-.ray structure of this compound has been obtained, 
space group P2 121 21 (orthorhombic) ,
26 (see Figure 4.9). The 
data shows that both the chlorine atoms are at normal distances 
from the central platinum (2.322 and 2.299 R> suggesting 
equivalent double bonds to the platinum, close examination 
reveals several geometric deformations. 
Figure 4.9 X-RAY CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF DICHLORO-
( 1 I 5-CYCLOOCTADIENE') PLATINUM (II') . 2 6 
C4 
C5 
The most pronounced deformation has been observed in the 
bonding distances of c5-Pt[2.209R] vs. ct-Pt[2.156Rl I in~ic­
ating a slipping of the c 5=c 6 bond axis with respect to 
Compared to this, only a small variation in the 
bonding distances of c 1-Pt and c 2-Pt [. 2.215 vs. 2.2o3R] has 
been observed. This geometric deformation of the cycloocta-
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diene ring caused by the asymmetrical bonding of the olefin 
bonds to the platinum results in a lack of symmetry over the 
whole ligand J thus creating four crystallographically non-
equivalent olefin and aliphatic carbons. It is impossible, 
therefore, to assign any of the carbon atoms belonging to the 
aliphatic or olefin groups to any peak in each of the "quartets". 
4.5 Discussion bf Solid- and Solution-State 31P Chemical 
Shifts and Jlp_l95pt Coupling Constants 
Phosphorus-31 chemical shifts for square-planar 
platinum(II) phosphine complexes have been well documented in 
. 21 
the solution-state. An early solution-state NMR study of 
ais and trans tertiary phosphine complexes of platinum(II), 
by Grim, Keiter and McFarlane, produced some chemical shift 
data which agrees well with this work. 27 (A negative con-
vention for chemical shift measurements was used however) . 
As can be seen from Table 4.2.1, the experimental solution 
and solid-state shifts compare very well indicating no change 
in structure and only slight effects from solvation and temper-
ature differences. Due to motional aver_aging in solution the 
two phosphine ligands in the ais and trans isomers give rise 
to a single resonance as has been observed in all the 31P 
solution-state spectra. In the solid-state, the 31P spectra 
show a high sensitivity to crystallographic effects with-most 
spectra exhibiting more than one non-equivalent site. 
The solid and solution state, phosphorus-platinum coup-
ling constants compare very well reflecting a consistent geo-
metric arrangement of the two phosphine ligands in the square 
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TABLE 4.2.1 SOLID AND SOLUTION STATE 31P NMR DATA 
FOR PLATINUM(II) PHOSPHINES 
No. Compound 
-
8. ais [PtC12 (PPh3)2] 
SOLID 
I "' "" 
0 a,b lJ b 3~ /ppn P ,Pt/Hz 
10.3 1905 
11.7 1827 
26.6 2123 
29.0 2018 
26.1 1817 
29.3 1978 
15.4 1756 
20.4 1805 
13.1 
4.1 
5.2 
5.8 
7.6 
11.0 
2393 
3514 
3496 
2420 
3587 
3881 
12.4 3723 
17.7 2555 
19.6 2594 
21.6 2611 
SOLUTION 
0 c,d lJ d 3~/ppm P,Pt/Hz 
9.7 1865 
Solvent 
insufficiently soluble 
insufficiently soluble 
18.35 1763 
12.2 2397 
0.5 3508 
4.5 2385 
a. Chemical shift, measured in ppm, relative to external reference, 
85% H3Po4• 
b. Digitization rate 17Hz/Pt. 
c. Chemical shift, neasured in ppm, relative to external reference, 
85% phosphoric acid-d3/D20. 
d. Digitization rate, 10Hz/Pt. 
e. L. Bemi, H.C. Clark, J.A. Davies, C.A. Fyfe and R.E. Wasylishen, 
J.A.C.S. 1982, 104, 438. 
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planar complexes. In both of the isomeric pairs, 
195 31 . [Ptcl2 (nBu3P) 2 ] and [PtC12 (PPh 3 ) 2 ] the Pt- P coupl1ng 
constant in the cis isomer is significantly larger than the 
coupling constant in the trans isomer. It was Piddock, 
Richards and Venanzi who first reported this significant 
difference between cis and trans tertiary phosphine complexes 
of platinum(II) • 28 This difference was regarded as being due 
to the increased 1T bonding between the phosphorus and platinum 
in the cis isomer, in which the platinum can use the dxy, dxz 
and dyz orbitals, while the trans isomer can use only the dxz 
and dzy orbitals (with the x axis defined as the P-Pt-P 
direction) . Moreover, one would expect the phosphorus atoms 
to have a higher electron density than those in the trans 
isomer because of increased back donation by the electrons 
of platinum d orbitals (see Figure 4.10). 
FIGURE 4.10 The two trans groups compete for drr 
density on the metal 
This difference between the coupling constants of the cis and 
trans isomers is noted to be largest when the anionic ligands 
have a low 1T bonding capacity, as is the case for the chloride. 28 
nntherrnore, the chemical shift of the isomer is always to lower 
frequency than the trans isomer due to an increased electron 
density surrounding the phosphorus atoms which is in accordance 
with simple shielding concepts. The importance of rr-bonding 
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in these platinum(II) complexes can be further demonstrated 
by considering the Pt-P coupling constants of the alkyl phos-
phines (see Table 4.2.2). One would expect the Pt-P coup-
ling constant of cis[PtC12 (PR3 ) 2 ] (R=Et,Ph} to be less than 
the corresponding methyl derivative, because of cr inductive 
effects. That is, the electronegativity of Cl would strengthen 
the Pt-Cl bond and weaken the Pt-P bond. As both Cl and Me 
h 11 t . t. 29 h lt 1 ave very sma TI-accep or capac~ ~es, t ese resu s can on y 
be explained in terms of TI-bonding, where the chloride is a 
very strong TI-donor. 
TABLE 4.2.2 PLATINUM-PHOSPHORUS COUPLING CONSTANTS OF 
Pt(II) COMPLEXES OF THE TYPE CIS[PtX2 (PR3) 2 ] 
X R 1 JP,Pt/Hz 
SOLUTION- Me Et 1865 
STATE Cl Et 3520 (Reference 27) 
SOLID- Me Ph 1978, 1817 
STATE Cl Ph 3723, 3881, 3589 
4.6. Phosphorus-31 shielding tensor study 
In the solid-state, the chemical shift is dependent on 
the orientation of the molecule in the magnetic field and the 
three dimensional shielding of the nucleus may be determined, 
which can give much more information regarding structure and 
bonding than can be obtained in solution. Clear trends in 
individual tensor components may be observed, from the studies 
of closely related compounds, which would normally be obscured 
by motional averaging in solution. Using spinning sideband 
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analysis, 30 the principal elements of the 31P shielding 
tensor have been determined for a series of tertiary phos-
phine complexes of platinum(II}, (see Table 4.3}. The 
first point to note is that all of the shielding anisotropy 
1 
values are negative and are of similar magnitude, indicating 
· no dramatic change in the expected coordination and molecular 
structure. Secondly, all the compounds exhibit non-axial 
symmetry (n>O} , as would be predicted from the lack of 
symmetry present in these square planar complexes. A graph-
ical portrayal of the 31P shielding tensor components readily 
reveals a greater range of tensor shifts compared to the iso-
tropic shifts (see Figure 4.11}. 
FIGURE 4.11 Graphical Representation of ~ 1P Shielding 
Tensor Components 
a is [PtMe2 (PEt3) 2 ] a 
ais[PtMe2 (PPh3 }2 ] 
ais[Pt(C-C 3H5} 2 (PPh 3) 2 J 
ais[PtPh2PPh3} 2 ] 
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ais [Ptcl2 (nBu3P)2 ] a 
trans[PtC12 (nBu3P) 2 l 
trans[PtC1 2 (PEt3 } 2 ] 
-100 -80 -60 -40 -20 0 .. 20 40 60 
(J __ _,. 
(ppn. relative to H3Po4 ) 
(a). Average isotropic chemical shift indicated. 
A clear example of this range can be seen in comparing the 
ais and trans isomers of [Ptcl2 (nBu3P)d. The isotropic 
chemical shifts show a difference of only a a. 1 ppm. between 
the two isomers, which is rather misleading consi.dering the 
TABLE 4.3 PHOSPHORUS-31 SHIELDING TENSOR DATA 
No. COMPOUND 
1. ais-[PtMe2 (PEt3 ) 2 lc 
2. ai s- [Pt (C-c3H5) 2 (PPh3)] 
3. cis-[PtMe2 (PPh3) 2] 
4. cis-[PtFh2 (PPh3) 21 
5. trans-[Ptel2 (PEt3>2l 
6. cis -[Ptel2 (nBu3P) 2lc 
7. trans- [PtC:JtnBu3P) 21 
SPINNINGa 
SPEED/Hz 
2525 
2487 
2530 
2330 
2670 
2612 
1880 
/ppm. 
-------
cr. 1SO 
b 
-10.3 
-11.7 
-22.2 
-26.6 
-29.0 
-26.1 
-29.3 
-15.4 
-20.4 
-13.1 
-4.1 
-5.2 
-5.8 
q 
0 33 
-89.0 
-91.5 
-84.2 
-85.9 
-95.3 
-96.1 
-82.6 
-89.3 
-80.7 
-52.4 
-61.6 
d 0 22 
13.2 
0.3 
-23.1 
-26.1 
-13.3 
-20.3 
-12.0 
-13.5 
-9.7 
9.4 
0.9 
d 0 11 
42.8 
24.6 
27.6 
25.0 
30·. 3 
28.5 
48.5 
42.0 
51.1 
28.9 
43.3 
0 
-78.0 
-69.3 
-57.6 
-56.9 
-69.2 
-66.8 
-67.2 
-68.9 
-67.6 
-47.7 
-55.8 
n 
0.38 
0.35 
0.88 
0.90 
0.63 
0.73 
0.90 
0.81 
0.90 
0.41 
0.76 
a. Spinning speed chosen-to maximize the number of sidebands without confusion taking place 
with satellites. 
b. The shielding values are measured in ppm. relative to 85% H3Po4 . the o scale the signs should be reversed. 
For chemical shifts on 
c. Due to incomplete resolution of lines, the average isotropic chemical shift and average 
height of each pair of sidebands is used in the analysis of the spectrum. 
d. Haeberlen convention used, lcr 33-crlsol> lcrll-crisol> lcr22-crisol 
I-' 
0 
CX> 
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different structures. The principal tensor components, 
however, are quite different indicating a marked variation 
in structure.· It must be noted that it is generally not 
possible to relate the principal tensor values to the mole-
cular axis system from the spectrum alone. A close examin-
ation of the alkyl platinum phosphines discloses only a 
slight variation in o 33 values. There is, however, a small 
increase in o 33 for the alkyl-triphenylphosphines on in-
creasing the size of the alkyl group. This would be consist-
ent with bulky groups causing more screening, and shows the 
sensitivity of the experiment. It is difficult to conclude 
more precise information regarding the 31P shielding tensors 
without full single-crystal studies. Although, they do pro-
vide a much more complete basis on which to construct structure 
relationships than do 'the isotropically averaged solution data. 
4.7 Cis-dimethyl bis(triethylphosphine)platinum(II), 
[PtMe2 (PEt3 ) 2 ] 
As with all the tertiary phosphine platinum(II) complexes, 
there are 3 spin-~ nuclei, excluding 1H, which may be studied 
on the solid-state using CP/MAS NMR to obtain an overall 
picture of molecular and crystallographic structure (13c, 31P 
and 195Pt). However, it is not always possible to obtain a 
195 
solid-state Pt spectrum due to shielding anisotropy problems 
(see Chapter Five) . Cis dimethyl(bis-triethylphosphine)-
platinum(II) (see Figure 4.12) is one of the compounds that 
such an overall NMR study has been achieved. 
. I 
FIGURE 4 .13.13c CP/!1AS speqtrrt ... of cis [PtNe2 (PEt3} 21 
3 
l. (a) CP 
NT = 5000 No . 
.DO = 1s 1 
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FIGURE 4.12 Cis- [PtMe 2 (PEt3) .2 ] 
The proton relaxation parameters of ais[PtMe2 (PEt3 > 2 l 
were found to be T1 = o.as and T1 = ISmS, which are very P. 
favourable for cross-polarization. High field (Bo = 4.7T) 
13c MAS solid-state spectra were obtained using cross-
polarization and non-quaternary suppression techniques 
(Figures 4.13(a) and 4.13(b)). As the NQS spectrum only 
13 
shows C resonances due to methyl carbons, it can easily be 
deduced that the methyl carbons of the triethylphosphine 
groups give rise to the most intense peak at 9.2 ppm. Due 
to the shielding of the platinum, the directly bonded methyl 
groups appear at a lower frequency, 2.6 and.4.2 ppm. Any 
platinum satellites present would have an intensity of a a . 
• 
25% of the main carbon peak and the splitting, JPt,e, would 
be in the region of 600 Hz for methyl carbons directly bonded 
to platinum. 22 If peaks 4-7 (Figs. 4.13(a) and (b)) are 
examined closely, then it appears that 6 and 7 are satellites 
of 4 and 5, with the other two satellites concealed under 
peak 3 (see Figure 4.14). 
FIGURE 4.14 Methyl Region o:: 
Carbon Spectrum (Fig.4.13) 
showing concealing of Pt 
Satellites 
1. .~ ,' 
I I} I I 
.. -· ,..., : 
I 572Hz , .. 1 595Hz I 
1 J = 595, 572Hz C,Pt 
(±20Hz) 
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FIGURE 4.15 
No. a/ppm 
1 15.3· 2 SF 22.63MHz = 
2 9.9 NT = 5000 
3 6.2 AQ = 0.052s 
4 4.4 DR = lOHz/pt 
5 2.1 DO = ls 
6 -7.0 D2 = 2ms 
7• 
-11.0 ss = 3kHz 
The two peaks at -1.5 and -3.3 ppm. can be confirmed as 
satellites by comparison with a low~field spectrum (Figure 
4. 15) • The resolution is not very good in the low-field 
case maki~ assignments slightly more difficult. However, 
the two weakly intense peaks at -7.0 and -11.0 ppm. can be 
shown to be platinum satellites of the two peaks at 4.4 
and 2.1 ppm. There is also~the possibility that the 
splittings in both spectra are due to trans coupling 
between the methyl carbons and phosphorus nuclei across 
22 the platinum, which is known to be quite large. In this 
case, the central resonances of the methyl carbons would be 
split by the same magnitude in both the high and low field 
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spectra (i.e. equal to Jc,P}. However, inspection of 
both spectra reveals the splittings to be different (in 
Hz} but that the chemical shifts are the same within 
experimental error. Thus the two peaks at 2.6 and 4.2 
ppm. (Figure 4.13} are due to two non-equivalent methyl 
group sites. Without X-ray crystallographic data it 
cannot be determined whether this inequivalence is due to 
asymmetry within the molecule or two crystallographically 
independent molecules per unit cell. As in the high field 
spectrum, only two platinum satellites are visible at low 
field (-7.0 and -11.0 ppm.}, the other two satellites con-
cealed under the broad peak at 15.3 ppm. The chemical 
shifts of these satellites may be predicted by knowing the 
ratio of the two magnetic fields used. That is, chemically 
shifted peaks will be split (relative to each other} more 
in the high field than the low field by the ratio of the 
two field strengths (in Hz}; whereas peaks caused by coupling 
to another nucleus, will be split by the same amount in both 
cases. 
Interestingly, there is only one peak for the methyl 
carbons of the triethylphosphine groups, which could show a 
spatial dependence of the crystallographic effects, rendering 
only the platinum bonded methyl carbons non-equivalent. 
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Alternatively there could be splittings from crystallographic 
non-equivalence which are concealed under the substantial 
linewidth. In the low field spectrum (Figure 4.15) the 
methylene carbons of the phosphine ligands give rise to a 
broad and featureless peak at c a. 15.3 ppm. Concealed 
under this broad linewidth could be carbon-phosphorus scalar 
couplings as well as non-equivalence due to different conform-
ations of the triethylphosphine ligands. The broadness of 
the line does suggest some motion being present, as the ethyl 
groups would not be so hindered as the methyls directly bonded 
to platinum. (Possible broadening by carbon-phosphorus 
dipolar coupling, calculated to be ~2kHz, would be eliminated 
by MAS at 3kHz). The high field spectrum (Figure' 4.13)re-
solves this broad peak into two, with an intensity ratio of 
2:1, which suggest non-equivalence present. More precise 
information concerning the conformation of the triethylphosphine 
31 . ligands is available from P CP/MAS NML~, where there are 
fewer environments giving rise to relatively straightforward 
spectra. 
The 31P CP/MAS of cis-[PtMe2 "(PEt3 ) 2 ] shows two central 
peaks at 11.7 and 10.3 ppm., flanked by platinum satellites 
with / 1JPtP/equal to 1827 and 1905 Hz (see Figure 4.16). The 
two phosphorus resonances could be due to two non-equivalent 
crystallographic sites for the molecule as a whole or to· a 
molecular site symmetry which is lower than the molecular 
symmetry, i.e, the effect may be intermolecular or intra-
molecular in origin. In theory, it should be possible to 
differentiate between the two cases by the presence or absence 
of scalar coupling between the two inequivalent phosphorus 
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FIGURE 4.16 31P CP/HAS spectrum of cis [PU1e 2 (PEt 3 ) 2 
NT = 428 
S~1 = 35kHz 
AQ = 0.058s 
DR = 4Hz/nt 
DO = 2s 
D2 = 2ms 
ss = 2525Hz 
NT = 845 
sw = 35kHz 
AQ = 0.058s 
DR = .4Hz/pt 
DO = 2.7s 
D2 = 1ms 
ss = 2487Hz 
100 50 0 -50 -100 
31 
o( P)/ppm 
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nuclei in the molecule. Unfortunately, this is likely to 
be too small to be seen in the solid-state (the value of 
/ 2JPPtP/ for ais phosphorus nuclei is expected to be·~ 2 Hz 28 ) . 
The 31P so~ution-state NMR spectrum obtained for this compound 
shows only a single resonance at 9.7 ppm due to motional 
averaging rendering the two ais phosphorus equivalent. There 
is also a single value of ; 1JP,Pt/ (=1865 Hz) whicn is in 
excellent agreement (to 1 Hz) to the average of the two solid-
state values of 1827 and 1905 Hz. Further information re-
garding the molecular structure is available from shielding 
tensor parameters as previously discussed. However, due to 
the incomplete resolution of the two phosphorus resonances, 
individual shielding tensor component comparisons are difficult. 
The large negative anisotropy, as is present for all of the ais 
platinum(II) phosphines studied, is indicative of the lack of 
symmetry in the solid-state as well as a large deshielding 
present in one direction caused by the bonding to platinUm. 
The problem of whether the two phosphorus resonances arise 
because of inter-or intramolecular effects may be resolved 
by considering the 195Pt CP/MAS spectrum~ Clearly, the number 
of platinum resonances represents the number of crystallo-
graphically non-equivalent sites. That is, it gives inform-
ation regarding intermolecular effects. Thus the presence of 
a single resonance at -4654 ppm. (relative to PtC1 6
2
-;o2o) 
shows that there is only one crystallographically independent 
molecule in the unit cell (see Chapter Five for complete dis-
195 
cussion of Pt spectrum). The appearance of two phosphorus 
resonances in the 31P CP/MAS spectrum is due to non-equivalent 
triethyl-phosphine groups in the molecule. 
FIGURE 4.17 X-ray crystal structure of ais[PtMe 2 (PEt3 l.2 J 
--------~----------~--~---------- . . 
C7. C7A 
C5A 
P1A 
C3A C6A 
C4 
C4A 
One' crystallogravhically in~ependent molecule in the unit cell, space group P2 1/n. 
Different conformations of the two PEt 3 <Jrou~s shown. 
I-' 
I-' 
~ 
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Finally to conclude this solid-state NMR study of 
eis dimethyl (bis-triethyl phosphine) Platinurn(II) an 
X-ray crystal structure was obtained (see Figure 4.17). 
The data agrees with the solid-state NMR study of one 
crystallographic site with different conformations for 
the two triethylphosphine groups. There is a total lack 
of symmetry within the molecule which agrees with the 13c 
solid-state data of two methyl resonances and broad peaks 
for the ethyl carbons of the PEt3 groups. The sensitivity 
of the NMR experiment can be ·clearly shown by examining the 
bond lengths and bond angles (see Table 4.4(a) and 4.4(b). 
The two platinum-phosphorus bond distances are 2.292R and 
2.295R, that is, a difference of only o.oo3R. Yet, the 
difference in the 31P-195Pt coupling constants in the solid-
state was found to be 78Hz. The difference in the bo11d -
angles is also shown to be similar showing the sensitivity 
degree of the definition of non-equivalence in solid-state 
.NMR. 
TABLE 4. 4 (a) BOND LENGTHS (A) 
P(l)-Pt 2.292(4) P(lA)-Pt 2.295(4) 
C(7)-Pt 2.118(9) C(7A)-Pt 2.095(9) 
C(l)-P(l) 1.823(9) C(3}-P{l) 1.840(8) 
C(5)-P(l) 1.845(9) c < 2) -c ( 1) 1. 498 ( 11) 
C(4)-C(3) 1.523(11) C(6)-C(5) 1. 485 ( 12) 
C (lA) -P (lA) 1.868(10) C ( 3A) -P ( lA) 1.836(9) 
C(5A)-P(lA) 1.835(13) C (2A) -C ( lA) 1.490(14) 
C(4A)-C(3A) 1.501(13) C(6A)-C(5A) 1.477(17) 
TABLE 4.4(b) BOND ANGLES (deg.) 
P { lA) -Pt-P ( l) 
C ( 7A) -Pt-P ( l) 
C(7A)-Pt-P(lA) 
C(l)-P(l)-Pt 
C(5)-P(l)-Pt 
C(5)-P{l)-C{l) 
C(2)-C{l)-P(l) 
c < 6 > -c < 5 > - P < 1 > 
C(3A)-P{lA)-C{lA) 
C{5A)-P(lA)-C{3A) 
C{4A)-C(3A)-P{lA) 
100.3(2) 
169.3 (a) 
90.0{3) 
111.9{3) 
114.2{3) 
100.8 { 4) 
114.5{7) 
119.7{3) 
99.6{4) 
100.8{5) 
114.7{6) 
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C(7)-Pt-P{l) 86.1(3) 
C(7)-Pt-P(lA) l73.5{a) 
C{7A)-Pt-C{7) 83.5(4) 
C(3)-P(l)-Pt 121.4(3) 
C(3)-P(l)-C(l) 102.5(4) 
C(5)-P(l)-C(3) 103.4{4) 
C(4)-C(3)-P{l) 117.3(6) 
C(5A)-P(lA)-Pt 121.1{4) 
C(5A)-P(lA)-C(lA) 99.0(5) 
C(2A)-C(lA)-P(lA) 112.9{6) 
C(6A)-C(5A)-P{lA) 117.1{8) 
4.8 Cis-[dicyclopropyl bis*triphenylphosphine)-
Platinum{II)], [Pt(~-C 3H5 ) 2 (PPh 3 ) 21 
Carbon-13 solid-state spectra were obtained for this com-
pound at 22.6 and S0.3MHz operating frequencies. The low-
field spectrum using CP/MAS only {Figure 4.18) shows an inter-
esting doublet in the aliphatic region with a splitting of 
60Hz. This splitting is due to two crystallographically non-
equivalent carbons from the cyclopropyl groups as confirmed 
from the high field spectrum (Figure 4.19), which contains 
two peaks with a splitting of 123Hz. Taken into account a 
resolution of 15Hz/Pt, the increase in splitting on going from 
low field to high field is due to chemical shift effects~ 
Although the splitting is consistent, the actual chemical shifts 
are different and is no doubt due to a calibration error. The 
13c spectrum obtained at 50.3MHz, due to its greater sensitivity, 
contains platinum satellites with JC,Pt~462Hz. This carbon-
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FIGU'"{E 4.18 Low-fieldi\CP /'1AS spectrum of cis [Pt (£C 3H5 ) 2 (PPh3)_2] 
2 
SF = 22.63HHz 
No. o/p?m NT 10,000 = 
1 130.7 10kHz SN = 
2 127.5 AQ 0.05ls = 
3 20.5 oq 5Hz/pt = 
4 17.8 DO 2.7s = 
5 9.6 T)2 lms = 
ss = 3kHz 
5 
SSB 
SS3 
FIGURE 4.-19 
4 No. o/ppm 
S.F. = 50.29::vtHz 1 140.6 
s. w. = 15.6kHz 2 136.9 
AQ = 0.066s 3 131.5 
DR = 4Hz/pt 4 128.5 
(other conditions 5 124.7 
as above) 
* impurity 6 25.9 
7 23.5 9 14.2 
8 16.6 10 10.0 
10 
SSB 
2 SSB 
* 
5 
DEL... 'tel 
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platinum coupling constant is of similar magnitude to the 
13 195 . 
one bond c- Pt coupl1ng constants recorded in solution-
22 
state. Thus, given the relative intensity and coupling 
values, the two peaks at 16.6 and 14.2 ppm. (high field) must 
be due to the methine carbons of the cyclopropyl groups. 
The broader peak at 10.0 ppm. accounts for the methylene 
carbons, while the extremely narrow peak at 21.0 ppm. must either 
be due to an impurity or some external RF source. The NQS 
spectra obtained at both fields did not reveal any information 
regarding the molecular structure of the compound (Figure 4.-20). 
FIGURE 4. 20 Cis [dicyclopropyl (bis-triphenylphosphine)Platinum(II)] 
Ph 3P ~ ~.Pt 
/~ 
Ph3P v 
(Pf'hJ)z J 
The 31P CP/MAS spectrum of ais[Pt(~-c 3H5 ) 2 A (Figure 4.21) 
reveals very strange splittings. There are three centrebands 
at 29.0, 26.6.and 22.2 ppm •. flanked by platinum 
1 ( JP,Pt = 2018, 21~3 and 1796Hz respectively). 
satellites 
A clearer 
view may be seen by an expansion of the spectrum (Figure 4.22} 
and it may be shown that the centrebands plus sidebands are 
approximately o.f an intensity ratio 1:2:4. One would normally 
expect two phosphorus peaks of similar intensity due to the 
non-equivalence of the PPh3 ligands. Without any X-ray 
crystallographic data or 195Pt solid-state NMR data the appear-
ance of three different intensity peaks cannot be explained. 
However, it should be noted that different cross-polarization 
FIGURE 4.22 31p CP/MAS spectrum of cis [Pt (,£C 3H5 ) 2 (PPh3 ) 2J 
Chemical Shifts 
Centreband 
1 
2 
3 
o;ppm 
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26.6 
22.2 
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rfll-114 
Coupling Constants (as indicated) 
1 (A) Jp ,Pt = 2018Hz 
l (B) Jp ,Pt = 2123Hz 
1 (C) JP,Pt = 1796Hz 
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rates can account for spurious intensities and also the 
possibility of impurities present, although very unlikely, 
cannot be ignored. 
' A close examination of the phosphorus NMR data (see 
Tables 4.~.1 and 4.3) shows that the environment of one of 
the phosphorus atoms is very different to the other two. The 
. 195 31 
most 1ntense peak at -22.2 ppm. has a very low Pt- P 
coupling constant (1796Hz) suggesting a relatively weak 
platinum-phosphorus bond. The chemical shifts of all three 
phosphorus sites are equally spaced implying similar environ-
ments. However, the values for cr 22 show that there is a 
difference of a a. 23 ppm. of the low frequency peak compared 
to the very similar values of the less intense peaks. 
A further point, which at present cannot be explained, 
is that the 13c data reveals two non-equivalent cyclopropyl 
sites present, which does not agree with the 31P NMR data of 
three different chemical sites. As mentioned before, X-ray 
crystallographic data is needed to attempt to resolve this 
problem. 
4. 9 Cis [D;imethyl(bis-triphenylphosphine)Platinum(IIl ].£_[PtMe2 (PPh3) 21 
The carbon-13 MAS spectra were obtained using cross-
polarization with multiple contacts and non-quaternary supp-
ression, at 50.3MHz (see Figures 4.23 and 4.24). The methyl 
region should be the same in both spectra although, the NQS 
spectrum should have eliminated all non-quaternary carbon 
resonances in the phenyl region. The two aromatic peaks· 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
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FIGU:R.E 4.23 13c CP/MAS spectrum of cis[PtMe2 (PPh3 ) 2 ] 
3 No.· .of contacts = 2 
No. o/p!,')m SF = so. 29- MH.a 
1 135 .. 8 NT = 20,000 
2 131.5 SN = 20kHz 
3 127.7 DO = 15.6s 
4 11.2 2 D2 = 2ms 
AQ = 0.051s 
n~ = 5Hz/pt 
ss = 3kHz 
ssb 
ssb 4 
FIGU:h: 4. 2 4 13c NQS/MAS spectrum of cis [PU1e2 (PPh 3) 2 ] 
1 
o/ppm 
135.8 
130.5 
11.5 
2 
3 
Conditions as for 
Figure 4.23 
T = 50llS 
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present in the NQS spectrum (Fig. 4.24) have an app~oximate 
intensity ratio of 2:1. Phosphorus-carbon scalar coupling 
could account for this if the t0tal sum of intensities of the 
centrebands and their respective spinning sidebands were equal. 
This effect is not observed and furthermore, the 13c- 31P 
31 dipolar coupling, which would account for such an effect, 
would be eliminated by magic-angle spinning at c a. 3kHz. 
Such a splitting can be explained if the conformationSof the 
triphenylphosphine groups are considered (see Figure 4.25). 
FIGURE 4. 25 
~; 
Me"- /P'© 
/Pt ~ 
Me "P~ 
... 
'© 
The two main peaks at c a. 136 and 130 ppm. are due to the 
six ·quaternary carbons of the triphenylphosphine ligands. 
It therefore follows that two types of phenyl rings are present 
caused by contortion of the PPh3 groups in the solid-state, 
thus accounting for the 4:2 ratio observed in the NQS spectrum. 
The further splittings seen could be due to carbon-phosphorus 
scalar coupling, which should be around 70Hz for phenylphos-
phines.32 However, given the level of noise present, one 
cannot be certain as to whether these splittings are real. 
The methyl region shows some interesting splittings which 
can arise through non-equivalence and/or carbon-phosphorus and 
carbon-platinum ~calar" coupling. An expansion of this region 
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from the NQS spectrum (see Figure 4.26) appears to display 
a triplet of triplets. This splitting pattern can be caused 
by a methyl carbon coupling to two phosphorus atoms to pro-
duce a triplet and then also coupling to the directly bonded 
platinum producing satellites of the triplet. It may be that 
the triplet pattern is a deceptively simpl.e ABX system, 
whereby the X part is the 13c resonance and the A and B parts 
are the 3lp resonances. The condit'ion for the X part to 
coalesce from.four lines into a triplet is that t:-he quantity 
(oAB + L) 2/2 JAB must be less than the resolution (6:v = 20Hz/pt), 
where oAB =.VA- vB =·260Hz (see Fig{;,re 4.28) andL = ~(JAX-JBX). 44 
If JAB(= 2 JP P) is of a sufficiently.large value and L makes a 
. ' 
significant negative contribution then such a coalescence may 
take place. 
FIGURE 4. 26 Expansion of Methyl region from NQS Spectrum. 
(see Figure 4.2~) ·. 
5 
.No. of!>pm 
1 19.3 
2 17.7 
3 15.8 
4 13.1 4 
5 11.5 6 
6· 9.7 
7 7.2 3 
8 5.6 
9 3.6 
As seen from Figure 4.26 the outer triplets are approximately 
one quarter of the i~tensity of the main triplet showing the 
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presence of carbon-platinum coupling. 1 The value of JC,Pt 
was found to be ~610Hz which is consistent with solution-state 
NMR data. 22 The appearance of a single methyl resonance 
indicates the two methyl groups, within the molecule are ·· 
equivalent. 
The lines could, however, conceal splittings due to 
more crystallographically independent sites present, although 
this may be likely given the linewidth (~40Hz),a separation 
of methyl resonances, caused by· intramolecular effects, for 
a similar compound was found to be ~90Hz (Section 4.7). In 
an attempt to confirm the explanation of the splittings seen 
in the methyl region, a low field (22. 6rlliz) spectrum was 
obtained, as the splittings should remain constant if they are 
due to scalar couplings. However, due to poor sensitivity 
and resolution and the appearance of a spinning side band, 
little information _was retrieved. The observation, at 
high field, of one methyl resonance and a triplet, due to 
13 31 . C - P coupl1ng, indicates the presence of only one 
crystallographically independent molecule ·per unit cell 
which contains two non-equivalent triphenylphosphine groups. 
This can be verified by phosphorus-31 and platinum-195 solid-
state spectra. 
The 31P CP/MAS spectrum (Figure 4.28) exhibits two 
phosphorus resonances at 26.1 and 29.3 ppm. with platinum 
satellites present due to phosphorus-platinum scalar coupling 
1 ( JP,Pt = 1817 and 1978Hz}. No solution-state NMR data was 
available for this compound due to insufficient solubility. 
The difference of 3.2 ppm. between the two isotropic chemical 
shifts of the two phosphorus atoms reflects the greater in-
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FIGURE 4.28 31P CP/HAS spectrum of cis [PtMe 2 (PPh 3 ) 2 J 
NT = 252 
S\'1 = 30kHz 
AQ = 0.07s 
DR = 4Hz/pt 
DO = 15.4s 
D2 = 2rns 
ss = 2530 
NT = 415 
sw = 30kHz 
AQ = 0.07s 
DR = 4Hz/pt 
DO = 11. 6s 
D2 = 1rns 
ss = 2330 
100 50 0 -50 
31 6( P)/norn 
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equivalence of the triphenyl phosphine groups than was 
observed for the triethylphosphine groups o:e cis [Ptr-1e 2 (PEt3 ) 2 ] • 
This is no doubt caused by the greater steric strain imposed 
by the bulky phenyl groups attached to the phosphorus atoms 
The difference in hindrance is also 
exemplified by comparing the proton relaxation parameters of 
The long T1 and Tlp measurement 
for the latter compound is indicative of very little motion 
in the lattice, whereas the. short T 1 value of 0. 8 seconds 
for cis[PtMe2 (PEt3 ) 2 ] reveals some motion present which is 
likely due mainly to the triethylphosphine groups, as spin 
diffusion averages the T1s of all the protons present. It 
must be noted, however, that these relaxation measurements 
give only an indication as to whether-motion may be present in 
the lattice and that for a full study, variable-temperature 
relaxation and CP/MAS experiments need to be carried out. 
The difference in 31P chemical shifts of the two phosphorus 
nuclei is shown to be mainly due to the variation in cr 22 values 
(see Table 4.3), which accounts for the different intensities 
of the central peaks and spinning sidebands. As with 
195 . [PtMe2 (PE.t3 ) 21 solid-state Pt CP/MAS NMR proved to be 
successful for this compound, (see Chapter.Five for full 
195 details). Only one Pt resonance was observed, at -4.682 ppm. 
6:-elati ve to Ptcl6 
2 ;o2o) which con~·ilMS the previous hypothesis 
of there being a single crystallographic site in the unit 
cell. The 195Pt spectrum exhibits four central peaks due to 
the scalar coupling of platinurn-195 to two different types of 
phosphorus nuclei present, the values obtained being 
130 
1 I JPt,P/ = 1825 and 1979Hz, which agree very nicely with 
the 31P solid-state data. 
4.10 Cis Diphenyl bis(triphenylphosphine)platinum(II) 
As would be expected, the low and high field 13c CP/MAS 
spectra reveal little information, due to the number of carbon 
resonances present in the. aromatic region and the small 
chemical shift difference between the directly bonded phenyls 
and triphenyl phosphine groups. However, the NQS spectrum 
obtained at 50.3MHz, exhibits two peaks at 129.8 and 132.2 ppm. 
due to quaternary carbons of the tr-iphenylphosphine groups 
(see Figure 4. 29) ·• The 13c resonances due to the two phenyl 
groups bonded to platinum are likely to be. concealed under 
this band, as the intensities will be relatively small. The 
ratio of peak height intensities for the two resonances seen 
is 2:1 and is very similar to the splitting seen for the 13c 
NQS spectrum of ais[PtMe2 (PPh3 }2], (see Figure 4.24). A 
similar tre4t~At . to that afforded to the latter spectrum 
is therefore appropriate, given the similarities in molecular 
composition. The presence of two peaks ·for the phenyl carbons 
does not indicate that the phosphine ligands are non-equivalent, 
but merely suggests this as one of the possible explanations. 
The 31P CP/MAS spectrum (see Figure 4.30) does show the 
phosphorus atoms to be inequivalent as can be predicted con-
sidering the two previous cases of ais[PtMe 2 (PEt3 >2 l and 
The two chemical shifts of 15.4 ppm. and 
20.4 ppm. are smaller than the shifts observed for the other 
two cis phenylphosphine compounds, discussed earlier, suggesting 
13 . FIGURE 4. 29 C NQS/:t-lAS S!>ectrum of [PtPh2 (PPh3 ) 2 ] 
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some extra shielding of the phosphorus nuclei caused by the 
presence of the phenyl ligands. However, there is no signific-
ant difference between the shielding tensor components for 
each 31P resonance to suppose that this shielding is dominant 
in any one direction. The phosphorus-31 solution-state NMR 
spectrum obtained for this compound shows a single phosphorus 
resonance at 18.4 ppm with two pl~tinum satellites present 
1 31 ( JP,Pt = 1763Hz). The solid and solution-state P NMR are 
compared in Figures 4.31(a) and (b), and illustrates the 
effects of motional averaging on shielding anisotropy and 
crystallographic inequivalences present in the solid-state. 
The intensity differences observed in both the slow and 
fast spinning 31P spectra are not attributable to shielding 
anisotropy effects. These effects would be due to two reasons: 
(i) different cross-polarization rates for the two phosphorus 
atoms, or (ii) linewidth variations. A variable contact 
experiment revealed no change in the peak heights but an 
accurate measurement of the linewidths showeda small differ-
ence between the two resonances. This variation could be 
due to several effects 7 and is likely to_be caused by some 
difference in motion in the vicinity of the two phosphorus 
atoms. 
A comparison of the 31P solid-state data of ais [PtFh2 (PPh3) 21 
to that of the other ais alkylphosphines, previously dis-cussed, 
suggests that the non-equivalence observed is almost certainly 
due to intramolecular effects. However, without 195Pt solid-
state NMR or x-ray crystallographic data, the possibility of 
intermolecular effects cannot be ruled out. 
(a) Solic-state 
(CP /~-1AS) 
o = 20.4,15.4 ppm 3lp. 
1JP,Pt ~ 1756,1805Hz 
ssb 
80 
(b) Solution-state 
(1H decou:n.led) 
o31 = 18.35ppm p 
= 1763Hz 
100 50 
J 
0 
0 
· ssb 
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NT = 64 
SS = 3kHz 
(Conditions as for 
Fig.4.30) 
-a'o 
NT = 64 . 
DO = 3s 
SW = 20kHz 
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4.11 Trans [dichloro bis(triethylphosphine)Platinum(II)] 
2 (Discussion of JP,P constants included) 
The 31P solution-state spectrum for this compound shows 
a single peak at 12.2 ppm. with a platinum-phosphorus coupling 
of 2397Hz. This agrees excellently with the 31P solid-state 
data (see Figure 4.32) of a single 31P resonance at 13.1 ppm. 
31 195 . 
and a P- Pt coupl1ng of 2393Hz, which shows there to be 
no change in structure on going from the solid-state to 
solution-state. If the two phosphorus atoms were non-
equivalent in the solid-state then there should be a phosphorus-
phosphorus coupling of ~400-600Hz, as has been observed for 
2 21 . 
trans JP,P across a metal atom for several compounds. The 
fact that this coupling is not observed in the solid-state 
spectrum does not rule out any intramolecular non~equivalence 
induced in the crystal lattice. If the ratio of 31p-31p 
coupling to the chemical shift difference ('J/o) for the two 
trans 31P nuclei is small (a.a. ~0.1), the system approximates 
to a first order AX spectrum and consists of four equally in-
tense lines, one pair due to the A and one to the X nucleus. 
As the ratio increases the inner line in each doublet grows at 
the expense. of the outer line. At very·high ratios the two 
outer lines become of negligible intensity and the two inner 
lines coalesce to give the single line A2 . A solution-study 
investigation carried out on this compound by Goodfellow and . 
33 1 {31 } 2 Taylor using H P INDOR spectroscopy found JP,P to be 
+436Hz. The maximum chemical shift difference between the 
two trans phosphorus atoms will be of the order of the observed 
linewidth (a a. 100Hz). Therefore the J;o ratio will be at. 
least 4.0, giving rise to an A2 spectrum, i.e. a single line 
will be observed. 
FIGURE 4.32 31p CP/~AS of trans[PtC12 (PEt3 )2] 
* - Pt satellites 
NT = 5700 
1 JP,Pt = 2393Hz SW = 35kHz 
SSB AQ = 0.057s 
DR = 4Hz/nt 
DO = lOs 
D2 = 2rns 
SSB II II SS = 2670Hz 
* * 
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An extra point to note is that Allen and Piddock29 have 
found the value of ; 2JP pi for aislPtMe 2 (PEt3 ) 2 ] to be a a. , 
2Hz. The chemical shift difference due to.the intramolecular 
non-equivalence in the solid-state was found to be a a. 112Hz, 
therefore as J /o <0.1, an AX spe.ctrum should be observed 
(four equally intense lines) however the substantial line~ 
widths (~100Hz) conceal this. 
4.12 Cis and Trans [dichloro bis (tri-n-butylphosphine)Platinum(II)] 
The 13c solid-state spectra obtained for these two isomers 
were found to reveal some interesting structural differences 
between the trans and ais isomers. 
FIGURE 4.33 Cis and trans isomers of [dichloro bis(tri-n-
butylphosphine) Platinum(II)] 
(a) (b) 
Cis Trans 
The 13c CP/MAS spectrum for the ais isomer (Figure 4.34(a) 
exhibits a broad band at rv27 ppm. and also two 11 doublets 11 at 
15.1, 15.8 ppm. and 17.1, 18.3 ppm; the latter pair of lines 
having twice the intensity of the high frequency lines. The 
NQS spectrum (Figure 4.34(b)) shows the doublets to be due to 
the methyl groups of the nBu3P ligands. There is also a small 
amount of methylene carbon resonance remaining due to an 
FIGU!\E 4. 34 
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insufficient length of T (delay window in FID) used. Any 
13c-13P scalar coupling present between the methyl carbons 
and the phosphorus atoms would not be observed due to its 
expected low magnitude ( 4JC,P ~10Hz 32 ). 
The splittings of the methyl resonances can be explained 
by considering conformational effects of the nBu3P ligands, 
(see Figure 4.35), which is similar to that seen for the phenyl 
resonances of cis [PtR2 (PPh3 ) 2 ] (R = Me, Ph) . 
FIGURE 4.35 Non-equivalence of nBu3P ligands attached 
to platinum. 
Pt 
(Number of equivalent Butyl groups from each ligand indicated, 
ambiguously assigned) . 
The most intense doublet at 15.8 and lS.l ppm. arises due to 
two equivalent butyl groups from each non-equivalent nBu3P 
ligand, the second doublet at 18.3 and 17.1 ppm due to the 
remaining non~equivalent butyl groups. 
The carbon-13 solid-state NMR data agrees well with 
the 31P CP/MAS spectrum (Figure 4.36). This shows two central 
peaks at 5.2 and 4.1 ppm. with two 195Pt- 31P coupling constants 
of 3514 and 3496 Hz which can be considered equivalent given 
the digitization rate of 17Hz/Pt. The two phosphorus resonances 
are almost certainlY due to two non-equivalent phosphorus atoms 
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FIGURE 4.36 31p CP/MAS spectrum of cis[Ptcl 2 (nBu 3P) 2 J 
(expansion) 
NT = 1120 
s~v = 35kHz 
0 = 5.2,4.1r:>pm 0.059s AQ = 
80. 40 
FIGURE 4. 39 31P CP /~17\S 
spectrurr: of _t!'gns [PtC12 (nBul) 21 
(exl)ansion) 
o = 5. 8ppm 
80 40 
DR = 8.5Hz/pt 
DO =#7s· 
02 = lms 
ss = 2612Hz 
0 140 
31 
-·o ( P)/ppm 
~T = 420 
SS = 2838Hz 
(conditions as above) 
0 -40 
l4o 
present within the molecule given the 13c NMR data. The 
very small crystallographic splitting of 1.1 ppm, and the 
f . l 3lp 19 5p l . -h th presence o a s1ng e - t coup 1ng constant, s. ows e 
non-equivalence of the two nBu3P ligands compared to that 
seen from other ais tertiary phosphines of platinum(II) and 
'13 ' illustrates the sensitivity of C NMR spectra of 
ais [PtC12 (nBu3P} 2 l. 
The methylene region of the 13c NMR spectrum of trans 
[PtC1 2 (nBu3P} 2], (Figure 4.37}, shows similar features to 
that of the ais isomer. It is very difficult, however, to 
assign anything due to the expected difference in chemical 
13 31 
shifts for each carbon of the n-butyl groups, also, c- P 
coupling constants are likely to be present (10-80Hz). The 
NQS spectrum (Figure 4.38) confirms the presence of a single 
peak for the methyl carbons at 14.1 ppm. Unlike the cis 
isomer, 13 the C ~pectra of trans [PtC12 (nBujP)~ show no 
confirmatiomlinequivalences present. In addition to this, 
the phosphorus-31 spectrum (Figure 4.39) also shows a single 
resonance at 5.8 ppm. with a platinum-phosphorus coupling 
constant of 2420Hz, which agrees well with the solution-state 
data (see Table 4. 2 •. 1) • The 31P solid-state NMR data thus 
conclusively show, that the crystal structure of trans 
[PtC12 (nBu3P).2 ] contains only one independent molecule per 
unit cell with the two nBu3P ligands equivalent. 
4.13 Cis and trans [Dichloro bis(triphenylphosphine)Platinum(II)] 
The 31P solution-state NMR data obtained for the ais and 
trans isomers of [PtC12 (PPh 3) 2 J show, as expected, single 
3 ~P 
FIGURE 4.37 
13 2 
c CP /r1AS spectrum of 
trans[PtC1 2 (nBu 3P)] 
5 
SF = 50. 29~1Hz 
NR = 4000 
st·t = 10kHz 
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resonances at 14.3 and 19.8 ppm. res~ectively due to motional 
averaging of any inter- and intramolecular inequivalences 
present in the solid-state. The 31P solid-state spectrum 
for the cis isomer (Figure 4.40) exhibits a very different 
splitting to that predicted considering the other cis-
phosphines studied. Instead of the expected pair of equally 
intense peaks caused by intramolecular non-equivalence, there 
are three lines of ratio 1:1:2 at a slightly ·JotAJ_er frequency 
shift to that obtained in solution (o 31 :. = 12.4, 11.0 and 7. 6 ppm. 
·P 
respectively). In addition to this, three phosphorus-
platinum coupli~g constants were observed (1JP,Pt = 3723, 3881 
and 3589Hz). Intramolecular non-equivalence can only account 
for two 31P resonances, therefore there must be at least two 
non-equivalent crystallographic sites in the unit cell. Such 
a splitting, for example, could arise if one site has a mirror 
plane passing through the centre of the molecule rendering 
the two cis phosphorus atoms equivalent, while the other site 
could have a lower symmetry causing intramolecular inequivalence. 
The 13c NQS spectrum of the cis isomer (Figure 4.41) 
agrees with the 31P solid-state NMR results in that at least 
three types of quaternary carbon are present giving rise to 
three lines of ratio 1:2:1 (see Figure·4.41). It cannot be 
determined whether the extra splittings in the phenyl region 
13 
are real or due to superimposed noise. The C NQS spe9trum 
of tPans[(PtC12 (PPh 3 ) 2 ] gives rise to only one peak at 127.9 ppm. 
which indicates only one type of quaternary carbon present and 
therefore both PPh3 ligands are equivalent in the molecule.· 
The last statement is not unreasonable considering the results 
FIGURE 4. 40 31p CP /~·1AS soectrurn of cis [PtC1 2 (PPh 3 ) 2 ] 
No. o/nnrn 
1 12.4 
2 11.0 
3 7.6 
1 
FIGU~E 4.42 31P CP/MAS 
spectrum of trans[PtC12 (PPh3) 2] 
1 
No. 8/ppm 
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3 17.7 
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of trans [PtC12 (PEt 3 ) 2 J and [PtC12 (nBu3P) 2J. However, the 
31P CP/MAS spectrum of the trans isomer does not give rise to 
the expected single resonance but three lines at 21.6, 19.6 
and 17.7 ppm in the approximate ratio of 5:3:2 respectively 
(see Figure 4.42). The two most intense 31P resonances have 
the same 31P- 195Pt coupling constants associated with them 
1 (/ JP,Pt/ = 2604Hz) and a value of 2555Hz is observed for the 
third phosphorus chemical site. 
An independent 31P NMR study has been carried out on 
the cis and trans isomers of [PtC12 (PPh3 ) 2]by Fyfe and co-
18 
workers, and reveals results which vary considerably with 
those obtained above (see Table 4.5). 
TABLE 4.5 COMPARISON OF 31P SOLID-STATE NMR RESULTS 
OBTAINED FOR CIS AND TRANS [PtC12 (PPh 3 ) 2 J 
ISOMER a 
a/ppm 1 a 
JP,Pt /Hz 
Cis 12.4, 11.0, 7.6 3723, 3881, 
Trans 21.6, 19.6, 17.7 2604, 2555 
(a) Results obtained in this work. 
(b) Reference 18. 
3589 
. b 1 b a/ppm 
JP,Pt/Hz 
12.9 8.6 3877, 3623 
20.9, 19.0 2695, 2559 
18 The results obtained by Fyfe et al are those that would be 
expected considering the likelihood of intramolecular in-
equivalences. The bulkiness of the phenyl groups is likely 
to impose steric strain in the trans molecule rendering the 
two PPh 3 ligands non-equivalent, unlike trans [PtC12 (PEt3 > 2 J 
and [PtC1 2 (nBu3P) 2 J in which the phosphine ligands remain 
equivalent as in solution. 
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As can be seen from Table 4.5; the chemical shifts and 
coupling constants are of similar magnitude in both sets of 
data. The only discrepancy concerns the number of 31P reson-
ances from different chemical sites present. An explanation 
for the different results may be sought from the methods of 
preparation and X-ray crystallography data. 
The crystal structure of the cis [PtC12 {PPh3 ) 2 ] has been 
obtained, 34 and shows there to be one independent molecule in the 
asymmetric unit. However, it must be noted that the full 
was acetone of solvation present. This structure is said to 
contain discrete well resolved cis PtC1 2 {PPh3 ) 2 molecules with 
the acetone of solvation filling in the cavities. ·There are 
no intermolecular contacts of the Van der Waals type with the 
main molecule, and the acetone of sol vat ion fillS what would have 
otherwise been gaps in the crystal lattice. The two PPh3 
ligands within the molecule are shown to be inequivalent 
agreeing with the 31P solid-state NMR data obtained by Fyfe 
et az. 18 Of course, this is assuming that this NMR data is 
of the same compound cis[PtC12 {PPh 3 ) 2]. c3H6o as no mention is 
given to any crystal of solvation present. 
The ~nd studied in this work was cis [PtC12 {PPh3 ) 2l. 
CH2cl2 • Therefore the difference in the two sets of 
31P NMR 
data (Table 4.5) can be attributed to the different crystals 
of solvation present. A further independent 31P NMR study, 
42 
carried out by Knight et aZ, of the cis isomer reveals a 
spectrum with exactly the same appearance as in Figure 4.40. 
Although no chemical shifts are reported the 31P-195Pt coupling 
constants are given as 3725, 3715 and 3546Hz. The solvent of 
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crystallization for this compound being methylene chloride. 
It is most probable that the trans isomer studied by 
Fyfe et at also contains acetone of solvation. The 31P 
spectrum shown in Figure 4.42 is of trans[PtC1 2 (PPh3 ) 2 ] with 
methylene chloride of solvation, thus causing its similarity 
with the cis isomer. Little information was obtained from 
13 the C NQS spectrum exhibiting only a single pea~ at 128 ppm. 
The explanation of the discrepancies may be proved by re-
synthesizing from CH2c12 and acetone solutions separately and 
then obtaining both the 31P CP/MAS spectra and X-ray crystal 
structures. 
4.14 Platinum-Tin Bonded Systems: 31P CP/MAS Study of 
[Chloro (trichlorostannyl) bis ( triphenylphosphine)Platinurn(II)] 
Metal-metal bonds in transition metal complexes are 
becoming of increasing interest in academic circles. In the 
case of platinum coordinated to tin there is also an industrial 
interest as platinum complexes of tertiary phosphines combine 
with tin(II)dichloride to provide active hydrogenation and 
hydroformylation catalysts. Full characterization of catalysts 
is often necessary; however, in some cases it is not possible 
to dissolve a solid sample, such that the structural integrity 
of the sample is retained, for solution-state analysis. Such 
samples are often amorphous or otherwise unsuitable for X-ray 
work and so solid-state NMR is the obvious choice of analysis 
given the presence of spin-~ nuclei. 
The syntheses of the cis and trans isomers of 
PtCl(SnC13 ) (PPh3 ) 2 were attempted using known methods. 
43 . 
An orange and off-white compound resulted from the cis and 
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trans syntheses respectively, which agreed with that noted 
in the literature. Atomic absorption showed the orange 
product to contain 16% Cl and 14% Pt which differs consider-
ably with the calculated values of Ptcl2 (sncl3) (PPh3 ) 2 ; 
14.5% Cl and 19.9% Pt. The 31P CP/MAS obtained for this 
compound revealed little information, containing two very 
broad peaks at 9.5 and 21.1 ppm. No difference could be 
seen between the IR spectra of both compounds and solution-
state analysis was ruled out by the fact that dissociation was 
said to take place in solution. Elemental analysis of the 
off-white product gave the proportions 14.3% Cl and 19.8% Pt, 
which were much more consistent with the theoretical, calcul-
ated values. The isomeric properties of this compound were 
determined using phosphorus-31 solid-state NMR. 
Two different 31P CP/MAS were obtained at variable 
spinning speeds (2606 and 3174Hz). In both spectra, 
(Figures 4.43 and 4.44) two phosphorus resonances are ob-
served at 29.7 and 14.4 ppm. with associated 195Pt satellites 
(/1JP,Pt/ = 3209 and 3636Hz). 31 The ratios of the P centre-
bands are different and can be accounted for by the additional 
linewidth of the low frequency peak. This is most likely 
due to a difference in motion between the two PPh3 ligands. 
The magnitude of the platinum-phosphorus couplings is very 
similar to that observed in cis dichloro-tertiary phosphines 
of platinum(II) (see Table 4.2). Extra splittings.are seen 
by observing the 31P spectrum at a higher spinning speed 
( Figure 4 • 4 4 ) . Tin-satellites are observed from the high 
frequency phosphorus resonance, showing coupling of phosphorus 
to the isotopes Tin-119 and Tin-117, which have not been 
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1 
FIGURE 4.43 
spinning speed = 2606Hz ~T = 8990 
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observed in the solid-state before ( 2JP, 119Sn = 4373Hz, 
The presence of tin satellites was 
checked by showing the ratio of yll9 8 n/yll78 n to be equal 
to the ratio JP, 119 8 n/Jp, 117Sn' and that the heights of 
the satellites are ~5% of the central peak (taking into 
account the natural abundances of 8.58% and 7.61% for the 
119 and 117 tin isotopes respectively). 
FIGURE 4.45 Cis and trans isomers of [PtCl(SnC13 ) (PPh3 ) 2J 
a is trans 
195 31 The reason why Pt - P couP.ling is seen for both 
31 119/117 . 
resonances and P - Sn coupl1ng only seen for one can 
be explained by considering the molecular structure of the 
two isomers (Figure 4.45). As mentioned earli~r, the magnit-
ude of the 195Pt- 31P coupling constants·suggeststhe pre-
sence of the ais isomer. If the trans isomer was present, 
the 195Pt - 31P coupling constant would be of the order of 
1800Hz, furthermore, there would.be two small values of ais 
2J . 
.p ,Sn • That is, if any phosphorus-tin coupling was observed 
it would be present for both phosphorus resonances. A final 
point to note is that the phosphorus resonances in the trans 
isomer would be very similar. The separation between the 
31 two P peaks of over 15 ppm. and the magnitude of the P-Pt 
and P-Sn coupling constants shows that the off-white product 
is in fact the ais isomer, contrary to that noted in the 
literature. 43 
TABLE 4.6 .31 P Solution-state NMR Data for 
Isomer 
. d 
ens 
e trans 
[PtCl(SnC13) (PPh 3) 2 ]a 
26.2, 7.9 3107 
17.5 
a. In CH2c12 at 25°c. 
3634 
2327 
4298 
b. Chemical shifts relative to external 85% H3Po4 . 
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216 
226 
c. In Hz; the cis and trans labelling for· the coupling 
constants are with respect to the trichloride ligand. 
d. Actual phosphine ligand is (p-tolyl) 3P. 
e. Actual phosphine ·ligand is (p-C1Ph) 3P. 
The solution-state 31P NMR studies of almost identical 
. compounds have been obtained, 35 (see Table 4.6}, and agree 
very well with the solid-state 31P NMR data showing conclus-
ively that the spectrum (Figure 4.44) is of the cis isomer. 
2 In solution-state, a small value of J(Sn-P cis} was obtained 
t1Lte-(216Hz}, this is concealed in the solid-state" to substantial 
linewidths of ?100Hz. 
A difference ip Jpt,Sn of ~ 12kHz between the cis and 
ct 
trans isomers of Pt"(SnC1 3} (PPh3 } 2 would have been expected, 
195 119 . had the attempts to obtain Pt and Sn soll.d-state spec- : 
tra pro,ved successful. 
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4.15 Phosphorus-31 NMR Study of the n1 and n2-coordination 
in (mesityl(diphenylmethylene)phosphine)bis(triphenyl 
phosphine)platinum(O) 
Phosphaalkenes, R2C=PR
1
, and phosphaalkynes, RC=P, can 
1 
act as either n (a)-phosphorus donors (Figures 4.46(a) and 
(c)) or n 2 (7T) donors (Figures 4.46(b) and (d)) towards 
transition metals. 
FIGURE 4 .. 46 
R /R 
"-c 
/R 
c 
M-- -II M- -~111 
p 
(a) (b) . (c) (d) 
The delicate balance of factors determining n1 or n2-phos-
phaalkene bonding is illustrated by a report on several 
Pt(cr) complexes in which the bonding mode differed, e.g. 
1 t 2 · H n in PtL3 and PtL2 { BuCP} but n in PtL[(PPh. C 2} 3CMe], 
(L = P(mesityl}=CPh2).
36 The different types of coordin-
195 31 
ation were studied in solution using Pt and P NMR. 
It is possible that the solid-state may contain a 
different type of coordinated ligand to that present in the 
solution-state. Biokelhaupt et aZ have studied the phospha-
31 
alkene (Ph 3P) 2Pt(mesP=CPh2 ) in solution, using P NMR, and 
37 in the solid-state, using X-ray crystallography. This 
compound may exist in two possible forms, (1) with the P=C 
function pi-bonded to the platinum atom (Figure 4.47(a)) 
and (2) the function sigma-bonded (Figure 4.47(b)). 
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FIGURE 4.47 The two types of coordination for the 
mesityl(diphenylmethylene)phosphine ligand 
(a) 
(b) 
Ph P {A) 
3 
"Pt 
L Ph P(B) 
3 
Ph
3
P (A) 
"Pt 44-7- P :(X:::::::)=CPh2 
Ph P~ R 3 
1 
a-bonded (n ) 
R= *Me 
Me 
31 ' 
The P NMR solution-state spectrum of this compound obtained 
at room temperature was found to be broad, however at -55°C 
(±1) the 31P NMR spectrum (at 101.26MHz) was sharp and showed 
some interesting features (see Table 4.7). 
b lJ c 2J c 
~t,P P,P 
P(A)d,e 21.9 (22.8) 3359 (3368) PAPB 29.6 (29.3) 
P(B)d,e 22.2 (24.2) 3392 (3398) PBPX 11.1 ( 9. 8} 
P(X)d 
-33.5 (-30.9) 505 ( 498) PXPA 56.4 (53.7) 
(a) Values in parenthesis from J.Nixon et az. 38 (in toluene 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
solution at -5ooc} • 
0 In ppm relative to external 85% H3Po 4 ; toluene-dg , -56.5 C . 
In Hertz. 
Letters relate to those in Figure 4.50 
Ambiguously assigned. 
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31 .. 
The P NMR solution data reveals three phosphorus 
resonances due to the three different types of phosphorus 
environments in the molecule. While the 31P NMR parameters 
of the two non-equivalent triphenylphosphine phosphorus atoms 
are normal, those of the P(X) atom are quite unusual. The 
very low value of 1JPt,P ·(505Hz) for the third phosphorus 
atom coupling to platinum, suggests that P(X). is not directly 
bonded to the platinum, for which one would expect a value 
of 3-4kHz, indicating the presence of the n2 coordination in 
solution. 2 Furthermore, the large value of JPXPA (56.4Hz) 
can be interpreted as pseudo trans coupling, whereas the 
small va.lue of 2J PBPX resembles a ais coupling·, which would 
be consistent with.the n 2 (n) bonded structure (Figu~e 4.47(a)). 
An extra point to note is that if the a-bonded structure was 
present in solution 1J PAPX and 2J PBPX would be almost 
equivalent and significantly larger in magnitude. 
I 
The X-ray crystal structure determined· for the compound 
shows discrete monomeric units in which the Pt atom has a 
distorted trigonal coordinatio~. 37 All. three phosphorus 
atoms are in one plane with the platinum and sigma coordinated. 
The bond angle at PX (R-P=C) is 108.5° which is smaller than 
that expected for sp 2 hybridization (120°) but similar to 
that of sp 3 hybridization, indicating a sigma-bonded system 
present. Since the solution NMR data anq the solid-state 
X-ray structural information were at variance, a high resol-
ution solid-state 1 3c and 31P NMR study was undertaken. 
The 13c CP/MAS spectrum of (Ph3P) 2Pt(mesP=CPh 2 ) 
(Figure 4.48) shows a very complex aromatic region (123.7-
154.0 ppm) and two peaks at 23.7 and 21.7 ppm, (peak height 
FIGU:q_E 4.48 
No. o/ppm 
1 153.5 
2 143.9 
3 140.9 
4 138.2 
5 133. 4· 
6 128.4 
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8 23.7 
9 21.7 SSB 
No. 0/:!!T)ffi 
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13c CP/~S s~ectrum of 
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ratio, 2:1) which can be readily assigned to the two types 
of methyl group of the mesityl group. The 13c NQS ·spectrum 
(Figure 4.49) does not improve the assignment difficulties 
of the aromatic region. However, there is a peak, of low 
intensity, at 153 ppm. which appears in both the 13c spectra. 
This resonance is aa. 10 ppm. to high frequency from the main 
aromatic region and also has a relative intensity which can 
be seen to increase on going from the CP only to the NQS 
spectrum, suggesting the resonance of a single carbon site 
present. The splitting of the peak shown in the CP spectrum 
(Figure 4.48), due to better sensitivity and resolution. than 
from NQS, is equal to 43Hz. The solution-state 13c NMR data 
for the C=P carbon appears at 193.4 ppm. with 1JPC = 43.5Hz. 
It is therefore possible that the -peakc at 153 ppm in the 
solid-state is due to the C=P carbon, with the shielding 
difference (~40 ppm.) caused by the coordination of the 
ligand to the platinum. 
The solid-state 31P NMR spectrum of Pt(PPh3 ) 2 ~P­
(mesityl) = ~Ph2 ) is completely in agreement with that ex-
pected from X-ray crystallographic studies and confirms the 
presence of the a-bonded (n 1 ) structure. The two centre bands 
(Figure 4.50) labelled A and B are due to the two phosphorus 
atoms PA and ·PB of the PPh3 ligands. The band marked B is 
split into four lines whereas A is apparently split into three 
lines, (Figure 4.51). However, with resolution enhancement 
(Figure 4.52) 'B' can be seen clearly to consist of four lines. 
This part of the spectrum is the AB part of an ABX system, 
with the A and B resonances each giving rise to four lines 
due to phosphorus-phosphorus coupling (see Figure 4.53). 
FIGURE 4. 50 31p CP/~S s!)ectrum of 
Pt(PPh3 ) 2 (P(mesityl)=CPh2 ) 
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FIGURE 4. 51 31p CP/~1AS snectrum of 
Pt(PPh3 ) 2 (P(mesityl)=CPh2 ) 
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The outer four peaks on each side of the AB ~pectrum (Figure 
l . 
4.52) are platinum satellites of A and B with JP,Pt = 4254 
and 4550Hz respectively. 
The resonance of the PX phosphorus of the phosphaalkene 
was more difficult to locate because of its lower intensity 
(Figure 4.50) arising from a much larger shielding anisotropy 
as shown by the number of spinni~g sidebands present. In 
theory, sideband analysis can be used to ·obtain the magnitude 
and sign of the shielding anisotropy as well as the principal 
30 40 tensor components. ' However, all the sidebands need 
30 to be observed for the Maricq and Waugh method; this is 
not the case for the spectrum of the phosphaallene, where side-
bands are concealed under the A and B bands. The Herzfield 
40 
and Berger method only requires a few sidebands, but relies 
heavily on a good signal to noise. Such an analysis was per-
formed for the slow-spinning spectrum (Figure 4.54) but did 
not yield any sensible results. An estimation of the 
FIGURE 4.54 31p CP/HAS sue·ctrum of 
Pt (PPh3 ) 2 (P (mesi tyl.) =CPh2 ) 
Conditions as for Figure 4.50 
except spinning speed = 2345Hz 
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shielding anisotropy is ca. 300 ppm. which is very large 
for phosphorus. 
TABLE 4.8 31P NMR DATAFORPt(Ph3P) 2 (P(mesityl)=CPh2 ) 
IN THE SOLID-STATE 
oa 1 
JP,Pt 
b 2 
JP,P 
b 
PA 40.5 4250 109 (PAPB) 
PB 49.8 4550 183 (PBP X) 
Px 247 4720 137 (PXPA) 
(a) In ppm. rel. H3Po 4 • 
(b) In Hz. 
--------------
Confirmation of the position of the PX centre band, 
which is determined by the isotropic chemical shift, was 
established by varying the spinning speed. The chemical 
shift of PX was found to be 247 ppm, which is close to that 
observed for the free ligand (o=233 ppm. 41 ) and very different 
from that of the side-bonded n2 -ligand observed in solution. 
The observation of platinum satellites for PX (Figure 4.55) 
reveals a large 31P - 195Pt coupling constant of 4720Hz which 
is consistent with the phosphorus lone pair interacting directly 
with the metal, and therefore showing the n1 -bonded phospha-
alkene to be present. Interestingly, 1 1JPt P I for the 
' X 1 1 phosphaalkene is larger than I JPt P I or I JPt P I for the 
' A ' B . 
PPh 3 ligands which no doubt reflects the greater s-character 
of the former in which the phosphorus is formally sp 2 hybrid-
ised. The solid-state 31P chemical shift and scalar coupling 
data are listed in.Table 4.8. 
The 31P solid-state NMR results establishes the dual 
n 1 and n 2 coordination behaviour of the ligand P (mesityl) = CPh2 
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FIGU~E 4.55 Expansion of the PX part of spectrum in 
Fig. 4.50 showinq 195Pt satellites 
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in Pt(PPh3 ) 2 (P(mesityl)=CPh2 ) and are in good agreement with 
a study by Bickelhaupt et az 39 carried out independently. 
These authors have also investigated solution dynamic be-
haviour and undertaken a theoretical analysis of the elect-
ronic and steric factors governing the coordination behaviour 
of phosphaalkenes. 
4.16 Conclusion and Further Studies 
The carbon-13 and phosphorus-31 solid-state NMR work 
has demonstrated the usefulness of the two techniques as 
probes for molecular and electronic structures of transition 
· metal complexes. The sensitivity of the 31P nucleus to 
electronic, steric and geometric arrangements has been shown 
via shielding parameters and scalar couplings. The 
ability of 13c solid-state NMR to give detailed information 
regarding the structural arrangements of organic ligands has 
been exemplified by the study of the tertiary phosphines of 
platinum(!!) and of the polymer [Pt(CBDCA) (NH3 ) 2 Jn' where 
other forms of solid and solution-state analysis were imposs-
ible. Both techniques have been used to give crystallographic 
information concerning inter and intramolecular effects, e.g., 
Finally, the solid-state 
31P NMR analysis of (Ph 3P) 2 (mesitylP=CPh2 )Pt(O) has illustrated 
how the technique can be used as a bridge between solution-
state and X-ray crystallographic studies. 
Due to the large and ever increasing variety of phos-
phorus containing platinum complexes there will always be 
further studies possible using 13c and 31P NMR. More specif-
ically1 by studying other types of tertiary phosphines of 
165 
platinum(II), greater correlations can be drawn by the 
examination of coupling constants (P,Pt) an4 shielding tensor 
components. However, in order to clarify existing analyses, 
195Pt solid-state NMR spectra need to be obtained, although 
this may be very difficult taking into account the shielding 
anisotropy problems. Also, X-ray crystallography would pro-
vide useful information concerning the cause of crystallo-
graphic non-equivalences present. If it is possible to 
obtain crystals for a given compound then it should be 
possible, in addition to X-ray crystallography, to obtain 
NMR single-crystal data. The orientation of the principal 
shielding anisotropy tensor components would then be assigned 
to the molecular coordinate system and so trends can be seen 
for a group of similar compounds concerning the different 
shieldings on any particular molecular axis. 
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CHAPTER.FIVE 
HTGH-RESOLUTION SOLID-STATE 195Pt NMR 
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5.1 Introduction and Literature Survey 
The only naturally occurring isotope of platinum with 
non-zero spin, 195Pt has I=~. The natural abundance of 
33.8% and a receptivity Dc {relative to carbon) of 19.1 
makes it a favourable nucleus for NMR studies, {see Table 
2. 2) • However, the high cost of platinum compounds has 
meant that 195Pt solution-state NMR has only in the last 
few years become a popular analytical tool with the advent of 
superconducting magnets~-
The primary advantages of studying a metal nucleus is 
the relative spectral simplicity and also chemical shift 
sensitivity. Chemical shift effects have been well illust-
rated in two 195Pt NMR reviews by Kidd and Goodfellow1 and 
1 P . 2 a so regosJ.n. An illustration of these effects is the 
substitution of one halogen for another, which changes 
o by hundreds and sometimes thousands of ppm. In 
195Pt 
general, the 195Pt NMR signal due to molecules with the 
heavier, "softer", ligands appears at a lower frequency 
relative to. those with the "harder" ligands which appear 
higher in the periodic table, though there is no satisfactory 
theoretical support for this. 2 ' 3 
There has been considerable interest in platinum com-
plexes ever since. the discovery that cis-[Pt{NH3 ) 2cl2 l {cisplatin) 
' 4 . 
and a number of analogues possess antitumour activity. 
Cisplatin, the first of metal anti-tumour drugs, is already 
in use as an approved form of therapy for bladder, testicular 
and ovarian cancers in humans, with a high proportion of 
5 
cures. Second generation drugs have now emerged on the 
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basis of comparable therapeutic activity to cisplatin assoc-
iated with considerably reduced toxicity. 6 In the pharma-
ceutical area, full characterization is vital, and inform-
ation from many sources must be collated. Solution-state 
195Pt NMR has already been applied in this area with signif-
icant results. 7- 9 
Another broad area of use for platinum compounds is in 
catalysis. In particular, platinum compounds are commonly 
used as catalysts for hydrogenation, oxidation, dehydrogen-
ation and hydrogenolysis reactions. 10 Solution-state 195Pt 
NMR has also been successfully used in this area. 3 In 
addition, there have been recent studies of alumina-supported 
platinum catalyst using broad-line, solic'l-state 195Pt NMR 
b . h 11 y sp1n-ec o sequences. 
Despite the favourable properties of the platinum nucleus, 
a 
195Pt Nr-iR signal can be rather elusive. The chemical shift 
range for Pt(IV) complexes is c.a. 13000 ppm1 which can pose 
a problem in locating a signal. The situation is relatively 
improved for the other oxidation states of platinum, with 
. 2 
Pt(II) compounds spanning c.a. 3000 ppm around o = -4000 ppm 
12 
and Pt(O) compounds covering 2000 ppm around o = -5500 ppm. 
Although the use of high magnetic fields is advantageous 
for sensitivity purposes, high resolution solution-state NMR 
studies of platinum complexes are often hampered by linewidth 
problems on increasing the B field. The characteristic 
. 0 
1:4:1 triplet in 1H and 13c NMR spectra of Pt complexes pro-
duced by scalar coupling, has been found to '.disappear' at 
high magnetic fields due to linebroadening (and also for 
172 
Pt (II) complexes at low field) . 1:'3 Lallemand et aZ ~xplained 
195 this trend in terms of strong field dependence of Pt re-
·laxation because of the dominance of the shielding anisotropy 
mechanism. Measurement of the 195Pt spin-lattice relaxation 
time at two field strengths supported this explanation. 13 
. 14 Subsequent studies by Sadler et al have shown that the 
corrected linewidths of the 195Pt satellites in the 1a spect-
rum follow a dependence on the square of the field. The 
contribution of the shielding anisotropy to relaxation in the 
case of extreme narrowing is given by 
1 2 2B 2 b. 2. 
Tla 
= 15 Y 0 a T c ( 5 .1). 
1 7 2 2 2 
~ = 45 y Bo 1:1a Tc 
· 2a 
(5.2) 
for cylindrically symmetric molecules (1:1a = a 11- cl). Hence 
a plot of proton linewidth versus B 2 should be linear if 
0 
shielding anisotropy provides the dominant relaxation mechanism. 
Another feature of the two above equations is that observable 
coupling may be restored at higher temperatures, owing to a 
shorter correlation time T • 13 
c 
The magnitude of the shielding anisotropy 1:1-a for 19 5Pt 
in a Pt(II) complex was calculated by Lallemand et aZ to be 
a a • 900 ppm. However, this was correctly recalculated by 
Doddrell et aZ ·l5 and . found to be a .a • 7 500 ppm. The latter 
authors have determined the shielding anisotropy,by multifield 
195Pt relaxation measurements, of two octahedral Pt(IV) com-
plexes to be in the range of 1000 ppm. Further, Decht;.er e"t 
az 16 have shown the shielding anisotropy for.the Pt(II) complex 
[Pt(acac) 2 ] to be in the order of 10,000 ppm,_demonstrating 
the pronounced effect of the square-planar geometry on the 
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shielding anisotropy and subsequent relaxation behaviour of 
195Pt. 
The relative sensitivity of 195Pt (Dc=l9.1) and the low 
7 -1 -1 
magnetogyric ratio (y=5.77 x 10 rad T s ) makes it very 
suitable for cross-polarisation studies in the solid-state. 
However, despite this potential, there has only been one report 
of solid-state 195Pt NMR exhibiting static and ~S spectra. 15 
The spectra of the two studied. Pt(IV) complexes, [Me3Pt-(acac) 12 
and [Me3Pt] 2so4 .4H20, revealed a large shielding anisotropy 
(c.a. 1000 ppm). The large values of ~cr that are expected 
for most Pt complexes 13~ 16 can create severe problems in direct 
NMR observation of the solid-state by either spectral width 
limitations or sensitivity problems. In principle, this pro-
195 blem can be.solved for Pt MAS NMR spectra by the use of the 
TOSS sequehce, 17 which suppresses sidebands leaving the iso-
tropic resonances. However, this method is known to partially 
fail when ~cr/v~ is large. 18 Moreover, the spinning sidebands, 
produced if the spinning speed vR is less than the breadth of 
the static chemical shift pattern (cr11-cr 33), can reveal important 
information regarding the shielding tensor components. Such 
parameters can be used to show structural trends unobtainable 
from other well-known analytical methods. 
The purpose of the work covered in this chapter .is to 
systematically evaluate the potential of solid-state 195Pt NMR, 
as little is known about the technique. Thus, the spectra 
presented are from a wide variety of compounds which show the 
possible chemical applications of solid-state 195Pt NMR. Each 
case is disc~ssed individually, incorporating factors influencing 
linewidths as ~ell ·as the effects of scalar and dipolar coupling 
of the 195Pt nucleus to spin-~ and quadrupolar nuclei. 
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5.2 195Ft Shielding Tensor Evaluation 
In principle the static spectra, and hence the spinning 
sideband manifolds may be influenced· by a number of anisotropic 
interactions. For the platinum compounds studied in this 
work, the major effect is likely to arise from the shielding 
tensor. High power proton decoupling was used to remove 
the influence of (Pt,H} dipolar (and indirect} coupling inter-
actions. The atoms directly bonded to platinum are_C, 0, N, 
P and Cl. The major isotopes of carbon and oxygen have zero 
spin and can therefore be discounted. Calculations based on 
typical Pt-X distances give value~ for the relevant dipolar 
. h .,:...3 
interaction constants, (]..lo/47T)yPtyx( /27T}rPtx of 144, 868 and 
203Hz respectively for X = 14N, 31P and 35c1. These values 
are substantially less than the observed static bandwidths. 
Therefore, for simplicity, it has been assumed that the effect-
ive tensor components determined are those for the platinum 
shielding only. It is probable that the effect of dipolar 
interactions is to cause the shie~ding anisotropy to be 
slightly overestimated when N·or Cl are directly bonded to Pt. 
The principal shielding tensor components (Table 5.1} were 
.. 39 
calculated using the Mariciq ahd Waugh method. In three 
cases the consistency of the results was checked by experi-
merits at different spinning speeds. For two of the compounds 
the consistency was impressive (agreement to within 14 ppm, 
when /cr 33-cr 11; is a a. 400 ppm in one case and a a. 800 ppm 
in the other} . In the other case, a~reement is not so good 
(37, 48 and 12 ppro for the three components}. Of course, 
the accuracy of the Maricq and Waugh method39 is heavily de-
pendent on the sidebands towards the extreme· of the envelope, 
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TABLE 5.1 195Pt SHIELDING TENSOR PARAMETERS a 
Spin- solu- sol-b b b ob nb tion ing cr. 0 33 0 22 0 11 0 iso/ 
vent 
COMPOUND Speed/ 1SO 
Hz Rlll· ppn. . 
K (:Pt(OH). ] 3200~ -3476c t3218 -3567 -3643 258 0.29~ -32g0d 1M KOH 2 6 
1907 -3222 -3574 -3632 254 0.23 
cis-[Pt~2 (PEt3 ) 2 ] 3000) 4654c ~ 5058 4649 4256 404 0.97l 4653e CD3CN ) 
2500) 5054 4639 4267 400 0.93 
cis-[PtMe2 (PPh3) 2]h 2630 4682f 5099g 4624g 4323g 417g 0.72g Insoluble 
cis-[Ptel4 (NH3) 2] 
trans-[Ptcl4 (NH3) 2] 
K2 [PtCl6] 
N~ [Ptel6] • 6H20 
3000) 
) 
2600) 
2620 
3130 
3000 
3000 
943
1 ~ 585 
622 
237i 367 
404i 
-l72i 
-85i 
1070 1174 -358 0.29l 
1022 1186 -322 0.51 
·rn.Soluble 
209 134 130 0.58 
k 
"l 
k 
(a) The shielding values are in ppm relative to [Ptel6] 
2
- fD20. For chem-ical shifts on the o scale the sign should be reversed. 
(b) As discussed in the text the data, strictly speaking, refer to average 
tensors which may be affected, inter alia by heteronuclear dipolar 
interactions as well as shielding anisotropy. 
(c) Measurement accuracy ±l ppn. 
(d) Reference No.9 • 
(e) This work, Digitization rate 5 Hz/Pt. 
(f) Digitization rate 7 Hz/pt. 
(g) Average value taken fran each doublet sideband. 
(h) Additional spectrum obtained at 2274Hz spinning speed; the isotropic 
values agree with those previously obtained (S/N too poor for any 
tensor calculations) • 
(i) Measurement_ accuracy ± 2 ppn. 
(j} Reference No~ 7. 
(k) Smaller anisotropy (see text). 
("l) No effective anisotropy observed (see text) • 
(m) By definition. 
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where the signal to noise ratio is at its poorest. Spectra 
at slower spinning rates are likely to yield the more 
accurate results, since they are closer to reconstructing the 
envelope of the powder pattern, though in compensation the 
signal to noise ratio decreases as the number of sidebands 
increases. 
Shielding anisotropies; a33-a. (written as o, and not ~so 
to be confused with the chemical shift) and asymmetries, 
n=(cr 22 -cr 11 )~, have also been calculated and are reported in 
the Table. As for the individual shielding tensor components, 
results at two different spinning speeds are consistent for 
K2 [Pt(OH) 6 ] and ais-[PtMe 2 (PEt3 ) 2 ], but the variations for 
[Pt(en) 3]cl4 .2a2o are considerable, particularly for n. 
5.3 Isotropic Shifts 
All the compounds studied showed a single isotropic 
chemical shift for the solid state. This could indicate 
that the crystal structures have only equivalent sites for 
Pt in their respective unit cells. This is indeed known to 
38 . be true for K2 [Pt(OH) 6], and our X-ray results indicate this 
However, it is 
possible that in the other cases the substantial linewidths 
could conceal small splittings from crystallographic non-
~quivalence, though the sensitivity of Pt chemical shifts to 
chemical effects suggests non-equivalence should give rise to 
significant shift differences. 
The solution-to-solid chemical shift change is variable 
for the Pt compounds studied (Table 5.1). For example, the 
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shift change is negligible for cis[PtMe2 (PEt3 ) 2 ]. However, 
for Na2 (PtCl6 ) .6H2o the magnitude of the difference is 85 ppm, 
while for cis[PtCl 4 (NH 3) 2 ] is 92 ppm. In view of the large 
chemical shift range 1 for 195Pt and the established effects 
of solvent, these effects of the phase change must be re-
garded as only modest. For K2 [Pt(OH) 6], the shift difference 
on changing phase is somewhat larger (186 ppm) but it should 
be noted that the medium used for the solution-state measure-
. ;,..3 
ment (namely, l mol dm KOH) is an aggressive one. 
The variation in isotropic chemical shifts is, as expected, 
quite large. The factors affecting the chemical shifts of 
heavy metal nuclei are many and varied. The electronegativity 
- of the substituents attached directly to the platinum atom is 
2 known to be of importance in this respect. For the small 
IV 
number of Pt complexes studied here, the chemical shift in-
creases with increasing electronegativity (O>Cl>N), as ex-
pected from solution-state data, i.e. ojppm for 
5. 4 Potassium Hexachloroplatinate, K2PtC16 
195 Single pulse Pt NMR can be used to successfully study 
solid platinum complexes provided the shielding anisotropy is 
small. An ideal system is K2Ptcl6 which requires few tran- · 
sients to obtain a reasonable signal to noise (see Figure 5.1). 
The MAS and static spectra show a single peak with no apparent 
shielding anisotropy present, with a chemical shift of 
o = 172 ppm. 
. 195Pt 
The spectrum is to be expected, considering 
the crystal structure of the compound. X-ray crystallography 
FIGURE 5.1 
(a) STATIC 
(b) MAS, 3kHz 
300 200 
NT = 300 
sw = 20kHz 
DO = Ss 
90° pulse length 
L\v!., ~ 1400Hz 
2 
c. = 172 ppm 1SO 
1713 
= S~s 
{conditions as for (a)} 
L\v ~ 1100Hz 
100 0 
0 . 
195Pt/ ppm 
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studies show that.K2Ptcl6 has a cubic· structure with a 
19 
space group Fm3m. The shielding of the platinum nucleus 
is therefore independent of its orientation with respect to 
In theory, a nucleus with a cubic environment should 
exhibit an equal intensity peak in both MAS and static spec~ra, 
(assuming the same experimental conditions) . However, as 
shown in Figure 5.1, the static spectrum has a considerably 
reduced intensity relative to the MAS case. In order to 
test the effect of magic-angle spinning on the 195Pt spin-
lattice time, a series of experiments was performed varying. 
the recycle delay time with all the other experimental con-
ditions kept constant (see Figure 5.2}. As can be seen 
from the spectra (Figure 5.2}, a shorter recycle delay pro-
duces a greater di-fference in interisi ties between the static 
and MAS peaks. The peaks in the MAS spectra appear to relax 
much faster than those in the static spectra. 
The.effect of sample rotation at the magic-angle on the 
spin-lattice relaxation time T1 has been addressed by 
20 . 31 Kessemeier and Norberg. The1r P NMR results·on metal 
phosphides show that the 31P T1 increases upon magic-angle 
spinning (vR>>~v~} . The explanation for this phenomenon is 
said to be due to the elimination of 31P-31P dipole coupling 
which_renders spin diffusion to be ineffective in producing 
equilibrium among nuclei and in transporting spin energy 
toward impurity centres. 20 However, this mechanism is un-
likely to be relevant to the above case as homonuclear inter-
actions are not ~nvolved, and particularly because of the 
opposite effect occurring. 
FIGURE 5.2 
DO 
30s 
20s 
15s 
lOs 
5s 
ls 
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A more pertinent case has been studied by And~ew et al~ 
which involves the 31P solid-state MAS/N~-1.R study of phos-
h hl 'd. 21 p orus pentac or1 e. 31 The P spectrum was found to 
contain two chemically shifted peaks due to the equally 
populated ionic species PC1 4+ and PC16-. These two differ-
ent phosphorus nuclei were observed to have different spin 
lattice relaxation times T1 (PC1 4+, T1 = 6s; PC16 , T1 = 0.6s). 
The dominant relaxation mechanism of the phosphorus nuclei is 
thought to be dipolar coupling with the quadrupolar nuclei 
present. A greater degree of rotational motion of the Pcl6 
ions could then account for the different relaxation times. 21 
Evidence of a quadrupolar interaction between the platinum 
and chlorine nuclei is shown by the large linewidths of .1100Hz 
MAS and 1400Hz for the static case. The only reported case 
of an interaction between a spin-~ nucleus to a quadrupolar 
chlorine nucleus was from the 13c NMR spectrum of the polymer 
PCTFE. 22 The observed broadening is attributed to a residual 
13
c-
35
cl dipolar coupling. Depending on the ratio of the 
Zeeman and quadrupole interaction energies, the chlorine spins 
may be orientated along the Zeeman field or fixed at some 
definite orientation in the principal axis system of the mole-
cular electric field gradient tensor. If the Cl moments are 
coupled more strongly to the electric field gradient than to 
the Zeeman field, the dipolar interaction is not removed by 
rms. 23 - 25 . In the PCTFE case, no spli ttings were observed, 
presumably because motion caused rapid relaxation of the 
hl . 1 . 23 c or1ne nuc e1. In the limit, if the Cl spin-lattice 
relaxation rate is fast enough "self-decoupling" will be 
. d d 26 1n uce . 
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195 The lack of-shielding anisotropy present for the Pt 
nucleus in K2Ptcl6 and the absence of any splittings is 
indicative of motion present producing similar effects to 
13 . 22 that seen in the c spectrum of PCTFE. The e·f:fects of 
relaxation and motion have been studied for a similar anion, 
SnCl6
2
-, by Brown et az. 27 The authors believe that sudden 
reorientation of the anion causes changes in the orientation 
of the electric field gradient tensor axes, and so provides 
an efficient relaxation path for the chlorine nuclei. This 
mechanism is borne out by the observation that T1 (
35
cl) de-
creases with increasing temperature. By analogy, any such 
2-
motional effects in the anion, PtCl6 , are likely to cause 
the spin-~ platinum nucleus to relax via rapidly fluctuating 
dipolar interactions with the chlorine nuclei (not averaged 
by MAS) • If there is fast restricted motion present in the 
solid, such that molecules reorient rapidly about one defined 
axis, the magic-angle spinning effectively 'adds' to the 
motion, 28 thus increasing the 195Pt relaxation rate. Further-
more, the decrease in linewidth observed by MAS is likely to 
be due to terms in the Hamiltonian expressions containing 
2 .. (3cos 8-1). A complete reduction would not be possible due 
. 29 
to other angular terms present. 
5.5 Sodium Hexachloroplatinate(IV)-Hexahydrate 
Na 2 [PtCl6 ].6H20 
Two corrimon techniques used for obtaining high resolution NMR 
spectra, cross-polarisation (CP) and single-pulse only (SP) , 
195 
are exemplified in the Pt spectra of Na2 [Ptcl6 ) .6H 2o, 
FIGURE 5.3 
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(Figure 5. 3b/c) . The intensities· differ considerably, 
with the SP spectrum having the greater intensity. The 
compound un~er study is particularly interesting because of 
the presence of indirectly bonded protons in the form of 
interstitial water molecules. 
In theory, cross-polarisation would be expected to 
have a significant advantage over the alternative single-
pulse technique. The recycle delay may be dramatically 
reduced by waiting only the order of ~1 < 1H) instead of 
T1 (
195Pt). Furthermore, there is a possible enhancement 
of y 1 /y195 ~ 4.6 due to the transfer of magnetization H Pt 
from lH spins to the. 195Pt magnetization. However, Figure 
5.3b does not exhibit such an enhancement. This is likely 
to be due to either: (i) an experimental factor whereby 
the Hartmann-Hahn condition is not met, or (ii) if the 
1 .. 
( H) is very short, coupled with a slow cross-polarization 
rate, then there will not be a maximum transfer of magnetization 
from the protons to the 195Pt spins (see Figure 5.4). The 
efficiency of mutual energy exchange between the two types of 
spins (a f. spin diffusion) is inversely proportional to the 
platinum-proton bond distance30 (rPt,H). Thus, the relatively 
195 long distance of the H20 protons from the central Pt nucleus 
considerably.increases the cross-relaxation time 30 between the 
195Pt and 1H spins, thereby decreasing the rate of rise of the 
195Pt magnetization (Figure 5.4b). 
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FIGURE 5.4 
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A schematic plot to show two types of cross-polarisation rate: 
(a) a fast cross-polarisation rate with a long Tlp" 
(b) slow CP rate and short T1 P. 
If the difference 11 in signal intensity (S) is consider-
ably greater than the enhancement factor y 1 /y195 , then the 
· H Pt 
signal intensity from a single pulse spectrum will be, in 
principle, greater than that for a CP spectrum. 
Although a slow CP rate is likely to be a significant 
contributory factor to the difference in intensities between 
the CP and SP spectra (Figure 5.3), relaxation effects have 
. not been taken into account. It is probable that the 195Pt 
nucleus will relax rapidly via a fluctuating dipolar inter-
t . 'th h d' hl . . 1 . 21 ac 1on w1 t e surroun 1ng c or1ne nuc el. This effect 
is likely to be more pronounced for the Pt nucleus than for 
27 the protons present. Therefore, assuming rapid spin-:-lattice 
times (for 195Pt and 1H), the experimental recycle delay for 
186 
the two spectra (DO = 5 sees) has been assumed to be suffic-
ient for a full relaxation of the magnetization involved in 
each case. (This was tested by a short series of variable 
recycle delay experiments) • 
The linewidths of the central peak in the single-pulse 
only and CP (with high-power decoupling spectra) are very 
similar ('Vl. 2kHz) imply'ing rio significant broadening present 
195 1 . from Pt- H d1polar coupling. This contribution is un-
likely to be fully eliminated by MAS, as spin diffusion 
(1H-1H) limits the lifetime of the 195Pt nucleus coupled to 
the protons and thereby affects the coherent averag~ng of the 
dipolar coupling30 (i.e. for the condition vR«8vHH). There-
fore, only the CP spectrum -(with high-power decoupling)· will 
eliminate p~oton dipolar effects. 
A further point to be borne in mind when considering the 
advantages of each technique is baseline effects. The cross 
polarisation pulse sequence incorporates spin temperature in-
version,31 which removes artifacts in the FID causing base-
line roll. This facility is not present in the single-pulse 
programme, hence the distortion present (Figure 5.3c). 
The substaritial linewidth observed ('Vl.2kHz) is most 
likely due to dipolar coupling effects between the platinum 
and chlorine·nuclei, not fully eliminated by MAS, as postul-
. ated for I< 2PtCI6 • The presence of further quadrupolar nuclei 
(23Na) is unlikely to have much influence on the 195Pt line-
w·idth. The crystal structure has not been reported for this 
compound and so the Na-Pt distance is unknown. However, an 
approximate calculation (using the K-Pt distance from K PtCl 19) 2. 6 
gives a dipolar coupling constant of ONa,Pt ~ 100Hz. 
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The single Pt resonance flanked by two weak spinning 
sidebands (Figure 5.3b/c) .is indicative of a small anisotropy. 
The static spectrum (Figure 5.3a) ratifies this, displaying 
a non-axially symmetric powder pattern with an effective 
shielding anisotropy (may be affected inter alia by hetero-
nuclear dipolar interactions) of a a. 110 ppm. (The absence 
of a substantial sideband pattern in the MAS spectrum pre-
vents any accurate shielding tensor analysis) . The lack of 
symmetry within the lattice (relative to K2PtC16 ) is likely 
to be due to the location of the interstitial water molecules. 
In the quest for further structural information, the 
23Na MAS spec·trum was obtained. The characteristics of the 
23Na nucleus make it a favourable one to study, ·(see Table 2;.1) 
requiring very few transients for a high signal-to-noise 
23 
spectrum. The solid-state Na MAS spectrum, as shown in 
Figure 5.5, exhibits a very narrow peak (6v~~l00Hz) at 
o23 = 7.2 ppm. This result shows the presence of only Na 
one type of sodium environment present in Na 2 [PtC1 6 ] .6H2o. 
In order to determine the effect of the interstitial H2o 
molecules in the crystalline structure of the compound, a 
dehydrated sample was studied by 23Na and 195Pt.MAS NMR, 
23 . (Figure 5. 5) • ·The Na MAS spectrum interestingly displays 
a narrow peak at 7 ppm (6v~~l00Hz) and a somewhat broader 
peak at -11.5 ppm (6v~~250Hz). The explanation of the .two 
23Na spectra {Figures 5.5a and 5.5b) may be expedited by 
3 briefly considering the quadrupolar effects present (for I=2). 
Magic-angle spinning averages the 1st 
interaction for the mi = -~ ++ -~ and mi = 
order quadrupolar 
l 3 . 2 ++ 2 transitions, 
1 1 ( c I. heterogeneous dipolar interactions) , the mi = 2 ++ 2 trans-
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ition has no first-order contribution. Therefore, the NMR 
spectrum of a po\<Tder containing a single environment of 
3 
nucleus I=2 (or in general any spin) will cons~st·of a single, 
sharp resonance at the Zeeman transition frequency v ; if 
0 
only 1st order quadrupolar effects are considered (ignoring 
all other NMR interactions) • However, broadening usually 
occurs due to second order quadrupolar interactions which are 
not averaged by MAs. 32 This.2nd order term contains a factor 
2 . 
v0 /vL, (where v0 and vL are the quadrupolar and Larmor 
frequencies respectively) . Hence, the broadening effect 
is dependent on the electric field gradient, and theiefore 
ultimately on the symmetry of the molecule (i.e. any sites of 
tetrahedral, octahedral, cubic or spherical symmetry will 
have, in principle, zero field gradient) . 34 Other possible 
broadening effects not removed by ~~s can be due to motions 
27 present causing rapid relaxation of the quadrupolar nucleus. 
23 It is therefore likely that the two types of Na peak exhib-
ited in Figure 5.5b arise from either two different structural 
(i.e. involving symmetry) or motional environments. 
The influence of crystalline water in Na 2 [Ptcl6J .6H2o has 
35 35 
also been studied by Hales et aZ using Cl NQR spectroscopy. 
The results of dehydration show that the loss of water results 
in an increase in the 35c1 NQR linewidth, implying successive 
degradation bf the octahedral structure of Na2 [PtC16 ] .6H2o. 
In addition, the effects of H20 on the 
23Na NMR resonance 
have been investigated by Veeman et az. 36 The 23Na MAS/NHR 
studies of the zeolite Na-ZSM-5.show that the 23Na resonance 
broadens on dehydration, and shifts to low frequency by c a. 
25 ppm. As with the earlier case35 discussed, the increase 
190 
in linewidth on dehydration suggests that the bare Na+ ions 
are situated in less symmetric environments than the hydrated 
sodium ions. This hypothesis is confirmed by a low-field 
23 Na NMR study, which produced an increase in linewidth 
implicating the presence of.second order quadrupolar inter-
actions.33 
It can be concluded from these results that the 23Na 
resonance at 7 ppm arises from the relatively symmetrical 
environment of the hydrate, Na2 [PtC16 ] • 6H 2.o. The presence 
23 
of a weak resonance at 7 ppm in the Na spectrum of the de-
hydrated sample (Figure 5.5b} implies· either some absorption 
of water Gn packing or retention of H2o during dehydration. 
The broader peak at -11.5 ppm is undoubtedly due to the de-
hydrated species which contains a distorted and unsymmetric 
structure giving rise to second order quadrupolar effects. 
This is in agreement with the findings of Hales et az, 35 
~hawing that the loss of interstitial water molecules pro-
duces a degradation in the symmetrical structure (as shown 
by a n~rrow 23Na resonance) leading to a broadened peak. 
The 195Pt spectrum of the dehydrated sample (Figure 5.6) is 
not so i·nformative. The high frequency. shift of a a. 23 ppm 
implies.some sensitivity of the. 195Pt nucleus to a change in 
' 
crystalline environment, although the observed linewidth of 
c '.2. 25.ppm introduces considerable uncertainty. 
5.6 Potassium Hexahydroxyplatinate, K2 [Pt(OH) 6 ] 
The spectrum (Figure 5. 71•.. of :K 2 [Pt (OH} 6 ] might he ex-
pected to be similar to that of K2 [PtCl6 ], except with a sub-
FIGURE 5.7 
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stantially narrower linewidth because of the absence of 
quadrupolar nuclei directly bonded to the platinum. However, 
in this case the observed shielding anisotropy is, at first 
sight, surprisingly substantial, especially as there can be 
little contribution to the proton-decoupled static bandshape 
from dipolar interactions, since the dominant isotope of 
oxygen is non-magnetic and the potassium ions are relatively 
distant from platinum. .The crystal structure obtained for 
37 this compound shows it belongs to the rhombohedral system 
(space group RJ) and that there is only one crystallographioally 
independent molecule per unit cell (which is consistent \..,ith 
f . 1 195 . ) the presence o a sing e Pt resonance • The platinum 
atom is surrounded by six equidistant oxygen atoms (2.016R) 
in an octahedron (Figure 5.8). One would therefore expect 
to see a very small anisotropy for the platinum, giving rise 
to few (if any) sidebands in the 195Pt spectrum. The ob-
served shielding anisotropy therefore suggestsa loweringof 
symmetry in the crystal structure further away from Pt than 
the oxygen atoms, as is, indeed, implied by the R3 space group. 
The lack of cubic site symmetry (a f. K2PtC16 ) for the··_, 
Pt atoms may be seen clearly if the X-ray results are consid-
ered in more detail. Potassium ions are positioned around 
the platinum atoms in the form of a bicapped trigonal anti-
prism (Figure 5.8), which is consistent with the existence of 
a 3 symmetry axis at the platinum atom. This has two implic-
ations. Firstly, there is an anisotropy in the environment 
at platinum, thus accounting for the existence of spinning 
sidebands. Secondly, axial symmetry in the platinum environ-
ment is indicated, which should lead to a zero asymmetry factor 
FIGURE 5.8 Crystal structure of K2~t(OH)J 
The coordination polyhedron about platinum in the 
crystal structure of K2 [Pt(OH) 6], shown schematically. 
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The directions of two of the hydrogen bridges are shown by 
the dashed lines. The potassium ions are indicated by the 
two small circles, with the nine K-0 directions shown by 
strong lines. 
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in the 195Pt shielding, contrary to the results given in 
Table 5 .1. The calcula-tions have been checked using both 
methods 38 , 39 of deriving shielding tensor components from 
spinning sicebands, and n~0.25 is consistently obtained, 
though it is difficult to estimate the experimental errors 
involved and there was considerable divergence between the 
two values obtained by the Herzf.ald and Berger method39 
(n=0.43 and 0.17 for the two spinning speeds of 3200 and 
1907 Hz) . Moreover, the difficulty of measuring second and 
third moments accurately, necessary for the Maricq and Waugh 
. 38 . 
method, is well known (see Chapter Two). Furthermore, the 
spinning sideband calculations are not very sensitive to the 
asymmetry parameter in conditions of nearly axial symmetry. 
The static spectrum 195Pt spectrum for K2 [Pt(OH) 6 ] has 
been obtained, and is illustrated in Figure 5.7(a.). This 
a.ppears to indicate axial symmetry, though the bandshape is 
somewhat distorted by dead-time problems. It is possible the 
appearance may be consistent with a small non-zero asymmetry 
in g i! there is substantial linebroadening. The value of 
a 33 , given by the turning point of the static bandshape, is 
in good agreement with that obtained from the spinning side-
band calculations. The results for a 22 and a 11 derived, 
bracket the marked maximum in the static bandshape. There 
wquld appear to be three possible explanations for these re-
sults. . Firstly, the Nr-1R results (including sideband analysis) 
may be consistent with axial symmetry within experimental error. 
Secondly, the X-ray results may be misleading in that the 
platinum environment may not be axially symmetric. The latter 
possibility arises either because the protons (not accurately 
195 
located by the X-ray study) may not provide complete axial 
symmetry around the platinum because of some disorder in the 
structure undetected by X-ray analysis. It should be re-
called that NMR shifts reflect the local environment with 
great sensitivity, whereas x-rays respond to relatively 1ong-
range order. The authors of the X-ray study believe there 
are hydrogen bridges between neighbouring Pt octahedra, and 
this may be a source of structural disorcl.er. The third 
possibility, though regarded as unlikely, is that the shield-
ing tensor values are actual~y different for the ~s and 
static cases. If the second argument is true, then it is 
possible that the observed values of. a 11 and a 2-2 are averaged 
by some motional process. As a33 is unaffected by the 
-"motion",. (i.e. the value is approximately the same for side-
band analysis and from the static bandshape) it must lie on 
a rotation axis, which would be the c3 unique axis passing 
through the platinum ~toms. The averaging of a 11 and a 22 
would give rise to an axial static bandshape. Such motional 
averaging of the principal shielding-tensor elements has been 
observed for hexamethylbenzene, changing from a non-axial 
bandshape at low temperatures to an axial bandshape at high 
40 temperature. The difference between the MAS and the static 
195 Pt spectrum of K2 [Pt(OH) 6] may be accounted for by magic-
angle rotation modulating the motion so as to give an effect-
ively static situation. It may be noted that the rotation 
rate is of the same order of magnitude as a 22-a 11 , expressed 
in Hz. Experimental evidence of any MAS modulation of motion 
could only be verified by a variable temperature MAS study. 
In addition, some e-ffects might be observed by spinning- at 
196 
speeds less than l kHz. However, this was not feasible 
within the available MAS system. The accuracy of the shield-
ing tensor analysis or the authenticity of axial symmetry 
present could be investigated further by a computer simul-
ation of the sideband intensities. 38 
5.7 Tris(ethylene diamine) platinum(IV) Tetrachlorid~ihydrate 
A solid-state spectrum of [Pt(en) 3 ]cl4 .2H2o.was obtained 
at two spinning speeds, (see Table 5.1 and text) as shown in 
Figure 5.9. By analogy with the octahedral complexes 
K2 [Pt{OH) 6 J and K2 [Ptcl6 ], the atoms directly bonded are all 
the same and thus given such molecular symmetry one would ex-
pect a modest shielding anisotropy. H9wever, the observed 
anisotropy is substantial {c a. 350 ppm), and this must arise 
from a lack of symmetry in the environment more than one bond 
removed from platinum. For octahedral tris{ethylenediamine) 
. 41 
metal complexes, there are two enantiomorphous ways of 
orientating the chelate rings about the metal atom .{see 
Figure 5.10{a)). Moreover, since the ethylenediamine chelate 
rings are themselves puckered, and therefore chiral {Figure 
5.lO{b)), there are, in principle, ·four enantiomorphous pairs 
of diastereomers. The NMR spectrum suggests that only one 
crystallographic site is present. ·· However, this does not 
necessarily mean there is a single enantiomer. It.is possible 
that the observed linewidth contains unresolved splittings. 
Moreover, if the space group of the unit cell contains a 
mirror plane, two enantiomers.could be present in the unit cell, 
related by symmetry and therefore cr¥stallographically equiv-
. 195 
alent, giving rise to a single Pt resonance. The ring 
195 
.FIGURE . 5. 9 
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puckering effect, as well as hydrogen bonding and other 
intermolecular interactions could account for the large 
anisotropy seen. 
/'1\ 
5.8 Dia~inetetrachloroplatinum(IV} 
The spectrum of cis-[Pt(NH3 ) 2cl4 ] is displayed in 
Figure 5 .11 showing. a non-axial symmetry and relatively small 
anisotropy (see Table 5.1). This implies that, even with the 
presence of two types of directly-bonded ligands to platinum, 
the surrounding electronic environment is unexpectedly relat-
ively symmetrical with respect to the octahedral complexes 
This point again 
stresses the importance of intermolecular symmetry on the 
magnitude of the shielding anisotropy~ No single-crystal 
X-ray diffraction study of cis-[Pt(NH3 ) 2cl4 l is known, which 
is surprising in view of its close relation to ci~PtCl2 (NH 3 ) 2 ], 
the anti-cancer drug. The solid-state spectrum indicates 
the presence of a single crystallographic site. 
The NMR study of trans-[Pt(NH3 ) 2cl4 l gives rise to a 
spectrum (Figure 5.llb) exhibiting a considerably smaller 
anisotropy,as indicated by the intensity of the sidebands, 
than was obtained for the cis isomer. This is partly to be 
expected considering the higher molecular symmetry for the 
trans isomer. 
is reference 42, which merely confirms the octahedral symmetry 
of the molecule and gives values for the Pt-N and Pt-Cl bond 
len<_Jths (2. 35R and 2. 31R respectively}.· The chemical shift 
difference between the two isomers is modest (~o=l67 ppm) for 
soLid-state 195Pt N.MR spectroscopy. However, without shield-
FIGURE 5 .11 . 
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ing tensor data for the trans isomer, {the small number and 
_relatively low intensities make spinning sideband analysis. 
difficult} the difference is inconsequential. Isomer effects 
of Pt(IV) complexes have been studied in the solution state1 
and show little difference in chemical shifts. Coupling 
constants form a more sensitive indicator to the change in 
electronic environment {see Chapter Four) . However, it is 
rare for scalar coupling to be observed between a spin-~ 
nucleus and a quadrupolar nucleus (e.g. 14N, 35cl}, because 
of rapid quadrupolar relaxation leading to broadening of the 
. 195 14 . . 
resonance. . However, Pt- N scalar coupl1ng has been ob-
14 
served in the solution-state, at high temperatures, where 
the increase in motional activity leads to self-decoupling. 34 
Thus, unresolved splittings due to isotropic indirect 
c195Pt, 14N}·, (195Pt, 35cl} and c195Pti 37cl) coupling will 
probably contribute to the linewidths in the solid-state 
spectra. 
It is perhaps not surprising that these compounds studied, 
which contain directly-bonded quadrupolar nuclei,exhibit the 
broadest linewidths (c a. 1kHz) as it has been found that 
magic-angle spinning fails to remove completely the dipolar 
1 . b t d 1 1 d a sp1" n-L nucleus2•2- 25 coup 1ng e ween a qua rupo ar nuc eus an ~
If the quadr~pole moments are coupled more strongly to the efg 
than to the Zeeman field, the 195Pt-Cl/N dipolar interaction 
will not be removed by MAS. For·a platinum nucleus coupled 
to Cl, the presence of two abundant quadrupolar chlorine iso-
topes complicates the situation. The observed linewidths may 
be influenced further by the relaxation behaviour of the quad-
rupolar nuclei. This effect may range from linebroadening 
201 
in the region of slow and intermediate relaxatipn to line-
narrowing due to self-decoupling for rapidly relaxing nucl~i. 2 = 
5.9 Phosphorus-containing Platinum(!!) complexes 
(i) cis-Dimethyl bis(triethylphosphine)platinum(II) 
195 . The Pt spectrum of cis[PtMe2 (PSt 3 ) 2 J gives rise 
to a multitude of sidebands and illustrates several features 
of chemical interest. The variable spinning speed experiment~ 
{Figures 5.12a/b) show there are three centrebands present 
with the middle band situated at o = -4654 ppm. The intensit: 
ratio of the three sideband manifolds is found to be 1:2:1. 
The centrebands are equally separated with a spacing of 
1 1893Hz, which undoubtedly represents I J.il?t PI, though the 
. I 
width of central component suggests there may be two different 
values for this parameter. Indeed some of the spinning side-
bands of the central resonance shaw an .incipient splitting, '!'he 
solution-state spectrum of cis-[PtMe2 (PE~3 ) 2 J exhibits a trip-
let pattern because of coupling to two equivalent phosphorus 
nuclei, the magnitude of the coupling constant being 1860Hz 
{measured with a digitization rate of 19Hz/pt) • 
The single 195Ft chemical shift in the solid-state 
spectrum, . \'lhich compares very closely with the solution-state 
result, indicates the presence of only one crystallographicall~ 
independent site for the molecule in the unit cell. The 31P 
NMR results give additional information concerning the mole-
cular structure of this compound. The two phosphorus reson-
ances, indicating two crystallographically non~equivalent siteE 
are due to a molecular site symmetry which is lower than the 
FIGURE 5.12 
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molecular symmetry, i.e. intramolecular non-equivalence. 
X-ray crystallographic data has been obtained for the com-
pound, confirming these solid-state NMR_results (Chapter Four). 
Since the middle centreband of the 195Pt spectrum 
is unresolved the system may be treated approximately as a 
three spin AX2 case. Three tensor properties need to be 
taken into account when analysing the sideband manifolds, 
namely (a) indirect (195Pt, 31P) coupling (~), (b) dipolar 
(Pt,P) coupling (D); and (c) 195Pt shielding (g) . The AX2 
case has the advantage that the middle manifold of sidebands 
corresponds to zero total spin component of the phosphorus 
nuclei. Its effective ani~otropy is uninfluenced by (Pt,P) 
coupling of either type 1 and therefore an analysis of this 
manifold gives the .principal components of the 195Pt shielding 
tensor unambiguously, thus reducing the number of unknowns. 
A detailed analysis of the outer sideband~ for this AX2 case 
is not possible using the theory determined in Chapter Two, 
(and applied in Cpapter Six) . The non-linearity of the mole-
cule and· the presence of two dipolar axes means that the 
various assumptions made no longer apply. However, examination 
of the spectra reveals a similar spre.ad of frequencies for the 
two outer sideband manifolds, which indicates that there is 
only a small coupling contribution to the effective anisotropy." 
The poor signal to noise in the extremities of the spectruni. is 
an important factor in considering accurate analysis of the 
31 . 
subspectra. The P spectrum displays Pt-P coupling in the 
form of platinum satellites, with two sideband manifolds re-
sulting from the Pt-P doublet. However, a_ close inspection 
of the subspectra reveals no significant difference between 
·the two spreads of frequency. 
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(ii) cis-[Dimethyl bis(triphenylphosphine)platinum(~I)]; 
c-[Pt~e2 (PPh3 ) 2 J 
As may be predicted, t.~e 195Pt spectrum (Fisure 5 .13) of cis 
[PtMe 2 (PPh 3 ) 2 J is very similar to that of its triethylphosphine 
q,nalogue. The 'pull' of electrons from the phenyl groups of 
the PPh 3 ligands is likely to cause some deshielding as noted 
previously wi·th respect to the 31P chemical shifts (see 
Table 5. 2). 
TABLE 5.2 
o( 195Pt)/ppm 
-4654 
-4682 
31 
o( P)/ppm 
10.3, 11.7 
26.1, 29.3 
The phenyl groups are two bonds away from the platinum atom 
and the shift data therefore illustrate the sensitivity of 
the 195Pt nucleus. The directly attached phosphorus nucleus 
produces a shielding effect on the platinum nucleus 3 and thus 
the low frequency shift can be considered to be entirely due 
to the electron phenyl substituents in the phos-
phine ligands. 
The 195Pt spectrum clearly shows four centrebands 
arising from the X part of a pseudo ABX system. The coupling 
of a 195Pt nucleus with two non-equivalent phosphorus nuclei 
1 produces a doublet of doublets with I JPt,P/=1824, 1979Hz. 
(Digitization resolution = 7Hz/pt). This is in excellent 
agreement with the 31P results "of 1817 and 1978 Hz. One 
would expect a priori to see an AB pattern in the 3 lp spectrum 
due to the J coupling of the intramolecular non-equivalent 
phosphorus nuclei. Such a coupling is thought to be very 
FIGURE 5.13 
Nl' = 5CXX) 
SW = S~kHz 
01 = -195.5kHz 
DO= 15s 
D2 = Srns 
ss = 2630 
DR = 7Hz/pt 
AQ = 0.033s 
-4200 
195pt CP/MAS spectrum of Cis. [PtMe2 (PPh3) 2J 
~ 
~ 
! ! 
-4400 -4600 -4800 
~--- cS(195Pt)/ppm 
! !! l 
-4700 
- cS/ppm 
1J 
Pt,P = 1824,1979Hz 
N 
~ 
;....5CXX) .:...5200 
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smal.l, thus producing an AX spectrum; (by virtue of the 
fact thatoAB( 31P) = 3.2 ppm (256Hz) and so J/0. < O.l) . 44 
Unfortunately, the resolution does not permit the observation 
of such ~ splitting pattern. 
A comparison of the principal shielding tensor 
components for [PtMe2 (PEt3 )2 ] and [PtMe2 (PPh3 ) 2 ] (Table 5.1) 
shows that the difference in isotropic chemical shifts is 
mainly attributable to the elements a 11 and a 33 • This is 
to be expected considering the molecular symmetry and funda-
mental difference between the two compounds aontaining ,perj;Jendic-
ular phosphine ligands .. The large values 6f n calculated 
for both compounds indicates a substantial deviation from 
axial symmetry; this was also found to'be the case from the 
31P NMR study (Chapter Four) . 
195 The relatively high resolution of both · Pt spectra 
(~100Hz linewidths) is comparable with that obtained for the 
. 31 
solid-state P spectra. The favourable linewidth is ob-
served due to a lack of quadrupolar nuclei or any other sub-
stantial broadening mechanism (e.g. bulk susceptibility or 
motional effects). However, it is unlikely that any signif-
icant improvement can_be made on such resolution using the 
same rotor system. If a large anisotropy is present, as 
for this case, a slightly off-set angle (or any rotor in-
stability) can cause considerable linebroadening. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
HIGH-RESOLUTION TIN-119 SOLID-STATE NMR 
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6.1 Introduction 
Solution-state 119sn NMR has now been in use for over 
25 years, and is now regarded as a routine analytical 
technique. There are three non-zero naturally occurring 
. 115 117 119 isotopes of elemental t1n, Sn, Sn and Sn, all having 
a spin-~ nucleus. 119s . h h . bl n 1s c osen as t e most su1ta e nuc-
leus to study mainly due to its higher natural abundance 
(see Table 6.1). 
TABLE 6.1 NUCLEAR MAGNETIC MOMENTS AND NATURAL 
ABUNDANCE OF TIN ISOTOPES! 
Isotope Nat. Abundance % c b Mag moment ~ 
a. 
b. 
0.35 ~ 0.913 
7.61 - 0.995 
8.58 -~1.041 
At constant field, 1H = 1~00 
Nuclear magnetons_ 
Relative a 
Sensitivity . 
3.50 X 10-2 
4.52 X 10-2 
5.19 X 10-2 
2 The large chemical shift range of over 2200 ppm makes the 
tin nucleus very sensitive to small modifications in structure. 
A considerable amount of solution~state data has been tabul-
ated in reviews which gives valuable structural information 
concerning bonding and coordination. 2 ' 3 However, very little 
work has been published regarding solid-state 119sn NMR. The 
only report cited concerns the solution and solid-state chem-
4 ical shifts of nBu2sncl2 • However, the solid-state spectrum 
is hardly high-resolution giving rise to a broad line with a 
total width of aa. 200 ppm. The lack of work in this area 
is surprising considering the several inconclusive studies in 
5 the solid-state by X-ray crystallography. In addition, the 
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receptivity of 119sn is twenty-five times greater than that 
of carbon, and a fairly low magnetogyric ratio 
7 -1 -1 (y = 10 x 10 rad T s ) which makes it very suitable for 
cross-polarisation in the solid-state. 
In order to assess the potential of 119sn solid-state 
NMR using the CXP200 spectrometer, a range of tin compounds 
was studied. The 119sn spectra obtained, using HPD, CP 
and MAS are discussed in detail and correlations with avail-
able X-ray data and solution-state 119sn NMR have been made. 
The tin systems under study have included the type R3SnX 
(where R = Alkyl, Ph and X = F, OH, Cl); these tend to have 
different coordinations in the solution and solid-state. 
Where necessary, side band analyses have been used to reveal 
extra structural information regarding -the geometry and 
symmetry in the crystal lattice. In addition, two of the 
compounds studied (Me 3SnF and nBu3snF) contain information 
regarding the interaction of tensor properties, namely, (i) 
dipolar coupling, (ii) indirect scalar coupling and (iii) 
shielding anisotropy. 
6.2 Sensitivity of Tin-119 CP/MAS: Study of 
Ph3SnR (R = Me, Et, Bu, and Ph) 
Although the first high resolution CP/MAS 119sn signal 
in the present work was observed using trimethyl tin hydroxide, 
this was not a sui table candidate for t"l~n.ing purposes as the 
large spread of spinning sidebands meant that a reasonable 
signal was visible only after ca. fifty scans (Recycle 
delay = 12s) • An ideal sample for setting the Hartmann-Hahn 
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matching condition would be one that contained undistorted 
tetrahedral molecules of the type R4Sn, which would give rise 
to a narrow single peak. The only compound of this type 
known to exist in the solid-state is SnPh 4 . However, al-
though this sample gives rise to a single peak with a reason-
able linewidth {Figure 6.1) the recycle time needed between 
each scan is ca. 5 minutes. Other compounds were studied 
due to their relatively undistorted tetrahedral geometry, 
abundance of protons and lack of any other abundant spin>~ 
nuclei. 
TABLE 6.2 CHEMICAL SHIFT DATA FOR Ph3SnR 
---------Solid-State----- -----Solution-State--------
Compound a b a/ppm ' ~v~/Hz Recycle Delay 
a 
a/ppm Solvent Ref. 
2 
Ph3SnMe -78 80 30s -93 20% CH 2c12 6 
Ph3SnEt -81 83 30s -98 30% CC1 4 7 
Ph3SnBu 
n 
-97c 750 30s -111 C6Hl2 8 
Ph 4Sn -121 70 300s -137 CHC1 2 .cH2Cl 9 
a. Chemical shifts relative to external reference, neat SnMe4 . 
b. Digitization rate = 5Hz/pt 
c. Error ±lppm. 
The 119 Sn solid-state spectra of .all the above organotin 
compounds {Table 6.2) exhibited a single tin resonance indic-
ating the presence of a single crystallographic site. The 
correlation with solution-state 119sn NMR chemical shifts is 
reasonable considering temperature and solvent effects. The 
general trend of decreasing chemical shift with an increasing 
FIGURE 6.1 - SnPh4 FIGURE 6. 2 - Ph3Sm1e 
NT = 1 I 119 Sn CP/MAS Spectra NT = 1 
D2 = 10ms 
AQ = 0.1s 
"FIGURE 6.3 - Ph3SnEt 
NT= 90 
D2 = lms 
AQ = 0.026s 
SSB II SSB 
of Ph3SnR 
(ss = 3kHz) 
I I _l_ __ l __ l ___ l ___ l__ I __ I I I I I 
0 ·.,-100 
-a/ppm 
D2 = lms 
AQ = 0.051s 
0 -50 
- a/ppm 
n FIGURE 6.4 - Ph3SnBu 
NT= 132 
b2 = 1ms 
AQ = 0.026s 
SSB 
-80 -100 
SSB 
-120 
- c$/ppm 
-100 
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size of R is apparent for both solution and solid-state data. 
The explanation for this is mainly due to the increase in 
shielding of the tin nucleus caused by the larger organic 
groups. 
The only X-ray crystallographic data available on these 
10 -
set of compounds is for Ph 4Sn, (space group P42 1c, one 
independent molecule per unit cell) the tetraphenyl tin has a 
4 symmetry, each phenyl group is planar, the tin atom is 
lying on the phenyl plane and each ring is·orientated so 
that it approximately eclipses one of the Sn-C bonds related 
by operation of the 4 axis. The tin coordination is exactly 
tetrahedral (C-Sn-C = 109.8°), therefore giving rise to a 
single 119sn peak with a minimum linewidth of ~70Hz (see 
Figure 6.1). 
Ph3SnMe gives rise to a single line (~v~~80Hz); the small 
increase in linewidth observed could be due to a slight 
distortion in the tetragonal shape of the molecule (Figure 
6. 2) • The spectrum of Ph3SnEt (Figure 6.3) exhibits spinning 
side bands indicating some increased shielding anisotropy 
present, no doubt because of a larger distortion in the tetra-
gonal lattice framework. n The spectrum of Ph 3SnBu (Figure 
6.4) is somewhat of an anomaly with a linewidth of ~750Hz. 
The reason for this unexpected phenomenon is not clear. It 
could be that paramagnetic impurities are present or some 
motional property in which the molecular motion corresponds 
to the decoupling field strength. 
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6.3 Trimethyltinhydroxide, Me 3SnOH 
This compound was found to be very sensitive to cross-
polarisation due to the large number of protons at only two 
bonds away from the tin atom. The 119sn solid-state spect-
rum obtained by CP/MAS reveals a multitude of spinning side-
bands due to a large shielding anisotropy present (see 
Figure 6.5). As indicated on the spectrum, there are two 
119
sn resonances present and their associated sideband mani-
folds emanating from two distinct crystallographic sites. 
Using 1st moment analysis and spinning speed variation the 
two 119sn NMR centrebands were found to be at 8 = -99 Sn and 
-152 ppm with respect to the signal for neat liquid tetra-
methyl tin. These shifts should be compared with those re-
corded for the solution-state Me 3snOH with values ranging 
from +llBppm to +128ppm.ll,l2 The very substantial low-
frequency shift for the solid-state is indicative of penta 
or hexa-coordination, as is well known for a variety of tin 
2 
compounds. 
Trimethyltinhydroxide has been studied by solution and 
13 
solid-state infrared spectroscopy and also X-ray crystallo-
14 graphy. The former results show that there is no hydrogen 
bonding in either the solid or solution states, although 
marked differences are observed between the spectra in the 
two states. The authors believe that the principal species 
in solution appears to be a dimer (see-Figure 6.6a), whereas 
in the solid it takes the form of a linear polymer (Figure 
6 . 6b) . 
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FIGURE 6. 5 119 Sn CP/MAS spectrum of H.e 3SnOH 
NT = 4296 
sw = 80kHz 
DO = 12s 
D2 = 1ms 
AQ = 0.049s 
* 
DR = 10Hz/pt 
= impurity 
(a 31ppm) 
l 
ss = 3kHz 
= 
l 
200 0 -200 -400 -600 
119 
- o ( Sn)/ppm 
FIGURE 6.8 119sn CPLMAS SEectrum 
of Ph3SnOH 
NT = 3296 
* = impurity sw = 60kHz 
(a = -121ppm) DO = 15s 
l 
D2 = 1ms 
AQ = 0.033s 
* DR = 8Hz/pt 
ss = 2370Hz 
0 -200 -400 -600 
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FIGURE 6. 6 The two different structural forms of Me 3sr!OH 
(a) (b) 
H 
Me 0 Me Me Me 
Me~{ \{_Me 
/ " /'\.. Me 0 Me 
M 
" \ -Sn-0-Sn-0-Sn-~\. H ? \ H } \ ~ ;!: .... Me Me Me Me ~-ie Me 
Dimer Linear polymer 
The only report of X-ray crystallographic data for 
Me 3SnOH cited gives a rather vague discussion that fails to 
make it clear what constitutes the asymmetric unit of the 
14 
crystal structure. The paper talks of there being chains 
of trimethyltin groups and hydroxyl groups arranged alter-
nately to form an s3 helix. The trimethyltin group is planar 
but inclined at about 15° with respect to the plane perpendic-
ular to the chain axis. However, the study is inconclusive 
and there is no mention of two distinct sites as observed 
from the solid-state NMR spectrum. 
It is unlikely that the dimer (Figure 6. 6-(a)) is present 
in solution as the tin is pentacoordinated in this structure, 
therefore there would only be a relatively small difference 
between the solid and solution-state chemical shifts. 
In addition to the two main sideband manifolds, there 
is an additional resonance at o8n=31.3ppm. Due to the lack 
of intensity this is thought to be an impurity. Trimethyl-
tin hydroxide is prepared by the hydrolysis of trimethyltin 
chloride; 15 thus it is possible that some of this starting 
material has remained behind. The solution chemical shift 
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of Me 3SnCl is 6 = 140-160ppm,
3 but it is known to poly-Sn 
merize in the solid-state which would give rise to a sub-
stantial low frequency shift as previously noted for penta-
coordinated tin formation. The broad linewidth of the 
sidebands is most likely due to dipolar interactions with 
the quadrupolar chlorine nucleus present. 
As well as containing information regarding the co-
ordination of the tin atom and the crystallographic nature 
of the compound, the solid-state 119sn spectrum contains 
valuable shielding tensor information. The tensor compon-
ents can·be obtained by spinning sideband analysis as has 
been widely used in previous chapters. A glance at Figure 
6.5 shows the low-frequency site has a considerably broader 
linewidth and a much larger shielding anisotropy than the 
other site. The results from a detailed analysis are given 
in Table 6.3. 
TABLE 6. 3 SHIELDING TENSOR PARAMETERS OF Me 3SnOH and Ph3SnCH 
a 
COMPOOND SPINNING b d d d 15 soluti8n solvent SPEED /Hz 0 iso 0 33 0 22 0 11 n o/Pfrn 
Me3SnOH 3010 99 -165 156 306 -264 0.57 118e SATD CH2c12 
152 535 103 -182 383 o. 75 l28.lf. 2% CHC13 
122.2f 8% CHC13 
Ph3SnOH 2370 298 26 388 480 -272 0.34 -82.5g CDC13 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
-86h CH2cl2 
Solution chemical shifts and shielding tensor components 
are measured in ppm, relative to neat SnMe4 • For chemical 
shifts on the o scale the signs should be reversed. 
Measurement accuracy, digitization rate = 39Hz/pt. 
Single 119sn resonance in solution only. 
Assuming Haeberlen convention of /cr33-aiso'~/cr11-cri.9c/'~/cr22-aisd 
e. Reference 11; f. Reference 12; g. Reference 17, 
h. Reference 18. 
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As can be seen from the values of the principal shield-
ing tensor components for the two sites, there are two very 
different environments present. The cause of broadening 
for the low frequency resonance is probably due to the in-
creased shielding anisotropy making the linewidth very sen-
sitive to magic-angle modifications. Without a repeated 
X-ray crystallography study it is not clear as to the absolute 
structure of the two chemical sites. However it can be con-
eluded that there are two different types of polymeric chains 
present with tin pentacoordinated as suggested by X-ray and 
IR studies. 
A carbon-13 CP/MAS spectrum has been obtained for this 
compound (see Figure 6.7) and exhibits four peaks. At pre-
sent, it is impossible to assign any of the peaks to a partic-
13 . 
ular methyl group. An C CP/MAS independent study has also 
19 been carried out on this compound by Lockhart and Manders 
at a lower field of 15.08MHz. Two peaks are seen (ratio 2:1) 
flanked by tin satellites. Taking into account the difference 
in field strengths used it is unknown why there should be a 
difference between the two carbon-13 studies. However both 
studies show that the methyl groups are non-equivalent,indic-
ating a removal of the c3v a~is caused by the asymmetry in 
the polymer chain. This is also exhibited by the 119sn 
solid-state spectrum where a non-axial powder pattern is 
present (n>O) • 
FIGURE 6.7 13 c CP/MAS spectrum of Me 3SnOH 
SF = so. 29r-mz 
NT = 5000 
SW = 10kHz 
AQ = O.Ols 
DO = 7s 
D2 = 1ms DELRIN 
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1 
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6.4 Triphenyl tin hydroxide, Ph3SnOH 
The 119sn spectrum of triphenyl tin hydroxide (Figure 6.8) 
shows that there is only one crystallographic site present 
as indicated by a single resonance at -298ppm. As was noted 
for Me 3snOH there is a considerable low frequency shift from 
the value observed in the solution-state, o8n= -86ppm.
18 
which 
is indicative of a pentacoordinated tin. The large shielding 
119 
anisotropy of the Sn nucleus, giving rise to a multitude 
of sidebands, is no doubt caused by the asymmetrical environ-
ment in a polymer chain. This polymer chain is unlikely to 
be linear as there would then be a c3v axis passing through 
the tin atom producing an axially symmetric bandshape ~1-
though interchain effects could destroy axial symmetry. The 
tensor components were calculated using the method of Maricq 
21 
and Waugh, and are shown in Table 6.3. The substantial 
value of n=0.34 shows the divergence of c3v symmetry through 
the tin. 
An examination of the two sets of shielC.ing tensor d.ata 
for Me 3SnOH and Ph3SnOH (Table 6.3)shows that the anisotropy 
values are very similar, -264 and -272ppm respectively. 
Furthermore, the sideband pattern of Ph3Sn0H (Figure -6.8)" 
is very close in appearance to that of the high frequency 
resonance, sideband envelope of Me3snOH (Figure 6.5). This 
indicates that one of the tin ~nvironmenEs in trimethyl tin 
hydroxide resembles that of the triphenyl analogue. This 
information cannot be obtained from the isotropic chemical 
shifts alone. The difference in chemical shifts in the solid-
state is ~200ppm between the high frequency site of Me 3SnOH 
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and Ph3SnOH, which is virtually the same in the solution-
state. This difference can thus be assigned to the shield-
ing effect of the organic groups directly attached to the 
tin which is the same in both states. 
The X-ray crystal structure obtained for Ph3SnOH
20 
shows there is only one crystallographically independent 
molecule in the unit cell agreeing with the solid-state N~R 
data. The structure of Ph3SnOH consists of zig-zag chains 
in which the Ph3Sn groups are planar at Sn and joined by OH 
groups, giving a trigonal bipyramidal geometry at Sn (Figure 6.9). 
FIGURE 6. 9 Schema·tic representation of Ph3SnOH polymeric chain 
0 
0 
@Tin 0 Oxygen 
The two Sn-0 distances are different (2.197 and 2.255 i), 
despite the planarity of the c3sn fragment. The authors 
believe that this residual non-equivalence may be due to the 
presence of the hydroxyl proton whose position could not be 
identified. The Sn-0-Sn angle was found to be 137.8° and 
the Sn ••.. Sn distance along the chain is 4.15R. The three 
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independent Sn-C distances were found to be almost identical 
(2.131, 2.128 and 2.153R) with a mean of 2.137R, which is 
0 10 
very close to that reported in ~h4Sn (2.144A) and 
Ph3SnCl (2.12R) .
22 
It is likely that the structure of one part of Me 3SnOH 
(that which gives rise to the high frequency resonance) is 
very similar to that found by X-ray studies of Ph3SnOH, given 
the sensitivity of the NMR experiment. The other type of 
structure of Me 3SnOH is likely to be less symmetrical for 
the increase in anisotropy and greater asymmetry, there could 
also be motion present or rather an amorphous region which 
has produced the broader linewidth seen; this would account 
for the inconclusive report for the crystal structure of 
14 Me 3SnOH. 
An examination of Ph3SnOH as a monomeric unit bridged 
by two hydroxyl groups would result in an axially symmetric 
band shape. However, the presence of a 'zig-zag' chain,along 
with asymmetric Sn-0 distances render the structure non-axially 
symmetric and also with a large shielding anisotropy. Further 
evidence of a polymeric form of Ph3SnOH could come from the 
observation of 119sn;117sn satellites. If tin-tin coupling 
was present a pair of doublets would be either side of the 
central resonance and sidebands with a relative intensity of 
'V4%. However, due to possible overlap caused by the presence 
of sidebands (~vk>lOOHz) and a limiting signal to noise such 
2 
sightings of tin-tin satellites are improbable. 
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6.5 Triphenyltin Chloride. 
It would be expected that the 119sn CP/MAS spectrum of 
Triphenyltin chloride would exhibit a similar sideband pattern 
to that of Ph3SnOH. Surprisingly, the spectrum contains 
narrow linewidths, a strange splitting pattern and shows a 
very small shielding anisotropy present (see Figure 6.10). 
There appear to be 3 sets of doublets; each doublet having 
a splitting of aa. 2ppm. (The line at -36.3ppm contains two 
peaks hence the "shoulder"). 
The solution-state 119sn spectrum has been obtained re-
. . 6 
vealing a single peak observed at -48ppm (solvent CH 2cl2) ; 
17 
-44.7ppm (solvent CDC13), and also checked in this work, 
using a vial of solution in the solid-state probe, 
o119 = -46.5ppm, ~v~~l30Hz (static, with decoupling). Thus Sn 
taking into account selvent and temperature effects, the solid 
and solution-state chemical shifts are very comparable. This 
similarity is indicative of no intermolecular association, 
that is, no chaage in coordination of the tin atom. Therefore, 
it would appear by comparing solid and solution-state NMR 
results that triphenyltin chloride. is tetrahedral in the 
solid-state. 
The x-ray crystal structure has been carried out by a 
group of Russian workers who conclude from their studies that 
the unit cell (space group P2 1/~ consists of two independent 
22 
molecules. The geometrical parameters of the two molecules 
are shown to be very close in value. The coordination of 
the tin atom is observed to be slightly distorted tetra-
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FIGURE 6.11 119 Sn CP/MAS spectrum of nBu2snc12 
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FIGURE 6.10 119sn CP/MAS spectrum of Ph 3SnC1 
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hedral; the C-Sn-C angles of 112.3° are slightly greater 
than the Cl-Sn-Cl angle of 106.4°. The deviations from 
the ideal value of 109.5° are not la~ge and are believed 
to not arise f~om intermolecular 900rdination but from 
substituent effects on the tin atom. The shortest inter-
molecular Sn .... Cl distance is ~6R which also provides evid-
ence of no intermolecular association. 
The strange splitting pattern observed in the spectrum 
of Ph 3SnCl is not readily reconcilable with that obtained 
previously. One possibility is that the two intense peaks 
at -36 and -38ppm might well be due to the expected non-
equivalent Ph3SnCl molecules as revealed by Bokii et az.
22 
The observation of six peaks suggests six non-equivalent mole-
cules present in the crystal lattice. This does not 
necessarily contradict the X-ray crystallographic findings, 22 
as it must be noted that the averaging technique of X-ray 
crystallography may have only resolved two independent mole-
cules. However this is thought to be unlikely. Another 
possibility is of course the presence of impurities; the 
compound was found to be pure as checked by chloride analysis 
and 119sn solution-state NMR. 
The presence of quadrupolar nucleus (35cl) directly 
attached to the tin atom implies some sort of coupling present. 
The presence of scalar coupling (only) can be discounted as 
119
sn-
35
cl J coupling would give rise to a symmetrical quartet 
(or eight equally intense lines from two non-equivalent mole-
cules). The most plausible reason for the spectral pattern 
is Sn-Cl dipolar coupling not removed by MAS (or a combination 
of J and dipolar coupling) due to the chlorine spins being 
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fixed at some orientation in the principal axis system of 
the molecular electric field gradient tensor. (This is 
discussed in detail in Section 6.7). 
6.6 Di-n-butyl tin dichloride, nBu2snc12 
- 119 The solid-state Sn spectrum of nBu2snc12 shows a 
large spread of spinning side bands together with a single 
tin resonance at + -so(±2)ppm (see Figure 6.11). The lines are 
broad (ca. 1 kHz) which is most likely caused by dipolar 
interactions with the chlorine nuclei. 23 This compound has 
also been studied by Lippmaa et al 4 in the solid-state where 
a chemical shift of o8 n=280ppm was recorded. However, no 
spinning sidebands were observed, only a single broad band 
with a linewidth of 2?0(±20}ppm. The isotropic chemical 
shift measured is somewhat doubtful; it is likely that this 
value was taken from the peak of the broad line, which in 
comparison with the results presented here suggests a powder 
119 pattern. If the Sn spectrum obtained using the CXP200 
spectrometer (see Figure 6.11} is examined then one can see 
that the most intense peak occurs at ~250ppm. This region 
would also be the most intense from a powder (static) line-
shape with a poor signal to noise (accounting for a width of 
only 200ppm observed} . However, the most intense point in 
a powder pattern, or the most intense sideband, cannot be 
assumed to be the isotropic chemical shift. The value of 
+80ppm (as indicated by the arrow in Figure 6.11} was deter-
mined by 1st moment analysis and also checked by spinning 
speed variation. 
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The 119sn solution-state chemical shift of nBu2sncl2 
4 5 has been found to be 121.8ppm (in 68% CHC13 ) and 123.4ppm 
The low frequency shift of ca. +42ppm does 
indicate a difference in molecular structure and furthermore 
a change in coordination. Although the difference between 
solution and solid-state 119sn chemical shifts is not as great 
as that found for Me 3snOH and Ph3SnOH, it is still consider-
able suggesting a similar intermolecular association pro-
ducing polymeric chains. However, the secondary bonds to 
oxygen and other smaller electronegative substituents (e.g. 
N, S & F) are known to be stronger than those to chlorine. 24 
Although no X-ray crystallographic data have been obtained 
for nBu2sncl2 , there are structures available for similar com-
Dimethyl 
tin fluoride has been shown to consist of an infinite net-
work of tin and fluorine atoms, with each tin linearly bridged 
to each of its four fluorine neighbours with methyl groups 
above and below this plane completing an octahedral co-
- d' t' 25 or ~na ~on. All Sn-F distances were found to be equivalent 
( 2 .12R> • The X-ray structure obtained for dimethyltin-
chloride26 shows that the inter and intramolecular Sn-Cl 
distances are not equivalent (3.54 and 2.4oR respectively). 
A 0 A 0 
The bond angles found were Cl-Sn-Cl=93 , c-sn-C=l23 and 
A 0 
c-sn-Cl=l09 • The authors have interpreted these results 
to suggest that the structure of Me 2sncl2 consists of chains 
of molecules with each tin atom substantially distorted from 
tetrahedral to octahedral. The tin and chlorine atoms are 
coplanar and the methyl groups are situated above and below 
the plane. The tin atoms are not colinear, but slightly 
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offset in a zig-zag fashion with each tin atom joined to 
its neighbours by two 'bridging' chlorine atoms (see 
Figure 6.12). 
FIGURE 6.12 The structure of dimethyl tin dichloride 
Me Me Me 
' ' Cl -;;-....,} ~ Cl ',J.S ' 
',,~0sn <2:~:;,-,s~,------ ~': s{_,-
Cl ,h~"Cl / ',Cl ---- \ Cl 
Me 
Me Me 
The tin-chlorine 'bridging' distance of 3.54R is only 
0.33R less than the sum of the appropriate Van der Waals 
radii. However, the authors state categoricallv that assoc-
iation exists because of distortion of the tin atom from the 
approximate tetrahedral arrangement. This has also been 
found to be true for diethyltindichloride, where a similar 
24 polymeric structure is proposed. 
Given the solid-state NMR evidence as shown in Figure 
6.11, it can be concluded that the structure of nBu2sncl2 
consists of chains of molecules, due to the presence of some 
bridging between the tin and intermolecular chlorines. The 
structure is likely to be similar to that proposed by Davies 
et az 26 (Figure 6.12) and thus accounts for the large shield-
ing anisotropy and low frequency chemical shift observed. The 
shielding tensor parameters were calculated to be the 
following: 
o 33 = 40oppm, 
n = 0.17, 
o 22 =-2B0ppm, 
o = 480ppm 
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o 11 = -3&0ppm 
The ambiguity of the presence of halogen bridges in 
the R2snx2 type compound is increased by the crystallographic 
27 data for Ph2SnC12 • In this case, two crystallographically 
independent, discrete molecules of Ph2sncl2 are present in 
the asymmetric unit of the crystal. The shortest Sn .•.. Cl 
contact in the crystal structure is 3.77R and the authors have 
discounted any possibilities of intermolecular association. 
The deviation from regular tetrahedral geometry observed for 
both molecules is said to be an intrinsic property of the 
isolated molecules. Although, it is noted that it is not 
clear what a minimal non-bonding Sn •••• Cl contact distance 
might be since there is no very good measure of the van der 
Walls radius for tin. 
The uncertainty from X-ray crystallographic studies as 
to the presence of tin-halogen bridges shows the need for 
further solid-state 119sn NMR studies. It appears that any 
intermolecular association is evident by a substantial 
shielding anisotropy and a considerable low frequency chemical 
shift, (vide infPa, discussion of quadrupolar effectsl, 
6.7 Quadrupole Effects in 119sn Solid-State NMR Spectra 
of Tin-Chlorine Compounds: Study of Diammonium 
Hexachlorostannate (IV} 
The 119sn solid-state spectrum of (NH 4 } 2sncl6 shows an 
unfamiliar splitting pattern (see Figure 6.13). There is a 
single broad band present (6v~~l700Hz) with eleven observable 
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peaks superimposed. The splitting between each peak 
appears to be constant at ca. 4ppm (~300Hz); however some 
broadening present on one side of the lineshape makes chemical 
shift determination slightly ambiguous. The lack of spinning 
sidebands shows there to be a small (if any) shielding aniso-
tropy present. 
Diammonium hexachlorostannate (IV) has been studied 
28 29 
using X-ray crystallography ' and shows the unit cell to 
contain discrete octahedral Snc16
2
- ions, with 8 cations 
(NH 4+) situated on the threefold axes. Each cation sits in 
a tetrahedral site formed by four Sn atoms .and has a symmetric 
chlorine ligancy of 12. Each Sn-Cl bond has fourfold sym-
metry and is equivalent to all others. The lattice is cubic 
and the space group is Fm3m, thus showing the presence of a 
single tin site with no asymmetry present. Hence, the appear-
119 Sn_ spectrum. ance of no spinning sidebands in the solid-state 
Solid-state 35c1 NQR data has also been obtained ( ) 1 -29 for . NH 4 2snc 6 
and in agreement with the x-ray crystallographic data, only a 
single 35c1 NQR frequency is observed, and the electric field 
gradient at each chlorine atom has an asymmetry of zero. 
The presence of a single crystallographic site for both 
the tin and chlorine nuclei indicates that the observed 
splittings in the solid-state spectrum are due to interactions 
between the spin-~ tin nucleus and six equivalent, spin-3/2, 
chlorine nuclei, namely dipolar and scalar coupling. Recently, 
several authors have reported high resolution 13c solid-state 
NMR spectra in which the resonances of carbon-13 nuclei 
. 31-3.1 directly bonded to nitrogen were split into asymmetric doublets. -
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These splittings were shown to arise from dipolar coupling 
13 14 between the C and N nucleus, not averaged by magic-angle 
spinning because of the large magnitude of the quadrupole 
interaction of the nitrogen-14 nucleus. 
Magic-angle spinning eliminates broadening arising from 
dipolar interactions between two spins, if both spins are 
quantized along the magnetic field. Magic-angle spinning 
does not remove dipolar broadening completely if one of the 
spins is not quantized along the magnetic field. Such a 
situation can arise if one spin belongs to a quadrupolar 
nucleus subjected to both quadrupole and Zeeman interactions 
Other quadrupolar effects have been observed in the 
solid-state 29si NMR spectrum of Albite. 35 An asymmetric 
doublet was observed at three different field strengths and 
was found to have a constant splitting. Since direct dipolar 
coupling to. quadrupolar nuclei is inversely proportional to 
the applied field ('Vid.e::infra)_,this factor is easily dismissed. 
The splitting was shown to be due to Si-Al J coupling by the 
simulation of six (2I+l) lorenztians of varying linewidths. 
The cause of this variation results from the different relax-
ation times of various aluminium spin states. 
A combination of scalar and dipolar coupling has been 
observed in the 31P solid-state CP/MAS spectra of a triphenyl 
phosphine copper (I) complex. 36 Phosphorus-31 spectra were 
observed at three fields revealing 31P~ 65cu scalar coupling 
to be mainly present at high field (121 and 72MHz) giving 
rise to four equally spaced lines. Whereas, at the low 
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field (24MHz) dipolar coupling is dominant producing three 
broad asymmetric lines. A theoretical analysis has been 
obtained which shows that the spectra may be simulated by 
considering the combined effects of dipolar and scalar 
coupling. 
Similar effects for chlorine containing compounds are 
rarely seen, 37 although broadening has been observed due to 
the interaction between carbon and chlorine. 23 The quadru-
pole interaction is affected by the direction of the electric 
field gradient •. Any motion present can change the orientation 
of the electric field gradient tensor axes providing an 
effective relaxation mechanism. Motion which is very slow 
on a molecular time scale can lead to very rapid spin-lattice 
relaxation of the quadrupolar nuclei. 38 In favourable cases 
the transitions between the different spin-states of the 
quadrupolar nuclei are so rapid that the dipolar coupling 
with the spin-~ nuclei is averaged out, an effect known as 
self-decoupling. 39 Nuclei for which self-decoupling might 
be operational for the dipolar coupling with other spin-~ 
' 
nuclei, are those with large quadrupole coupling constants 
(e 2q Q/h) . Such a nucleus is 35c1, which accounts for the 
lack of broadening observed in most cases. The reason why 
no splittings were observed in the only reported case of 
13
c-
35
c1 dipolar coupling, is that motion was always present 
23 
even at the lowest temperature at which spectra were recorded. 
At this low temperature, it is likely that motion, still pre-
sent, would cause the system to lie somewhere between the com-
pletely hindered case (i.e. no relaxation) and the self-de-
coupling case. It is only in the hindered case that ~plittings 
would be observed. 
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The NQR study of (NH 4 ) 2sncl6 found the quadrupole reson-
35 29 
ance frequency, vQ( Cl), to be 15.453MHz. The quadrupolar 
. . b th f 11 . t. 40 energy 1s g1ven y e o ow1ng equa 1on: 
-1 2 h Q Q = X [ 3m I - I ( I+ 1) ] / [ 4 I ( 2 I -1) ] ( in Hz ) (eqn. 6 .1) 
where X is known as the nuclear quadrupole constant 
2 (=e Q~zz/h) . For I = 3/2 (35cl), there is only one tran-
sition, roi=± 3/2 +-+ mi=±~. 
ance frequency vQ is simply 
Therefore the quadrupole reson-
v Q . = ~ ( eqn . 6 . 2 ) 
And so for (NH 4 ) 2SnC16 , x= 30.906MHz. 
This value for the quadrupole coupling constant may be used to 
obtain a simulated splitting pattern for a spin-~ nucleus 
<
119
sn) coupled to a single spin- 3/2 nucleus ( 35cl).as cal-
36 
culated by Menger and Veeman. Th 36 h 1' e paper s ows 1ne 
positions that have been calculated arising from dipolar 
coupling with S=312 (spin of quadrupolar nucleus) as a 
2 function of the parameter K = -[{3e qzzQ/4S(2S-l))/y5hB0 ]. 
In addition, the line positions have been calculated for 
scalar coupling between the same nuclei and also the combined 
effects of scalar and dipolar coupling. From the graphical 
analysis, it can be seen that low values of K{<O.l) give rise 
to the expected quartet arising from scalar coupling only. 
This situation could occur at either high field {large values 
of B;O) or small values of the efg and quadrupole moment. 
At high values of K, however, (e.g. 0.5--+ 1.0) there is con-
siderable broadening and asymmetry, with only three lines 
present. 
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From a known value of the quadrupole coupling constant x:, 
and assuming the efg tensor is axially symmetric (known to 
be the case for (NH 4 ) 2sncl6 , from NQR studies
29 ), the para-
meter K may be calculated. 
(eqn. 6. 3) 
Substituting and 
for 35c1, S = 3/2, X = 30.906 MHz and v~ = 19.618MHz 
(v 1 = 200MHz) H 
K = - _x_ = -0 394 4vt. • • 
From the graphical analysis of dipolar coupling only between 
I=~ and 8=3/2 the K value of 0.394 gives rise to a ~oublet, 
a narrow "line" at high frequency and an approximately twice 
as broad "line" at high frequency; the splitting of the 
doublet is ca. one dipolar coupling constant unit. 
The 119sn- 35cl dipolar coupling constant is 311Hz, as 
calculated from the known tin-chlorine interatomic distance 
of 2.421R. The graphical analysis for the combined dipolar 
and scalar coupling effects show that for K=0.394, there 
should be three lines present, two narrow and one very broad. 
The splittings are unknown as it has been assumed by the 
2 3 
authors that YrYsh /r = J/2 which is a completely ambiguous 
assumption if the scalar coupling (J) is unknown. 
The 119 sn spectrum of snc1 6
2
- has been obtained in 
the solution-state and shows a single peak present at -733.0 
30 . 119. 35 ppm. However, no splitt1ngs were observed due to Sn- Cl 
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scalar coupling, presumably because molecular tumbling 
causes self-decoupling analogous to the case discussed 
earlier. Scalar coupling could be observed in the solid 
state if there was a slow rate of spin-lattice relaxation 
for the chlorine nucleus. By using a similar theorem to 
that of Pascal's triangle the number of splittings due to 
119 35 
a single Sn nucleus (I=~) coupled to ~ix equivalent Cl 
{S=312) nuclei may be calculated. The intensity ratios of 
lines calculated are 1:6:21:50:90:126:141:126:90:50:21:6:1. 
Discounting the two peaks at the end, due to li~iting 
signal to noise, leaves eleven lines with normalized ratios of: 
8.3:28.9:68.8:123.8:173.3:193.9:173.3:,etc. 
However, this does not take into account any line broadening 
effects and.consequent overlapping of lines, thereby changing 
theoretical intensities. Experimentally, eleven lines are 
observed (Figure 6.13) with similar ratios. The normalized 
intensities of the resolved part of the spectrum (high fre-
quency side) are as follows: 
15:34:64:117:164:204: 
Given the almost equivalent splittings and similar 
linewidths, it can be concluded that the spectral pattern is 
predo~inantly due to 119s~- 35c1 scalar coupling. It must 
be noted that this phenomenon is rare, with no reported cases 
of scalar coupling with chlorine observed in the solid-state. 
The asymmetry of the splitting pattern seen on the low fre-
quency side is due to residual dipolar coupling, which is 
consistent with the calculated spectrum of spin-~ nucleus 
coupled to a single chlorine spin, from known NQR parameters, 
using the Menger and Veeman analysis. 
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Nuclear quadrupole resonance data has also been ob-
tained for Ph 3SnCl and nBu2sncl2 .
41 Triphenyl tin chloride 
is a much easier system to handle as it consists of a single 
spin-~ and spin- 3/2 nucleus. Following the Menger and Veeman 
analysis the 119sn solid-state spectrum of Ph3SnCl should give 
rise to a broad line with two narrow lines and a splitting 
equal in magnitude to Jsn,Cl' given that for v0=16.985 MHz 
K=0.43. It is possible that since the "broad line" encom-
passes two lines, the intensity may be twice that of the 
"narrow lines" given similar linewidths. In addition, the 
NQR study reveals two quadrupole resonances (16.750 and 
16.985MHz) 41 showing that. two types of chlorine sites are 
present, agreeing with the X-ray crystallographic data of 
two independent molecules in the unit ce11. 22 Therefore, 
there will be two types of Sn-Cl quadrupolar interactions 
which would give rise to six lines, two very broad or double 
intensity and four narrow-width peaks (see Figure 6.10). 
Two NQR frequencies were also observed for di-n-butyltin 
dichloride (v0=15.982, 15.992MHz)
41 
which would be due to 
inter or intra-molecular effects. The calculated value of 
K=0.41 implies that a similar spectrum to that of Ph 3SnCl 
would be expected. However, the presence of a single broad 
line reflects the rate of relaxation (caused by motion present) 
producing averaging between the two extremes: {i) fine 
structure due to dipolar and J coupling and (ii) self-
decoupling. 
119 In all three examples of quadrupole effects in Sn 
solid-state NMR, the theoretical explanations can only be 
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proved by multi-field studies. 
field spectrum should show a much more symmetrical splitting 
pattern due to the lack of dipolar coupling effects, giving 
a reasonably accurate value for /JSn,Cl/. On the other 
hand, a low-field spectrum would, in theory, exhibit a very 
broad band with little, if any, fine structure due to the 
dominant dipolar interactions. An extra cause of splitting, 
which could appear in the high field case; is the quadrupolar 
interactions with the other chlorine isotope, 37c1, which has 
similar magnetic properties to that of chlorine-35 and a natural 
abundance of 24.5%. 
A high-field study of Ph 3SnCl should simply show 4 
equally spaced doublets due to scalar coupling and the pres-
ence of two non-equivalent crystallographic sites. The 
nBu2sncl2 compound would be a more difficult system to study 
due to the presence of motion and a very large anistropy. 
llg However, a Sn NMR study at a very low temperature would 
effectively'freeze' any motions present, leading to narrower 
lines. In such a case, a multi-field study would distinguish 
between the scalar and dipolar contributions. 
6. 8 Diammonium Hexafluorostannate (IV}/; (NH41t,SnF 6 
The 119 sn solid-state spectrum of (NH 4 ) 2SnF 6 (Figure 6.14) 
exhibits a splitting which is apparently similar to that seen 
for (NH 4 ) 2sncl6 . The average chemical shift is ~lOOppm to 
low frequency of the average shift of (NH 4) 2sncl 6 (&~~9 =-810 Sn 
and -710 ~.; :r.esr:ectively). This mean value for (NH 4 ) 2snF 6 com-
pares well with that obtained in solution for the hexafluoro-
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stannate anion30 ('c 119 = -810. 8ppm), and thus shows no Sn 
evidence of intermolecular association in the solid-state. 
There has not been a crystal structure reported for 
(NH 4) 2SnF6 ; however, X-ray structures are known for similar 
compounds of the type, M2SnF6 (where M=Li, Na, K and cs}.
42 
In all these cases there is a single crystallographic site whereby 
~he tin atom is observed to have an axially distorted octa-
hedral environment of six fluorine atoms. 
~he observed fine structure is likely to arise from 
tin-fluorine scalar coupling. In addition to this there 
will be effects from the Sn,F dipolar coupling. For the 
structure of Li2SnF6 .2H2o,
43 there are two non-equivalent 
sites for the fluorines, with reported bond distances of 
Sn-F (equatorial)=l.962R and Sn-F (Axial)=l.983R. The mean 
value of these interatomic distances gives a tin-fluorine 
dipolar coupling constant of 5520Hz. If the system is approx-
imated as being AX6 , then ignoring shielding and indirect 
coupling terms the rigid lattice linewidth should be of the 
order of aa. 6D(~3xlo4~z). The relevant dipolar term is a 
heterogeneous interaction which is modulated in the same way 
as the shielding anisotropy. Therefore, spinning about the 
magic-angle at aa. 3kHz should, in theory, give rise to a 
spectrum containing a complex spinning sideband pattern 
spanning the rigid lattice linewidth. The absence of side-
bands implies the presence of random molecular motions lead-
ing to motional narrowing. 
Examples of the combined effects of random molecular 
50 
motion and mechanical motion have been given by Waugh and 
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51 Andrew. The observed linewidth for a powder, with iso-
tropic molecular motion, rotating at the magic-angle can be 
50 
expressed as 
= 6.2-c 
c 
[ 2 + 1 ] 
l+v 2~ 2 1+4" 2 2 
r "'c vr 'Cc 
(N.B. The above equation does not hold for long correlation 
times) • 
where T is the correlation time, 6. is the rigid lattice 
c 
linewidth and vr is the rotation rate (Hz) . 
The residual bandwidth in the 119sn NMR spectrum of 
(NH 4) 2SnF 6 is found to be aa. 3kHz (see Figure 6.14). At 
the experimental spinning speed (v.r=3kHz) , a correlation 
frequency of 106Hz is required to narrow the rigid lattice 
linewidth to the observed value. The MAS rate needs to be 
6 greater than the internal molecular motion (10 Hz) to produce 
further narrowing of the line, and such a fast rotation rate 
is impossible to achieve. Of course, the above assumes iso-
tropic motion which is an oversimplification, but the qualit-
ative conclusion is likely to be correct. 
Taking into account the X-:-ray studies of related com-
pounds,42,43 both types of fluorine atom (equatorial and axial) 
will be averaged if the molecular motion involves a.· "jump" 
mechanism. In such a case, the fluorines would be rapidly 
exchanging between equatorial and axial positions. (At 
any one instant, the molecule would still appear to have two 
different sorts of fluorines present, consistent with the 
X-ray studies). 
119 2-The solution-state Sn NMR spectrum of the SnF6 anion 
displays a septet due to the scalar coupling of the tin 
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nucleus to six equivalent fluorine nuclei, with 1 1JSn,FI= 
1579Hz. 30 However, in the solid-state there would be likely 
to be coupling to two different sets of fluorine nuclei 
(equatorial and axial), in addition to this there would be 
19 19 . 
significant F- F d1polar coupling and to a lesser extent, 
scalar coupling. The average splitting observed in the fine 
structure is ca. 800Hz. 
It is unclear as to why there is further broadening 
producing the underlying '~urnp~ in the spectrum. Indeed, 
without further information a more detailed assignment for 
the spectrum is impossible. A simpler system of the type 
M2SnF6 , where each Sn-F bond was equivalent, would be very 
useful to study by 119sn solid-state NMR, and would produce 
a more readily interpretable spectrum. However, such an 
ideal compound may not be accessible. It is possible the 
antisymmetric J coupling (not averaged by MAS) may complicate 
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matters further, although no cases have been reported. 
A variable-temperature study, whereby the motions are effect-
ively frozen out, would make a very interesting study. If 
there was no (or little) motion present then rapid magic-
angle spinning could reduce the observed linewidth further 50 
in the hope of revealing further fine structure. In addi tiori 
to this a high field study would be very useful in assigning 
chemically shifted peaks. 
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6.9 A Study of AX2 Spin Systems in the Solid-State: 
High-Resolution Tin-119 CP/MAS NMR of Tri-(n-Butyl)Tin 
Fluoride and Trimethyl Tin Fluoride 
The solid-state 119sn spectrum of tri(n-butyl)tin 
fluoride is shown in Figure 6.15. As can be seen, the total 
spread of the spectrum is 500ppm. There are three sideband 
manifolds present; first moment calculations and experiments 
with variable rotation rates show that the centrebands are 
as indicated in Figure 6.15. A summing of intensities indic-
ates that the intensity ratio of three spinning sideband 
manifolds is 1:2:1. The three centrebands are equally 
separated, with a spacing of 1291Hz. 
These facts can be interpreted as indicating that the 
119
sn nuclei are effectively equally coupled to two fluorine 
nuclei, the coupling constant 11 Jsn,FI being 1291Hz, which 
is of the expected order of magnitude. 44 This interpretation 
implies that the tin is pentacoordinated in the solid-state 
with tin-fluorine bridges present. Only one X-ray diffraction 
study has been cited which gives an incomplete structure deter-
. t' 42 m1na 10n. X-ray diffraction patterns show that the com-
pound is disordered in a lattice of trigonally symmetric tin 
atoms. 
The chemical shift of the middle centreband is 
osn =-9.3ppm. In the solution-state, related compounds 
2 
give chemical shifts in the region of oSn "' 70 ppm. The 
substantial shift to low frequency in the solid is another 
indication of the formation of pentacoordinate tin. An 
additional peak is detected, at osn= 120.3ppm, and is assigned 
to an impurity due to the relative intensity and lack of side 
bands. 
FIGURE 6.15 119 Sn CP ~~~ spectrum of nBu3SnF 
0 = -9.3!?Pffi 
lJ = 1291Hz 
Sn,F 
* = impurity 
300 200 
j J 
* 
100 0 -100 
o(ll9sn)/ppm 
FIGURE 6.16 119 Sn CP /MAS spectrum of 
~3SnF 
0 = 23.5ppm 
1 
.Jsn,F = 1300Hz 
300 200 
~ 1 
! 
100 0 
o(ll9sn)/ppm 
NT = 10664 
SW = 62.5kHz 
00 = Ss 
D2 = 1rns 
DR = 15Hz/pt 
SS = 3kHz 
01 = 0 
AQ = 0.033s 
-200 
NT= 6000 
SW = 70kHz 
00 = lOs 
D2 = 2ms 
SS.= 3146Hz 
DR = 8. 7Hz/pt 
AQ = o.029s 
-100 -200 
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An improved spectrum was obtained for a very similar 
compound, Me 3SnF (see Figure 6.16). As with the 
119
sn 
spectrum of nBu3SnF (Figure 6.15) there are 3 centrebands 
due to a single tin site coupling to two equivalent fluor-
ines, I 1J Sn, F I =1300Hz. One X-ray crystal structure that 
has been obtained for trimethyltin fluoride 45 is inconclus-
ive due to anomalies in the electron density Rrojections 
resulting from disorder of fluorine atoms within each chain 
and disorder of the chains with respect to one another. The 
two proposed structures are shown in Figures 6.17 and 6.18. 
Figure 6.17 Figure 6.18 
Possible structures for trirnethyltin fluoride. 45 
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. 
Both structures consist of Me 3sn groups and F atoms 
arranged alternately in a chain-like manner along the a-axis. 
The two interpretations are given by the observed electron-
density distribution, both contain essentially five coordinate, 
and non-linear unsymmetrical Sn-F .•. Sn bridges, consistent 
with a non-ionic type of compound. One structure proposed 
is that within any one chain the atoms c2 and c3 are ordered 
and both displaced from the plane in the opposite direction 
to the Sn-F bond (Figure 6.17}. The fluorine atoms are dis-
ordered, occupying any position on parts of a spherical sur-
face centred about 2.1sR from one tin atom, so that Sn-F .•• sn 
is not linear. 
In the second structure (Figure 6;18} the Me3sn g~oups 
are planar and tilted alternatively with respect. to the a-axis. 
As a consequence of this alternati~tUting, the fluorine atoms 
must be ordered with respect to their alternate placing on 
either side of the Sn-Sn axis. 
The authors believe that trimethyltin fluorine is not 
a purely ionic solid. if ionic species were present it would 
be expected that (a) the fluorine atom would lie on the axis 
of, and equidistant from, two tin atoms, and (b) the tri-
methyltin group would be a planar cation lying perpendicular 
to the tin-tin axis. Furthermore, the non-linear .. :asym-
metrical Sn-F •.. Sn arrangement is an indication of a covalent 
interaction present. The values obtained for the tin-
fluorine bond distances are approximate with an intramolecular 
Sn-F value of ~2.1R and an intermolecular Sn-F distance of 
~2.2-.2.6R. 
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In an independent study, using IR and X-ray diffraction 
46 techniques, Yasuda et aZ suggest an alternative structure 
whereby the trimethyltin group fonm~aplanar equilateral 
triangular structure and is inclined to the plane perpendic= 
ular to the a axis (see Figure 6.19). One of the Sn-C bonds 
(Sn-c 1 ) lies along the c axis and furthermore, the trimethyl-
tin groups and fluorine atoms are arranged alternately along 
the a axis. 
FIGURE 6.19 Projection of the probable crystal 
structure of Me 3SnF46 
F and (F) indicates the two 
possible positions of the same 
potential energy. 
119 The appearance of a triplet pattern in the Sn solid-
state spectrum of Me 3SnF can be explained by considering 
motion present in which the fluorines are rapidly (on the 
NMR timescale) exchanging between ·,.asymmetrical positions. 
The 119sn nucleus would therefore 'see' two equivalent fluor-
ine nuclei at an equidistance. Alternatively, the triplet 
pattern may be deceptively simple, since the full spin system 
of an unsymmetrical chain of Sn and F atoms could be quite 
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complex. However, the simplest explanation, whereby the 
fluorines are lying midway between the atoms is at least as 
likely as the other two. 
119 In both Sn NMR spectra of Me 3SnF and nBu 3SnF, the 
three sideband manifolds show considerable differences in 
spread of intensity. This is clearly seen in the expansion 
of the spectrum of Me 3SnF (see Figure 6.20). The high fre-
quency sideband manifold covers the large~t range and the 
low frequency manifold the smalles~ range. It is clear that 
the 119sn anisotropy is influenced by the spin state of the 
attached fluorines. Three tensor properties need to be con-
sidered, namely: (i) dipolar (Sn~.F) coupling, (ii) indirect 
( " 1. ") (S F) li d ('' ') 119s h' ld' ' sea ar n, coup ng, an ~~~ . n s ~e ~ng an~so-
tropy. This tenso:rii.al interplay has been recently illustrated 
for a two spin (AX) case by Zilm and Grant, 47 in which 
13 19 . C- F coupl~ng is studied from a powder pattern of CH 3F 
and also by Harris et al, who have used sideband analysis to 
extract tensor information for a· 13c;31P case. The three 
spin AX 2 , as exemplified by nBu3SnF and Me 3SnF, should, in 
theory, .be an easier system to handle, particularly if 
X-A-X linearity is assumed. The middle manifold of sidebands 
corresponds to the zero total spin component of the fluorine 
nuclei. Its effective anisotropy is therefore uninfluenced 
by (Sn,F) coupling of either type, and a sideband analysis 
of this manifold will give the three principal components of 
the 119sn shielding anisotropy. The method of Maricq and 
Waugh21 has been used to obtain the shielding values as 
shown in Table 6.4. 
FIGURE 6.29 119 sn CP ft1AS ·spectrum of 
Me3SnF (Expanded) 
The three spinning sideband. manifolds are 
shONn, with arravs indicating the corres-
ponding centrebands (with assigned spin 
states of F nuclei) 
ll\r=+ 1. 
II\r=O j 
I 
II\r=-1 
I 
I _____ L_ I__ _I I 
400 300 200 100 0 -100 -200 
o(ll9sn)/ppm 
IV 
'""'-
.\.0 
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TP~LE 6.4 119 sn SOLID-STATE NMR DATA FOR TRI(N-BUTYL)TIN 
FLUORIDE AND TRIMETHYLTIN FLUORIDE. 
b ppm- llJ lb,c 0 iso 0 33 0 22 0 11 0 n Sn,F 
nBu3snF 9.3 -198 69 157 -207 0.42 1291 
Me 3SnF -23.5 -236 31 134 -212 0.48 1300 
a. The shielding values are measured in ppm relative to 
SnMe4 . 
b. Dig i tization rate 9Hz/pt. 
c. Measured in Hz. 
The similarity in the solid-state structures of 
nB~3SnF and Me 3SnF is shown by the almost identical values 
of l~sn,FI and also the very similar values of shielding 
anisotropy (o) and asymmetry (n), (Table 6.4). This indic-
ates that the geometry and electronic environment of the two 
compounds are very much the same. The difference in iso-
tropic shielding is caused by the influence of the alkyl 
groups attached to the tin atom, causing a uniform shielding 
through the molecule as can be seen by examination of the 
individual tensor compone_nts. 
The 119sn NMR spectrum can be analysed further to 
supply information regarding the molecular geometry and also 
the direct and indirect spin-spin coupling between the 119sn 
and 19 F nuclei. The 119sn shielding tensor components 
(Table 6.4) clearly show that there is non-axial symmetry 
present which may arise either from intra-chain conformation 
or inter-chain interactions. As mentioned previously, given 
the presence of a triplet pattern the spectrum may be analysed 
as an AX2 spectrum. The fluorines (as far as the 
119sn 
---------------------------------------------- -
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nuclei are concerned) must then be equivalent, therefore 
it is reasonable to assume that the Sn-F chain could 
be linear (as 1 seen' on the N.M.R- timescale) with only one 
Sn-F dipolar axis present. 
The relevant NMR parameters may be obtained from the 
following equations for an AX2 system with a non-axial 
shielding tensor (see Chapter Two for details). 
2\)33 = T3+ + T3 (eqn. 6. 4) 
- + + + T 2 ) + ( T l + T 2 ) ( eqn . 6 . 5) 
2D ... (Tl- + T2 ) - (Tl+ + T2+)+4J {eqn. 6.~) 
c/=T+-T+ 1 2 (eqn. 6. 7) 
a. = Tl T2 (eqn. 6. 8) 
+ 2 - 2 2 (a. ) + (a. ) = 2\JA + 18(D ... ) 2 (eqn. 6.9) 
(a.+)2 - (a.-)2 = 12\JAD 2 (2cos <1> - 1) (eqn. 6 .10) 
where \JB = \)22 + \)11 (eqn. 6 .11) 
\JA = \)22 - \)11 (eqn. 6.12) 
D ... 
= D - (J// -Jl)/3 (eqn. 6 .13) 
As there is no knowledge concerning the direction of 
the shielding tensors with respect to the molecule, assign-
ments of Tii can only be made arbitrarily. Therefore, all 
different assignments ofT .. , from the values obtained by 
11 
sideband analysis, were tried. The values shown below 
(Table 6.5) were the only set found to give a reasonable 
result. 2 Most combinations produced a negative value of \JA 
(equation 6.9), and the remainder gave unlikely results for 
TABLE 6.5 EXTREMA CALCULATED FROM MARICQ AND WAUGH 
SIDEBAND ANALYSis21 
T + 
3 . = -176ppm T3 = -83 .ppm. 
T2 
+ 
-45ppm = T· 2 = -22 ppm. 
Tl 
+ 344ppm Tl 122 = = :?pm. 
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"Stretched" subspectrum "Squeezed" subspectrum 
Substituting the above values into equations (6.5)-(6.10) gives 
the following: 
\)33 = -129ppm, VB = +200ppm 
J = 17. Sppm (1306Hz) D ... =· -64.25ppm (-4795Hz) 
+ 399ppm 144ppm a = a = 
VA = +230ppm, <P = 70.67° 
VA = ±230ppm 
19.34° VA = -230ppm, <P = 
However, the assignment of the "minus" and "plus" sub-
spectrum is not necessarily correct. By swapping signs, 
all values stay constant apart from D ... and J which are re-
versed in sign. The Sn-F dipolar coupling constant (D) 
has a negative value (y119 is-ve) and the magnitude and Sn 
sign of ~J is unknown tor such a system and so the sign of 
D ... cannot be assumed. However, this ambiguity can be solved 
by referring to the conditions concerning the order of Tii 
(a f., Chapter Two), The values in Table 6.5 show that the 
d ' T + T + + d T Th' d ' or er ~s 1 > 2 >T3 an T1 >T 2 > 3 • ~s or er ~s pre-
served at the limits <P = 0° and 90° if -vA>I3D ... I and also 
that (a) v 11-v33 >3D ... and (b) that v22-v33 >3D ... (N.B. providing 
v 11~v 22 ~v 33 -which is shown to be true, see Table 6.6). 
Condition (a) is found to be true regardless of the s~gn of 
D ... , but condition (b) can only be true if D ... is negative. 
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From this conclusion the absolute sign of J can be deter-
mined. In addition, from X-ray diffraction results D can 
be calculated and hence the anisotropy of ~ is easily deduced. 
D .. = -4795Hz, J = +1305Hz 
D .. - D-6J/3. 
r (Average value taken) 46 = 2.3oR Sn-F D = -3481Hz. Sn,F 
6.J =3933Hz, J// = 3057Hz, J 1 =-876Hz 
TABLE 6. 6 COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL VALUES AND THEORETICAL 
VALUES FOR Sn-F INTERACTION IN Me 3SnF 
d 
\)11 
d 
\)22 
d 
\)33. 
d 
\) .. 
1SO 
VA 
VB 
J. 1SO 
e 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
a b Theory ' Experimentala,c Error a 
+215 235.5 20.5 
-15 -31.4 -16.4 
-129 -133.6 -4.6 
+23.7 +23.5 -0.2 
-230 -266.9 -36.9 
+200 204.1 4.1 
+1306 1300 6 
Values in ppm. 
As calculated from equations (6.4) to (6.10) using 
sideband analysis of +/- subspectra. 
As calculated/observed for the isotropic centrebands 
and middle sideband manifold. 
As defined using resonance scale such that v .. = -cr .. , 11 11 
(v. _a.). 
1SO 1SO 
e. '" Uz 
The assignments of v .. correspond to the original 11 
equations of Zilm and Grant 47 and are therefore different 
to those defined earlier by the Haeberlen convention. 49 
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FIGURE 6.21 Direction and magnitude of NMR parameters 
obtained from AX 2 theory for Trimethyltin 
fluoride (see Table 6.6) 
a 33 = 129ppm 
D = -3481Hz 
J = +1305Hz J.l. = -876Hz 
~ = +3057Hz 
~-----------------~ 
= -215ppm 
cr 22 = 15ppm 
The results in Table 6. 6 shCM that whilst the discrepancy between 
theory and experiment is small for v 33 and the isotropic NMR 
parameters it is quite large for v 11 and v 22 . In particular 
it should be noted that there is a much greater error for VA 
than vB. The reason for this is most likely due to the 
assumption of -axial · .· symmetry for ~. The value of vA 
is obtained via equation (6.9), and thus relies on an accurate 
value for the effective dipolar coupling constant D'. This, 
in turn, depends on the asymmetry in ~ (nJ) having a value of 
zero, which is not necessarily correct given that the system 
does not simply involve a-bonding but also involves n~bonding 
via overlap of d-orbitals. 46 The other assumption which 
does not have a firm basis is the assignment of a shielding 
component perpendicular to the Sn-F axis, (see Figure 6.21}. 
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On a purely qualitative basis, the analysis has 
illustrated the effects of tensorial interplay in a hetero-
nuclear spin-~ system. The theory would perhaps be more 
applicable to a simpler system {i.e. an AX2 system in matrix 
isolation) as it should be recalled that Me 3SnF is a complex 
polymeric network of Sn-F chains, and so intermolecular inter-
actions will play some role as well as other complexities. 
Obviously, interpretation of the Me 3SnF results on a non-
linear AX2 basis is also possible, but it would need develop-
ment of theory, and there is no a priori reason to believe 
such an approach would be more valid. 
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ERRATUM 
119
sn NMR spectrum of Me 3SnOH (Chapter Six) . 
Further information recently received from Prof. Alwyn 
Davies (University College, London) reveals that the signal 
at -152 ppm is, in fact, due to an impurity (perhaps dimethyl-
tin oxide or bis(trimethyltin) carbonate). Thus, there is 
only one genuine resonance due to MejSnOH at -99 ppm (and 
associated sideband manifold) which correlates with the find-
ings for triphenyl tin hydroxide) • 
